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AIIA,.EUR RADIO EXCIlAllGE
As one of London's leading retailers of
amateur radio equipment, we know

that YAESU offer about the finest
range o n the market. But as
enthusiast retailers rather than importers or distributors, we are also

able to recognise and recommend
great products, whoever makes them,
So, when we saw and tried the new
TRIO R-l000 receiver, we knew that
we - and our customers - must have

it. It's good, , , every bit as good as
TRIO say it is . , . so we bought in substantial stocks. That way we can offer
it to you just a little cheaper I

R-1000
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~"'~.~.~.and this is the HELISCAN
Wall-to-Wall Aerial

,.'

Only from us, a specially developed hightensile receiving antenna giving superb
results. Use it indoors or out - from wallto-wall , from point-to-point. or from
pillar-to-post I

If your budget is nearer £200
than £300, don't worry, because
at that price you can't do better
than the YAES U FRG-7, We like

INTRODUCTORY£15
PRICE -JUST
inc, VAT

to summarise its specification

and performance by saying that
th e FRG-7 hears things that

ALSO AVAILABLE
A MUST for the serious
FRG-7 owner

other receivers don't even know

exist! So, come and try it, and
see for yourself why it still
represents the finest value-formoney in the communications

receiver market today.

External digital display giVing
accurate frequency readout
while still retaining the analogue
tuning facility.

PRICE

FRG-7 with free Helllea" Aerla'

AMATEUR RADIO EXCHANGE
Easy terms up to

2 years

Credit Card sales
by telephone

Closed all day

Wednesday

£49

inc, VAT

2 Northfield Road, Ealing, London, W13.
Phone 01 5795311
for details of current stocks, new and secondhand
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Out of Thin Air
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Feeders

Basics
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FleXible braIded

l~~efarallel
The basic horizontal half wa ve aerial (J4A).
In practice. the physical length required
for resonance is reduced by a factor of
0 '95 (O-95x }sN due to the effect of in·
sulators and nearby objects . A simple
formula for the practical half wave aerial
is 143/ F (MHz) metres . At resonance the
induced voltage V will be maximum at the
ends of the aerial (high impedance) while
the current 1will be maximum at the centre.
The basic Marconi aeria l is a quarterwave vertical with the lower end close to
the ground, and it is used mainly on the
lower frequencies . If this aerial is erected
over a perfectly conducting ground then
an image of the aerial is formed, which
simulates a half-wave aerial. In practice
the 'perlect' earth is formed from a
number of long wires (radials) laid on or
just under the surface of the earth .

®
®
Nom inal impedan ce Nom inal impedance

70-80ohms

It is not necessary for the aerial wire to
be physically the correct length for a particular frequency or wavelength . It can be
made shorter or longer electrically to
achieve the same state of resonance by
using an aerial tuning unit (a .t .u.).
At higher frequencies, such an aerial is
commonly mounted well above earth, and
relies upon '\/ 4 radials entirely for its reflecting "earth plane:' Such an aerial is
known as a ground-plane.

50-80ohms

Since the aerial should be located in the
clear and generally as high as possible to
produce maximum signal str ength it is
necessary to use a feeder to connect the
aerial to the receiver. Low impedance
feeders may be flat twin (a), coaxial (b) or
flat ribbon (d) . High impedance feeders
consist of two wires spaced apart by insulators every foot or so (c) .

114 A.

Insu lati ng
@preaders
Ty~ lc al

Impedance
6000hms

2

Two paralle l wires

@)
Nominal Impedance
240-300ohms

Out of Thin Air

Rods
and Whips

Microwaves
Radio frequency signals of centimetric
wavelength are ca rried to a receiver. or
from a transmitter, by a rectangularsection tube called waveguide. whose
internal dimensions will impose limits on
the upper and lower cut-off frequencies .
in much the same way that ordinary aerials
exhibit a critical resonant frequency.
A simple microwave antenna, the
pyramidal horn (a) is basically a flared-out
ext ension of the waveguide, its surfaces
envisaged as having an infinite number of
radiating elements . An analogy would be a
megaphone .
The para bolic reflector (dish) as shown

(b l may be compared to a torch or headlight where the light source is at the focal
point. The dish may be fed from the front
(c) by a small horn at the focal point. or
from the rear (d) by waveguide, using a
reflector and dipole 10 suit the frequency.
The gain and bea mwidth of a dish is dependent upon its diameter in relation to
the operating frequency. Using the
formula for generating a parabola, dishes
may be constructed in fibre-glass and the
reflective surface covered with kitchen foil.
alternatively, fine mesh wi r e netting. although this latter method would result in
some losses.

""
Horn

""
"",

Wavegui de

~ Horn leed al
~ local poin t

(a)

For the flat-dweller. often without access
to a roof or loft space, the only answer
may be a vertical rod aeria l 3 or 4m long.
made from alumin ium or copper tubing .
An a.t .u . is essential here to bring the aerial
to resonance on the various bands. Being
very short this aerial w ill perform better on
the higher frequency bands such as 10
and 15m. A commercial whip aerial, w ith a
base-mounting insulator, of the type intended for mobile use can also be useful
in this situat ion .

/
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Tolal of 20m

/
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D. dia 01 dish
c .. depth 01 dish
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(d )

Long Wire
A long length of copper wire, w ith one end
connected to the receiver, is probably the
most commonly used aerial. For best results it should be erected out of doors . The
inverted " L" aerial is a good all-round performer especia lly if the vertical sec tion can
be 7m or more long . If the overall length is
around 20m it wi ll function well on the
amateur bands without an aerial tuning
unit but an a.t.u . will make it even better.

/

/

/

(b )

Aerial Tuning Unit
For best results an end-fed wire aerial or
rod aerial should be matched to the receiver input circuit w ith an Aerial Tuning
Unit (a)_The induct or (b) iswound making
a loop every other turn, the loops then
being soldered to the switch tags. Fit each
tuning capacitor with a calibrated knob or

diat and number the switch positions .
Adjust the capacitors and switch position
for maximum signal strength noting that
the three adjustments are very much interdependent. Log dial and switch readings
for future reference .

Aerial

'At-rial'
on receiver or ATU

The combination of horizontal and vertical
polarisation will help with OX signals
where the received signal's polarisation
ca n va ry considerably from minute to
minute.

Out of Thin Air

SOOp

1 pole,12way'
wafer switch

SOOp

lReer

24 turns
insulated wire
Insulated
former
20rrmdia

®

Taps alternate turns

Earth

3

AfWLoop

Windom
j9. 'm ~'''!.'---15 .2 m --~

c:-r:

~er

A usef ul general coverage aerial for the
h .f . bands is the W indom which uses a
single wire feeder tapped on to the horizontal wire. An aeria l length of about 24m
will work especially well on the 13,25 and
49 met re bands.

Sh all ow s aw cuts
12· Smm apart

CJ
I

I

I

COOM cabl e
leading IroM

I

inductive turn

10 receiver

/~-"'oo" . n

For frequencies between 500k Hz and
2M Hz the loop aerial lakes a lot of
beati ng. It cons ists of 7 turns of wire (5
or 6 turns for higher frequencies) aro u nd
a wooden framework as illustrated. T he
ends of the w ire connect to a 500p F
tuning capacitor. A second wire, wound
around th e centre turn connects to a
coax cable which goes to the aerial and
earth sockets on the rece iver or preferably 10 a balanced input.
T he loop forms a tuned circuit in
t;onjunction with the capacitor with t he
inductive loop providing a low imped ·
ance feed to the receiver . T he capacitor
has to be tuned for eac h frequency and
t he selectiv ity is excellent. T he loop is
highly directional and by rotating it,
interfering stations can be virtual l y
eliminated . T he tuning is very sharp and
it is advantageous to fit either a slow

bo.

motion drive to t he capacito r or to wire
a small value variable trimmer in parallel
with it (1 0p F to 20p F).
T he gain is not as high as th at o f a
long wire aerial but this is more than
outweighed by the muc h improved
s ignal -to-no ise ratio and t he direc ti onal
c haracteristics. T he direction of a station
can be determined within a few degrees
by nulling it out to take its bearing. T he
broom-handle can be fitted into a box
as shown with the bottom fitting ' into a
recessed slot to prevent it slipp i ng.
T he main frame can be made o f 6mm
thick plywood or softwood. T he wi res
should be wound very tig h t and shou ld
be kept that way (under tension th e
wire tends to stretch sl ightly). T he softwood blocks merely act as brace r s and
as supports for the broom handle.

Planning
Consent
In the UK, any aerial sup port erected at a
heig ht exceeding 10 feet above grou nd
level is subject to the Town and Count ry
Planning Acts. Before embarking on any
m ajor aerial Insta llat ion, it is advisable to
contact the local Council Surveyor, and
if necessary to apply for planning
permission.

Frequency Bands
SHORT WAVE AMAT EUR BANDS

SHORT WAVE BROADCAST BANDS
Band (metres)

120
90
75
60
49
41
31
25
19
16
13
11

4

Frequency (MHz) Dipole Length (m)

2-300 to 2-495
3-200
3-400
4-000 3-900
4-750
5-060
6-200
5-950
7-100
7-300
9-775
9-500
11-700 11 -975
15-100 15-450
17-700 17-900
21-450 21 -750
25-600 26-100

23-17
19-81
14-63
11-89
9 -14
7-92
6-58
5-54

Band (metres)

160
80
40
20
15
10

Fr equency (M H z ) Dipole Length (m)

1-800 to 2-000
4 -000'
3-500
7-300"
7-000
14-000 14-350
21 -000 21 -450
28-000 29-700

78
39
20-12
10-06
6-7
4 -88

'UK 3-500-3-800
.. UK 7- 000· 7- 100

Out of Thin Air

Half Wave Dipole
As the impedance at thf" ,:.:ntre of a halfwave aerial is apprr..<imately 70 ohms, flat
twin qr coaxial fF,cders will provide a good
impedance m;;.tch to the aerial ensuring
maximum sir,nal transference. The aerial,
length calculated from the formula given,
is cut at th'; centre and an insulator inserted, the wires of the feeder being connected either side of the insulator.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ lnsu+Q IOrs - - - - - - - . . . . .

yI rCOble

Flat
twin
feede r

Coo,;o\

or

Folded
Dipole

Multiband Dipole
Dipoles cut 10 bands req uired

The folded dipole (a) will transform the
input impedance by a factor of 22 or4x70
::: 280 ohms so that it can be fed with a
flat ribbon feeder of 300 ohms impedance,
provided the wires forming the folded
dipole are the same diameter. If a threefold dipole is used, the input impedance
will be 70x3 2 = 630 ohms which will provide a good match to an open line feeder.

11

If dipoles are required for optimum performance on several frequency bands they
can be connected in parallel at their

centres and fed with

Cl

common feeder

thus providing multiband facilities in a
minimum of space . The ends of the dipoles
may be tied off to any convenient supports
and the dipoles need not all be in the same
plane . Note that a dipole cut for, say, the
7MHz amateur band, will be three half
waves on the 21MHz amateur band thus
eliminating the need for a separate aerial
for that band. Another approach. known

Cl. '- - - - V2

ci rcUit s (traps) in the d.lPole elements . The
length f l • for example , might be appropriate for 14MHz, and the length b for
21M Hz. The tuned circuits would be designed to resonate at 21 MHz, effectively
isolating the end sections of the dipole
from the feeder at that frequency. On
14MHz, the tuned circuits would have a
low impedance, and the whole of the elements come into use. Some trimming of
the sections compared to the ca lculated
lengths, is necessary to compensate for
the effect of the traps.

as

formu t o ---~'~I

300n

ri bbon f eeder

j

!

o,,\(

600n o p
wire

as the Trap Dipole, uses parallel tuned

Ii ~

Construction
A practical folded dipole using 300 ohm
ribbon feeder for both the aerial and the
feeder. One conductor only of the aerial is
cut at the centre and the feeder inserted
and the joints soldered . The junction
should be clamped between pieces of insulating materia l and properly waterproofed.

1r ••- - - - ,l.l2as formulo ----·"'1

Construction
A practical method of feeding the aerial
with low impedance feeder. The loop in the
top of the feeder is essential to prevent the
'ingress of rain and dirt. The end of coaxial
cable can be sealed with plastic insulating
tape or compound .
'1" connectors providing mechan ical
anchorage and watertight termination for
the feeder cable are also available from a
number of our advertisers catering for the
radio amateur.

Out of Thin Air

.j
Insulati ng
block

Bi nd feeder
to bloc k

WJ.====~!'

Cla mping pl at es
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MULTI-ELEMENT
AERIALS
Multi-element aerials fall into two basic
-groups : those with more than one element
directly driven, and those w ith one element driven and the rema inder parasitically excited - in other words picking up
radiation from the driven element and reradiating it. In both cases, the radiation
from the various elemen ts interacts to give

incr eased field st rength in some directions
and reduced strength in other.

This description assumes the aerial is
being used for transmission, but since
aerials behave in a recipr ocal f ashion, it is
equally true for reception, the "driven" elements being those that ar e connected via
a feeder to the receiver.

Log-Periodic
One of the disadvantages of the Vagi is its
fairly narrow bandwidth . Where a broad
range of frequencies is to be covered , and
there is no space for multiple aerial arrays,
the Log-Periodic aerial may be useful.
though its gain is lower than a Vagi.
The name arises from the fact that there
IS a constant mathematical relationship in
the length and positioning of each element.
compClred with its ~ predecessor in the
series . All elements, except the rearmost
reflector, are driven. though not all are
active at one t ime.
A simplified explanation of the operation
is as follows . For any signal within the
bandwidth of the aerial. only one element
will be near resonance . That element will
act as a dipole. the (longer) one behind it
win behave as a reflector, and the (shorter)
ones In front of it as directors. The feeder
IS connected at the front of the aerial. to

the transmission line formed by the twin
parallel booms on which the elements are
mounted . Alt ernate half·elements are connected to opposite booms, to provide the
necessary phase-change between successive elements .
The length and spacing of successive
elements reduces from the back by a
factor n, less than 1. For a given bandwidth, a shorter array has fewer element s
and a lower gain, and a lower value of n.

Vagi
The most common version of the parasitic
aerial array, the Vagi, will be familiar to all
in its application to v.h.t. and u.h.f . TVand
to v.h.f. f.m. sound reception. Its basic
form, the "H;' is formed by adding a single
rod to a half-wave dipole. spaced some
small fraction of a wavelength from it . By
making the rod slightly longer than the
dipole, it acts as a re f lector. modifying the
response pattern to a cardioid (heartshape) pattern . In practice this is not B
perf ect cardioid, and there will an unwanted rear lobe .
Adding a second rod, slightly shorter
than the dipole. on the opposite side to the
reflector. will reinforce and nar row the
main lobe of the response pattern . A 3element Vagi suitable for v.h.L f.m. sound
reception is shown. The freque n cy o f
maximum response is 95MHz .
Further directors may be added in front
of the first. each sligh tly improving the
gain of the aerial array, up to a limit of
about 36 elements, after which no signifi cant increase is obtained.
Adding parasitic elements reduces the
impedance of the dipole, as seen by the
feeder. and a folded dipole is frequently
used, to help to compensate for this.

All dims In mm,

Dlrectlono l
transmitter

/

oD

Circular r ad i ati on pattern 01 d i pole
(vi ewed end-on)

Ro

add i ng 0 relle ctor
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Out of Thin Air

ZL Special

Note
We were guilty of the sin of ove rsimplification in the section on Vagi
ae rials. Adding a parasitic reflector to a
dipole cannot prod uce a true cardioid
response pattern, because of the losses
inherent in ene rgising the reflector
from the field rad iated from the dip ole .
The response pattern is of the same
gene ral form as a cardioid. varying in
shape according to element spacing. A
true ca rd ioid is produced by having two
driven elemen ts, appropriate ly phased,
as in the ZL Special.

One of the simplest exa mples of an aerial
with more t han one element driven. the ZL

Special. is easily made from 300 ohm
ribbon for hJ. versions. or from metal rod
for v.h .f . or u.h.f . bands. Tha t illustrated

z
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Balanced feeder

Insu la 1o"
here is suitable for the 1Om band . Note the

Spreaders

t wist in the ribbon feeding the rear el ·
ement. necessary to provide the correct
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Signal pick-up of a half-wave aerial is
maximum at right angles to the line of the
wire (a ). If the wire is one wavelengt h
long maximum pick-u p is from four directions (bl . By choosing the right length of
aerial and adjusting its orientat ion the
maximum pick-up lobes can be made t o
cover Blithe land areas o f the world .

A long wire aerial can be erected in restricted loft spaces and inside roofs even if
it means draping it round the rafters! If
electrical noise is a problem then the lower
part of the aerial can be a length of coaxial
cable with the outer screen connected to
the receiver chassis or eart h.
A similar aerial can be strung around a
room, and even quite a small room will
enable a 12 metre length to be used.

I

'M ax

pick-up

N°

loft spoce

O

0)'/2

Une of

aerial
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Mo,
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Minor lobes
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G2 DYM AERIALS .... 42
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ELECTRONiCS ....... 17
SMC ............. COV IV
STEPHEN & JAMES .. 61
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BREDHURST ....... .. 75
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS
& ACCESSORIES ...... 12

COOx inner
10 recei yt'r

T.M.P .•.......•••....... 61
Longer aerials result in the appearance
of minor lobes (c ) and (d) which reduce
directivity and improve all round coverage
W ith an aerial many wavelengt hs long
maximum reception is along the lineof the
wire .

Out of Thin Air

One convenient form of aerial can be obtained by using the coaxial cable of a TV
aerial, the outer braiding being connected
to the aerial socket of the receiver. Important! - disconnect the TV aerial from
the TV set before using it in this form .

R.S.G.B .•....•......... 46
WESTERN
ELECTRONICS ........ 50
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-A numbe r of readers conside ri ng building the VMOS Top
Band Transmitter. wh ich appea red in the July issue of
PW. have requested further de ta ils of suitable aerial
systems for use on the 160 metre band.
The problem 011 this band is. of course. the very long
length of wire required to produce a true quarter -wave length aeria l system. someth in g in the region, o f 39 metres.
or 128 feet. Sho rt er aerial systems can be tuned to
resonance by means of a load ing coil. bu t there will
ine vitably be some loss of power in the inducto r used . and
the sho rt er the aerial. the greater the loss.

Long-Wire Aerials
Some may have gardens lo ng enough for 128 feet o f
wire. strung to a convenient tree. or a pole at the end o f
the garden. However. he ight is impo rt ant. and fo r fie ld
days and the like. a kite or (sligh tly more pred ictable in
behaviour) a ba lloon may usefu ll y be pressed into service
a s a practical alternative to a skyhook!
A suggested sys tem is shown in Fig, I, T his may be
connected directly to the output socket of the transmitte r.
or via the shortest prac ticable lengt h of 50n coaxial cable,

Fig. 1 : A kite o r b a llo o n -supporte d, qua rt e r- w a v e ae ria l
syst e m

ATree Aerial
By using an eig ht h· wave length aerial. with a loading
coil. use can be made of a 60ft tree. as shown in Fig. 2.
The aerial should be connected to the tap on the coil
which gives the maximum read ing on the ammeter.
Using a catapult to erec t an aer ial ca n be a hazardous
business, and the follow ing procedure shou ld be fo ll owed
to min imise the risks. (See F ig. 3)
1. Spool ou t the wire as shown.
2. Make sure that the wi re from the weigh t ex its at the
top of the catapult pouch,
3, Hold the ca tapult we ll away from you rself, and sidewavs.
4. T urn your head away before fi ring.
5. Always wear a glove-a th ick one!
6. Make sure tha t there are no people, a ni mals. or property
around that could be inj ured o r damaged by a foul
shot.

Remember- catapults a re dan gerous.

8

Fig . 2 : An eighth-wa v e aeri a l system, erect e d with a
c ata pult a nd lead weight. loa d ing coil l is 40 tu rns of
22 s .w .g . o n a 50mm d ia. f orm er, t a pped eve ry 4 t urns

Vertical aerials for low-freque ncy grou nd -wave pro pagation have been a topic of keen interest to the author for
. many years. In particular, due 10 their shee r impractical
size. the question of optimu m loading is para mount in their
des ign.

Theory

Fig. 3: Erecting an aerial by catapult. The operator
should stand about 30m from the trunk of the tree

To avoid making t he theoretical a rgument un necessari ly complicated. the basis of this sectio n rests on
two simple formu lae which provide a good appro ximation
to marc complex methods:
. . . . . . ( I)
Aerial Emciency =
R !! All
Rltllo + R oe + RG
where R RII D = The radiation resista nce of the aerial
(depende nt on useful length a nd height):
R oc = The ohmic d.c. re sista nce in a ll wire. coils,
and radials :
RG= Ground losses. i.e .. Earth resistance.
Near F ield Strength E (m VI metre)

_ 377 x I , x h, ........... (2)

load~

res onant
whip

Xx D

where I , = Aerial curren t at the base of t he aeria l (a mps) :
h, = Effective height of the aerial:
)" = Wavelength:
D = D istance from aer ial (k ilometres).
Equation (2) is t~ ken from the ITT Reference Data for
Radio Engineers. Note that h, and)" must be in the same
units.

Transm i tter

NI

Effective Height
Fig. 4: Loaded whip aerial for mobile use. Transformer
T is an r.f. matching transformer with step-down ratio
N 1 :N 2 0f around2:1-3 :1 (see Fig. 5)

Windlngs 28 S.w.. enamelled co

er

- - -"""====

===l

Secondary
3 turns

---.~===
Three Mullard F X2 249
ferrite bl ocks

Fig. 5 : An r.f. matching transformer suitable for use
in the loaded whip aerial system of Fig. 4

The Effective Height (hJ of a ground ed verti cal aerial is
equal to the height of a ve rti cal wire producing the sa me
vertica ll y polarised field as th e actual aeria l, provided that
the vert ical wi re carries a c urrent that is constant alon g its
en ti re length and of the same value as the cu rrent at the
base of the actual aeriaL For the more mathematically
minded, I , x h, is the va lue of the integrated sinusoidal
c urrent in the actual aeri al of physical hei ght h.
The diagram Fig. 6 shows clearly how this definition
makes sense, the areas HA" and "B" being equal for the
correct value of h,. Typicall v, h, would range from O·Sh fo r
a ve ry short vertic al aer ial, such as a base-loaded Wh ip, to
0·66h for a quarter-wave vert icaL
Actual sinewave
current fall-off /

I

Mobile Whip Aerial
Fo r mobile use. th e aeria l will be ve ry mu ch less than
a quarter wa velength long. A whip aerial. such as shown
in Fig. 4. must be acc uratel y tuned to reson ance by means
of the loading coil at its base. or cent re. In other words.
its impedance must be real.
The real im pedance plus losses should be less than son.
and a step -down matc hin g transformer will be required .
with a turns ratio N1:N z of 2: 1 or 3:1. Thi s transformer
ca n be similar to th at used for T I in th e VMOS Tran smitter,
taking th e form shown in Fig. 5.

,Actual
he i ght h
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~~+---II - IHypothetica
constant
curren t
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Fig. 6: Relationship of Actual
Height and Effective H eight of a
A/4 vortical aerial.
Aroas •. A"
and
"B" are equal
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Fig. 7: Current distribution and Actual and Effective
Height relationship for 8n Inverted "L" aerial

Practical Implications
On the basis of theory, we may assume that:
L From Equation (I), we require a large R RAo (which
means a large aerial, and a small R oe (which means thick,
heavy wire) and a small R c (which means a field full of
radia ls).
2. From Equation (2), both I , and h, should ee as large as
possible.
These implications are not really very "practical" at all,
but we can at least examine them to make the best use of
what facilities are available. Let us first consider a commonly used amateur aerial, the Inverted "L". The diagram
Fig. 7 shows a typical inverted ilL" whose top section is
much longer th an the vertical section, and hence the
current distribution is al most constant along the vert ical
portion. This gives an effective height h, which is nearly
equal to the actual height, Le., about 18ft, which is very
poor compared wit h, say, a ),J4 vertical, whose effective
height would be 128 x 0·66 = 84ft, but better th an a 20ft
short vertical, whose h, would be only 10ft.
As regards radiation resistance, the inverted el L" is
fairly good (i.e., high) because of its '/../ 4 length, but poor in
respect that most of its radiation is horizontally polarised
and very high-angle due to its low height.
The vertically-polarised radiation could be increased by
top loading in a non-radiating way. This will reduce the
radiation resistance, thereby increasing l a in the vertical
po rtion, and a greater verticall y-polarised field stren gth
will result, although the actual aerial efficiency is lower.
For the standard inverted "L", we might have
R RAo = 30n , R Dc = 5n, R c = 20n
giving:
.
30n
EffiIClency
= 30n + 5 n + 20n

55 '"

The aer ial may now be made more compact by using a
smaller top composed of multiple wires to increase the
capacitance, plus a top-loading inducto r to bring the
system to resonance, as shown in Fig. 9.
A large capacitance C is preferable, since th en less inductance L Is required and hence there is less loss (R oc) in
the L, and a wider bandwidth in the resonant frequency
due to the lower Q of the system.
The top section should be symmetrical if possible, in
order to cancel hori zontall y-polarised radiation. Since the
actual vertical portion will be small compared with a quarter wavelengt h, the L C resonant frequency on its own will
be only slightly liigher than the overall aerial resonance,
wh ich is reduced by the extra radiator inductance.
Hence, it has been shown that top loading, although
nominally not improving overall antenna efficiency, can
usefully channel "wasted" horizontally-polarised radi ation
into improved verticall y-polarised radiation, although [
daresay that many users of in verted "L" aerials do not
consider the horizontal component to be wasted!

Improving Aerial Efficiency
By improving the efficiency we could, of course, improve the radiated field strength still fu rther, since all we
have done so far is to make the radiated energy all
verticall y-polarised. We must now consider the d.c. and
grou nd losses.
The d.c. resistance losses are usually the least of our
problems, since they are generall y very 10". However, the ·
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Fig. 8: Current and height relationship for a "T" aerial

Top'C'

70

and an effective height of 18ft.
The fi rst step towards increasing l awithout worsening he
is to use " T" top loading, as shown in Fig. 8. Note that the
curren t distribution splits at the top of the vertical radiator
and. to a first approximation , cancels out. This eliminates
ho rizontally-polarised radiatio n and reduces the radiation
resistance, increasing l a and actually increasing the
vertically-polarised field st rength.
Note that the efficiency might now be, say:
20n
20n + 20n + 5n 45 %
but the higher va lue of I , still has the desired effect.
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Le Top Loading

Fig. 9: A "T" aerial with multiple top span giving ad~
dad capacitance loading, and top loading inductance

Comparison of an "Ideal" and a Practical Aerial

Ideal '1../4 Vertical

Practical Vertical

Actual height (hi 128ft
Effective height (h ,1 84':
R RAO

Actual height (hi 38-401t
Effective height (h. 1 35ft
100
Roe = 20}
RG = 100 approx.

= 370

Roe =
RG =

R RAO::::;

00
00

Efficie ncy = 100%

Efficiency

=

say 45%

Aerial current for 7W r.f. input to aerial system
(i .e., lOW d.e. input to transmitter p,a.)

w= /2 Rlotal
1 • -

W=J2 Rlo,,1

y/,K
Rlolal

=vi77

=';-;2

= 0-435A

= 0·565A

Note that I. is higher for the top-loaded vertical since R IOtl1 is lower. T his helps to compensate for its
reduced efficiency

Field strength at a distance 0 of 1 km

E

E = 377 x I. x h,

377 x I. x h.

AD

W

1.= 0 · 565A

I. = 0·435A

2

'I..

35

h. = 128 x "4

E _377 x 0-435 x 0 ·67 x)"
Axlx4

E - 377 x 0·565 x 35 x 'I..

377 x 0·435 x 0 ·67

377 x 0·565 x 35
5 12

4
= 27mV/ metre at 1km
This is the "i deal " best possible 1jgure

Wlreha'7~~~~i~~~;;:r______
Nylon rope

A

h'="3 x "4

/"--""'-!tr\
Resonating

inductor

-

Ax l x128x 4

= 14·6mV/ metre at 1km
This is a "practical " rea lisable figure

use of a large capacity hat of reasonably thic k wires plus
an inductor wound from the thickest available wire (consistent with weight constraints) is advised, with the actual
radiator constructed from coaxial cable braid, or
aluminium tubing salvaged from Band I TV aerials or
Band" f.m. aerial booms.
In view of the weight in vo lved, the system may be adapted to a si ngle guyed mast as shown in Fig. 10. The ground
losses, however, usually present the major headache in

terms of aerial efficiency, because not many amateurs

. ~ Radiats

.......

Fig. 10: Top-hat loading for a single guyed mast aerial.
For maximum efficiency, the guy. ropes should be led
down at the shallowest possible angle, so that the top
hat encloses the minimum amount of the vertical
radiating element
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have a con\'enient field in which to bury the recommended
200 or so Al2 radials which a medium wave broadcast

station. for example, would use.with its aerial.
A very ancient radio data book studied by the author
some years ago suggested that 4 radials, instead of 200,
would reduce the field strength to around half of the
theoretical maximum, and a common sense deduction

suggested also that the radials need be no longer than the
actual physical height of the radiator.
Experiment has shown that four 50ft radials afTer quite
a good ground, certainly much better than an earth stake,
and if these cannot radiate in all directions from the aerial

Thick wire
high Q Inductor

_

~~~~~~~~~L~Q~,:g.~m~ul~t;~w~;'~.___

Nylon rop e

Rodiotor of
aluminium tubing
or cooxial cable
braid

capacity hot

I

35 ft

--~=::~~~I~~

-

~

Mesh6x6ft

grOun/Odiots
4 off 50ft(or more)

~

Fig. 11: More practical detaits of the author 's toploaded vertical aerial and the associated ground-plane

The first name
in quality
antennae
That's Telecommunications Accessories Ltd. - the new
name for Antenna Specialists U.K. Ltd. - who offer one
of the widest ranges of mobile and fixed station antennae
and microphones for the amateur.

For best results you r careful ly chosen equipment must
receive and send good signals via a quality antenna
designed for hIgh performance and a long life. Each
T .A .L . product incorporates a high degree of deSIgn
integrity representing the best in quality materials and
sk ill ed wor kman sh ip . So choose Telecommunications
Accesso ries Ltd., the new name for experience and
quality. We are also sole U.K . distributors of the comprehensive range of Cushcraft Amateur Antennas . For
full information on Cushcraft and T .A .L . products
contact any of th e stockists lIsted below or get in touch
wi th us direct.
Amateur Electronics U .K .
Amateur Rad io Exchange
Amateur Radio Shop
Amcomm Services

App leton Woods Ltd .
J. Sirkett
Bredhurs t Electron ics
Catronics Communicat ions
C.B . Electronics
Commercial Commun ications
Crayford Electronics
Electrosearch Ltd.
Leeds Amateur Radio
Lee Electron ics

MOH Radio Telephones
Northern Commun ica t ions

Radio Shack
Stephens·James Ltd.
Thanet Electronics
Titchenor Brown Ltd
Waters & Stanton Electronics

02 1·327 ·1497
048420774
0 1-422·9585
021-472-7353
0522·20767
0444-400786
01 -6696701
0942·216567
0582·21844
047-485·2577
0454· 773968
0532-452657
0 1·723-5521
064·62·5534
0422-40792
01·624· 7174
0942·676790
0227·63859
0253·32484
03704·6835

Earthmol & radio ts

Tel ecommunication s Accessories Limited

Fig . 12: If space does not permit a mast in the garden,
the aerial of Fig . 11 may be mounted on the house- top

(fo rm erl y Antenna Specialists (UK) Ltd .),

base. then commonsense suggests that they should run under the aerial's top sectio n, although this may well afTect
the directivit y. In the im mediate vicinity of th e aerial base,
the ground current is high ly concentrated and an earth

Tel: Thame (084421) 3621

Thame I ndustrial Estat e,
Tham e,
Oxon.

mat of man y interconnected wires , or chicken·wi re mesh

shou ld be used.
T o summarise the various recommendations, the
author's "practical" 160m top-loaded vertical is shown in

Fig. 11. If garden space does not allow the erection of a
mast, the aerial may be mounted atop the house, on a

chimney stack fo r in stance, as shown in Fig.12.
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Telecommunications
Accessories Limited

•

Out of Thin Air

Telecommunlca tions
Accesso es Limited

VSWR

BRIDGI
IYPI811001
The problems of cou pling t rans m itters to ae rial s are we ll
known and are discussed in det ail b y F. C. Judd elsewhere in
t his issue. Briefly, the object is to achieve an opt imum
t ransfer of t he r.t. ene rgy from the t ransm itter powe r output
stage(s), along the feeder to the radiating device, which ca lls
for quite precise matching.
One of the most convenient m ethods of measuring t he
parameters involved is to use a bridge, wh ich is placed inline w ith t he aerial and gives a v isual ind ication of the
forwa rd and reflected power levels present .

* specification
Frequency range :

50- 430MHz in 3 rang es

Power ranges :

0-20 and 0-100W forward
0-5 and 0-2 0W reflected

Input and output
impedance:

500

Connector. :

500 " N" t ype

Size:

190 x 108 x 114mm
(7 t x 4 -!- x 4t ins)

Weight:

1· 75kg 13 ·8Ibs)

Price:

aro und £ 130

Telecommunications Accessories Ltd, Thame
. Industrial estate, Bandet Way, Thame, Oxon
OX9 355. Tel. (084421) 3621.

Out of Thin Air

A variety of t ypes are avai lable co sti ng from a f ew po unds
to seve rai h undred s. If meaningful m easurements are to be
made, however. the ve ry cheap ins t rume nts are unlikely to
afford t he accuracy required . Indeed t hey can , in certai n
circums tances, introduce problems if their own input and
output characteristics do not match those of the ci rcu it
under test.
Assuming t he average amateur's budget does not extend
to a Bird Thrulin e w ith several plug- in elements, one is faced
wit h t he d ecision of w hat to buy for a reasonab le ou tlay
wh ich measures, ra ther than indica tes.
Telecommu ni cat ions Accesso ries Ltd. (unti l rece ntly
know n as Antenna Spe cialists UK Ltd .) import a v.s.w. r.
bridge and power meter combination , type RW1 OOL w hich
is intended for the commercial mobile market but is equa ll y
suited to ama t eur applica t ions.
Two meters, each with a 76mm (3in) display area , are
employed, so that forward and reflected power can be
di rec t ly co m pared w itho ut t he arduous b usiness of havi ng to
switch between the two fun ct ions and memorise t he va lu es
f rom one to the other. Full - scale deflection is se lected by
two push-buttons in each mode, the readouts being 0-20,
0 - 100 wa tts forward and 0 - 5, 0-20 watts reflected.
Input and ou t put is by " N" type con nectors into 500
ports. A very close match to the 50 0 circuit under test is
maintained by t he bridge.
Three switched f requency ranges are provided covering
50- 430MHz in the one unit, w itho ut t he use of sepa rate
d irectiona l co uplers. The meter und er test proved ve ry easy
to operate and read , its ac curacy bein g q uite remarka bl e
w hen compa red to a much cost lier prof essiona l model.
Although the instrument is intended for laboratory o r
" shack" use, its rugged construction also makes it suitable
for applications in the field where a less expensive, hig h
integ rity meter is called for.
There are "Other less-sophist ica t ed dev ices w ithin the
range ava ilab'le, and th e di stribu tors have indic ated t heir
w illin gness to suppl y det ailed inf ormati on on th e p rod uct
lin e when requ~st ed t o do so.
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THE SUN'S
INFLUENCE
RonHAM

Although ou r sun has litt le importance a mong the millions
of stars in the Milk y Way gala xy. it is very important to
us here on earth. because it provides ou r light. heat and
natural energy. The majority of sta rs . and our su n is (10
exception . are nuclea r furn aces radiating waves, in varying
degrees. ac ross th e electromagne ti c spectrum. With the
adve nt of th e op tical telesco pe in th e 15th century.
astronomers learnt much morc about the sta rs. our sun
and the planets wh ich make up our own-solar system.

Radio Astronomy
During 1931. American radio enginee r Ka rl Jansky.
usin g speciali sed apparatus. detected radio noise around
2 1MHz. cOll)in g from the Sagi ttarius arm of the Mil ky
Way. At first. few people reali sed the significance of
Jan sky's discovery. After aiL astronomical observa ti ons
for at lea st the previous 300 years had been made wit h
an op ti cal telescope. T o suggest that invisible waves
coming from the stars could be reco rded on a paper chart
too k a fair bit of unders tand ing.

telescope. however. can record celestial rad io waves at
any tim e. unaffected by ove rcast sk ies. but its results a re
sometimes troubled with static from electrical storm s and
a vari ety of man-made interferences. Briefl y, a simple
rad io telescope compri ses a high·gai n directional aerial,
securely mounted and pointed toward the source being
observed . In some cases an aeri al head amplifier is lIsed
before th e incoming signal is fed to the main recei ver.
usually a purpose·built superhete rodyne. with a d.c.
amplifier connected to its detector circu it to drive a pen
recorder.
Although certai n frequencies are set aside intern ationally
for astronomical observations, a radio astron omer can use
a ny part of the rad io freq uency spect rum providing that

The fact that Slars had been emitting radio waves for
untold millions of yea rs remained unknown until the art
of makin g radio receivers was about 35 years old. It is
genera ll y acce pted th a t radio waves travel at th e speed of
light. 186000 miles per second, in other words almos t 6
million . million miles in one year, or in astronomical term s,
a light· year. For example. radio waves from the Crab
nebula, in the constell ation of. Tau rus, take some 3300
years to reac h us. whe re as radio waves from our su n. a
me re 93 million mi les away. are received on earth just 8 ·3
minutes after they are generated.

Radio Telescope
The work of a visual astronomer is limited to th e hours
of d a rkness and then the skies must be clear and. un less
he is st udying th e moo n. free of moonlight. A radio
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Fig . 1 : Th e special Research and Experimental'Section
certificate issued to section m e mber~ by the RSG B

Out of Thin Air

.lIWM-e- t-hen -that , he 'Complex ray's from l ne sun causea
changes in the ionosphere which, of course. explained why
short-wave signal pat hs via the ionosphere varied between
day and night.

The Research and Experimental Section

Fig. 2 : The 1935 shack of Miss Nell Carry G2YL. All
her equipment, including the transmitter on the left,
was home-brewed. With this station, she established
a world record on 27 October, 1935, by working all
continents on 10m in 6 hours and 20 minutes. The log
books, QSl cards and Morse key used on this historic
occasion are now in the author's collection

The Radi o Societ y of Great Britain, founded in 1913,
has always encouraged its members to send reports of
their findings to the Society fo r pUblication, and in the
1930s they set up a Research and Experimental Section,
Fig. I , which had separate groups and its own columns
in the RSGB's monthl y journal, the T & R Bulletin.
In January 19 36 . Mi ss Nell Carry G2YL. became
author of the' "28 Mcls Group" report, which she
compiled each month from her own !Om work and from
info rmation she received from amateurs and short-wave
listeners around the world.
Fortunately for posterity. Nell was a ve ry methodical
individual and kept daily records of the 28MHz infonnation
she received, until earl y 1940. in a set of fou r diaries
which have survived the passage of time and are now in
the author's collection. Analysis of these dia ries revealed
that over the 4-year period 1936- 1939 . auro ra was reported
on 53 days, echoing on signals on 26 days, fadeouts on
140 days and a " hissing" noise on 107 days.

Solar Radio Noise
it suits his observatio nal requirements and is free of
ter restria l tran smissions. For an amateur to make a useful
contri bution in the fi eld of rad io astro nomy, he wou ld
need a very large aerial system with precise settings both
in altitude and azimuth , a low·noise, high-gain receiver,
and access to a computer. to extract any meaningful
information from the data gathered during his observations.
The high in stallation and runni ng costs of a radio observato ry prevent the majori ty of amateurs setting up such a
project.

Radio Noise
The noise collected by a radi o telescope is very similar
to th at which is ge nerated within the wiring and components which make up the telescope's receiver. Therefore,
it is importan t th at this internal noise level is measured
before thy aerial is connected. so that the incoming waves
are positively identified . When therm ionic valves were
used . a great deal of noise came from the valve itself and
the hig h electrical currents nowing through its associated
components. Much of this problem was overcome when
transis tors rep laced va lves, because they are fa r less noisy
and require only a fract ion of the current to drive them.

Short-wave Communications
From its bi rth toward the end of the 19th centur y; the
story of rad io has been a fasc inating one. Very soon
enthusiasts were bui lding receivers, and transmitte rs, which
allowed them to listen to signals travelling arou nd the
wo rld, and enabled people from the ends of the earth to
converse wit h each other. We owe a great deal today to
those early radio amateurs who pioneered the signal paths
around the earth, often when contemporary thinking said
it was impossible.
Between the two worl d wars, great strides were made
in opening up the short-wave bands for both comm unications and broadcasting. This work was exciting because
the re was much to learn about echoing and rou gh signals,
fadin g, sudden ionospheric disturbances and sometimes
complete and extensive radio blackouts, Scientists were

Out of Thin Air

It was this "hissing" noise th at was the importa nt
revelation, and further inves ti gation by the au thor showed
that during 1935. Deni s Heightman G6D H, a member of
the Research and Experimental Section, heard this strange
"h issing" sound above the background noise of his 10m
receiver. Denis. an experienced wi reless operator. consistent ly noted that the " hissing" occurred on ly during daylig ht
hours. and usuall y preceded a radio disturbance. Very
soon he ri ghtl y concluded that the " hi ssing" noi ~e was

The T . &

R. Bulletin .
The" Hi ss " Pht'I'lOlIItII.OII.

:\ stra ngc phenomcnon. first obscrn!d hy the
wr iter in· late 1935. was the appearance . at ir ro;'~' ular
times, of a radiati on which took the form of a
smooth hissing soun<.l , when listened toon a r(>\.·t- in;'r.
It was pointed out by G2YI. that on the day .. whe n
hiss was hea rd that there had frequent ly bee n
fad e-o uts or poor conditions on the hig h freqlll'lh:i<::s.
G2GD ha~ also notcd t hat whcn the hiss ha,.; been
rccch'ed magnetic storms are also reported . On
onc <.lay the hiss may only last fo r a few sC~' onds
and not bc heard again that <.lay . On ot her occas ions
it will last as long as five minutcs , then <ii ,mppear
and reappear again wit hin a few minutes, n·peating
the process several times. It in va riably ~ta rt s
at a weak strength a nd gradually builds up to a
maximum, then gradually fades away again.
The phenomenon apparently originates on the
sun, s ince it has only been heard during daylight,
and it has been suggested that it is caused by a
stream of particles shot off from the sun during
abnormal activitv .
May.

t937

Fig. 3 : The final paragraph of Denis Heightman's article
in the May 1937 edition of the T & R Bulletin
Reproduced by kind permission of the RSGB
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disturbing th e ionosphere a nd h.f. communicati ons, o r
ca using an "au rora to ma ni fes t. with co nsequ ent ri sk o f
d isr uption to o ur v.hJ. signals. R adi o provides a n ea rly
wa rnin g of these events, because, when a solar eruption
takes place, it em its rad io waves which arr ive here in 8·3
minut es. so und ing like a " wh oooooos h" , or hissing. abo ve
th e receiver bac kgrou nd noise.

The Spectrohelioscope

Fig . 4 : FI S) res o c curring around a sunspot group,
photographed by Cmdr H enry Hatfield w ith hi s sp ec . trohelioscope on 28 May, 1978

co min g from the sun. a nd in 1936 he report ed his findin gs
10 the Edi lOr of Wireless World and Pro fesso r (la ter Si r)
Edward Ap pleton. La ter. he outlined hi s obse rva tions in
a co m prehensive a rti cle pub lished in the RSG S's T & R
BIII/el i l/, F ig. 3.
Fro m Nell Co rry 's dia ries a nd her jo urn a l repo rt s. th e
aut hor fo un d th at some 24 ot her rad io ama teurs a nd sho rt
wave listeners had he a rd th e "h issi ng" noi se a nd fu rthermo re it was not li mited to 28 M Hz. beca use. a t mi dday o n
3 1 J ul y. 1938. Miss Ba rba ra Dun n G 6YL I,ea rd the
hiss ing noise in the 5m hand . co nfir med by 2BIL and
Denis Heightm a n heard it aga in a t 56 M Hz o n 25 Ju ne.
1939.
Alth oug h a ma teur" rad io ac tivity was suspe nd ed at the
ou tbrea k of wa r o n 3 September. 1939 . a few ca rried on
listenin g. a nd the " hi ssing" was heard again dur ing
February. Ma rch a nd Nove mber. 1940 a nd Ma rc h. J un e
a nd Ju ly. 194 1. The next known report abo ut solar noise
ca mc in Fcbr ua ry 1942 when Britis h rad ar receive rs.
wor king betwee n 60 an d 80M Hz. suffered severe in terfe rence whi ch co nte mporary scient ists attributed to a large
group o f sun spots. Also in 1942. Am erican sc ient ists
discovered radio noise in the mi crowave part of the
spectrum co ming fro m what is call ed th e " qu iet"' su n.
Since th e war. ma ny radio obse rva tories have studi ed
th e SU Il a t a variety of rad io freq uencies. an d it is no w
kn ow ll that when sun spots are prese nt (Fig. 4) the sun is
said to be "acti ve". T he n. depend ing on the type of
ac ti vity. sola r radi o noi se will be hea rd. at va rying degrees.
betwee n 30 a nd 300MH z wi th a peak in th e 130- 170MH z
ra nge.

Some yea rs ago. C mdr Henry Hatfl eld. Sevenoa ks,
built a co mpl ex optica l in str um ent called a spec trohelioscope. F ig. 5 (see page 934 . PW Ap ril 1978). to stud y th e
sun 's surface. Henry uses this instr ument. when the ski es
a re clea r, in conj un ct ion with his 136 a nd 1296 MHz radio
telesco pes a nd ca n ofte n see th e act ive a rea, suc h ·as a
nare o r fil a l11 cli t. within a su nspot gro up (see page 65 .
PW May, 1978), whic h is ca usin g the prevailing radio
noise.

Some Spectacular Events
In J uly 1974. I had an 8-ele ment Yag i directed towa rds
the sun and feedin g a 136 MH z receiver. a nothe r sys tem
wit h a 3-ele ment bea m fac ing north-east on 70MH z. a
vert ical dipo le co nn ec ted to a set moni to rillg th e R I TV
c ha nnel. 49· 75 MHz, and a lo ng wire ae rial feedin g th e
la m beaco n mo nito r. Suddenl y, o ne mo rn ing. a mass ive
solar na re occ ur red a nd I hea rd the noise sweep across
the freq ue nc ies and get stro nge r. Being inq ui sitive. I used
th e h. f. receive r to fo ll ow the no ise. and fo und th at it
overpowe red a ll signa ls down to' 8 M Hz fo r about six
min utes a nd then grad ua ll y fa ded away bac k li p to
136 M Hz.
Early in A ugust 1972. the sta ti c di sc harges from a local
thu ndersto rm were freq uentl y ca using large spi kes to be
draw n 0 11 t he cha rt of my radio telescope. Then. sudde nl y.
a la rge burs t of rad io no ise fro m the sun. 93 mill ion mil es

Practical Observation
During the l11id - 19 30s. seve ra l astro nomers gave the
28 MH z propaga ti o n group information about the sun.
de rived from th eir visual obse rva tions. W ith the discovery
o f th e " hiss ing"' noise in 1935 . group membe rs showed
that they co uld observe th e sun by radio. whic h was
un a ffec ted by overcas t skies. The prc-war jo urn a ls
described Heightman 's discovery as " The ' Hissing'
pheno me no n". whi c h we o ft en hea r today in th e 2m ba nd
when the su n is " ac tive ".
T hroug h yea rs o f co nce nt rat ed effo rt by bo th o ptical
a nd radio as tro no me rs. we now know that when great
e ru pt ions occ ur 0 11 the sun. vas t amo unt s of nu clear was te
a re ejected . alo ng wit h streams of pa rti cles. These may
strike t he ea rth 's at mos phere some 20-40 hou rs la ter.
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Fi g . 5 : Cmdr H atfield adjustin g the mirror o f hi s
s p ec t ro heliosc ope whi ch ga th er s th e s u n ' s light and
t ran smits it to a seco nd mirro r h o u s ed in t h e building
at bottom right . It then p asses th rough an e l e ctric a lly ~
adjust e d len s under t h e s hing le c o ver (bo ttom left) to
more c omplicated e qui pmen t in hi s o b servatory
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THREE REALLY
GREAT AMATEUR
ANTENNAS

Partridge products aim to give "aeria l farm"
results at mobile whip dimensions for both SWL
and Transmitting Amateur.

JOYSTICK VFA SYSTEMS
Variable Frequency Antenna
Continuous tuning 0.5 - 30 MHz
Onlv 7' 6" long, three easily assembled aections. matching ATU. Effective
ground· plane most frequencies . Easily installed to .uit your QTH; used with
success in high-rise flats, basements and mo,t intermediate location • .
Glowing tostimonials in our filel. Including notable contell wins' Available in
160 w . p.e.p. and 500 W. p.B.p . version • . (600 w. gives improved "Q" on

reception also).

SYSTEM "A

It

160 W.p .lI.p.

£48.55

IVFA + 111b. ATUI

SYSTEM
Fig. 6 : Two groups of sunspots photographed by Cmdr
Henry Hatfi eld on 7 August, 1975

I1

J

I'

600 w . p,e.p.

£54.00

IV FA + Lo .Z. 500 ATUI

SYSTEM "0"

£37.50

(for use with Domestic Receivers)

away. overpowered th e local sta ti c from 90 to 200MHz.
for so me eight minutes. Thi s massive burst was the
forerunne r of a very big solar storm which occurred two
da ys later. up setting the ionosphere and creat in g one of
th e most extensive auroras for man y years. visible as far
south as Spain. The effect on v.hJ. was amazing: one
amateur to ld me: " It was like an umbrella, Tone-A signals
were com ing from all directions,"
Although sunspots (Fig. 6) are stationary. th ey appear
to tra vel across the sun's disc due to its 27-day rotational
period.This makes it possible for a very large sun spot
group to re-appear for a second and third time. and it's
not un com mon for a sunspot to be active when it appears
on the cast lim b and rema in so until it turn s the corner
on the western limb. some 13 days later. A typical example
of thi s was the solar event which began with a few small
bursts of rad io noise on 6 September. 1974. developed
into Cl seve re rad io noise sto rm lasting seve ral days. and
ended on the 19t h, During the eve nt there were many
individual bursts lasti ng from I to 16 minutes. cove rin g
from 50· 150M Hz. All this resulted in an extensive auro ..
on the 15th and frequent reports by the BBC World
Service abou t ionosphe ri c disturbances affecting their longdi stance sig nal paths.

The Unexpected
Patience is a dominating factor in sola r observation .
Many days. a nd so metimes weeks. can pass by with
nothing more than a receiver noise trace on the reco rding
chart. Then, sudd enly. there it is-sola r noise. and you
ha ve the first warning of an aurora or ionospheric
disturbance which means OX by Tone-A for th e v.h.f.
enthusiast, and (most likel y) dead bands for the h.f.
operator.
Whatever happens, it is important that we a ma teurs
record our observat ions for posterity just as methodically
as our predecessors did, more than forty years ago. •

Out of Thin Air

JOYMASTER
Amateur Bands 3.5 - 30 MHz.
You don 't HAVE to be short ot Ipace- ANYONE can benefitwithJOVMASTER.

Gives you tunable artificial earth elements to add to the efficiency of the con.
ventional JOYSTICK 'vltam.

SYSTEM "JM1"

160w.p .8.p.

£61.50

(VFA + J oymaster 1 ATU)

SYSTEM "JM2"

500w.p.e.p.

£69.00

(VFA + Joymaster 2 AT Ul

JOYFRAME
Variable Frequency
Continuous tuning 3.5 - 30 MHz.
At I.st, an efficient TRANSMITTING LOOP ANTENNAI (Good for SW BC OX
tool) In te.ts, u.lng only 30 wen., G2VF worked WAS USA over several band •.
JOYFRAME functions as evertical dlrectlonel on L.F . Power capability within UK
LIcence terms. Pack s for delivery in space 21")! 6", auemble. easily to fo rm 21"
sides triangu lar. Matching ATU.

LOW ANGLE RADIATION
JOYFRAME prices to be annou nced.
see technica l press or write or phone .
JUST TELEPHONE
YOUR CARD NUMBER
Phone 0843 62535 (e)!t 15 ) (or62839 after office hour sland
we'll not only quote prices and delpatch detaill but allo
dilcull

I .liIUI'I{'11

PACKAGE DEALS

If you purchase YAESU Tx 's, Tx.l Rx 's. or Rx'l together

with. JOYSTICK p'oduOl you got CONSIDERABLE
SAVINGSJ You can do a deal right away by quoting
you r Credit Card Number Or lend lOp stamp for free

G3~E~7Ji1i1JJ;.
G3VFA

15 Partridge House,
Pro spect Road.
Broadltalrs, Kent CTlO 110
All price. include. VAT 80 Delivery
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UHF/UHF
FOLDED
[OLlnEAR
AERIAL
ARRAY
Fred JUDO G2BCX

Two folded half-wave elements driven in phase from a
quarter-wave stub constitute the active parts of the device,
originally built for use on the Norwich 70cm repeater.
The requirement called for a pair. of aerials with at least
3dB gain which could be mounted on a mast without
undue effect on their om ni-directional properties-i.e. with
minimal distortion of the otherwise circular radiation
pattern.
The theoretical configuration is shown in Fig. 1.
Experimentation indicated that the minimum tolerable
distance from a metal mast producing the least effect on
radiation was 0·625)". Accordingly, a long stub section is
employed which also serves as a supporting mount for the
aerial.
.
The folded radiating elements are voltage driven from a
quarter-wave section of the whole stub, the current
distribution being indicated by the arrows. The increase in
gain over a conventional two-element coli near (gain

normally around 1·8dB) is obtained by the use of the
folded elements, which contribute an additional 1· 6dB.
This aerial therefore has a total gain of 3dB over a dipole.
Note the break between the return 'sections, necessary to
create a standing wave.

Construction
This aerial is a two-element colinear design 'for vertically
polarised (omni-directional) radiation. It may be constructed for use on either the 2m or 70cm amateur bands
and is a development of the very . successful "Slim lim",
published in April 1978.

The diagram of Fig. 2 should provide enough
information to enable this aerial to be constructed for
either 70cm or 2m, detailed dimensions being given in
Table I. For u.h.f. the aerial will self-support but for v.h.f.
some form of boom at right-angles to the mast may be
necessary to take the weight of the stub and elementswhich are, of course appreciably longer than their u.h.f.
counterparts. This could be constructed from wood, and
reach at least as far as the quarter-wave section shorting
bar. An alternative would be the use of larger diameter
tubing for the elements and stubs, say 12· 7mm (tin).
Connections to the feed point must be protected from
rain and the prototype used an oblong plastic box with
tight-fitting lid for this purpose. The insulator linking the
two folded element sections should be of high quality
material, such as ptfe, which is drilled to fit over the ends.
A piece of alu minium about 10mm square may be used
for the quarter-wave shorting bar, drilled to take the stub
lines and tapped for the 4BA screws which lock the bar to
the lines. Element dimensions are given for both versions,

the velocity factor having been taken into account.

Adjustment

Fig. 1: Theoretical configuratjon
of the coli near array
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When the aerial has been completed it should be set up
in fairly clear surroundings, approximately 2 metres above
ground, with the full length of feeder cable attached.
Adjust the feed tapping points and quarter-wave point
(shorting bar) for maximum power and v.S.w.r. All v.h.f.
aerials operate most efficiently when high up and clear of
rooftops or other obstacles, such as tall trees. This is
particularly true in the case of coli nears with zern-angle
radiation. Sizeable trees in full leaf can attenuate v.h.f. and
u.h.f. signals by as much as 20dB when placed in the path
of radiation, even in dry weather. Brickwork can reduce
signals by IOdB or more.
The vertical angle polar pattern of Fig. 3 was taken
from the Author's display unit and clearly shows the
radiation characteristics of the u.h.f. prototype.

Out of Thin Air

Fig. 2 : Constructional details

Ends of uprights &.crO ss strap .
Hattened before securing with
46A screwS.

A

fig. 3 : Vertical polar pattern of
the 10cm prototype

e
Mast bracket cut &. drilled to suit
&. aerial elements .

'u' damps

c
o

Feed connections
(see·text)

e

insulator
(pt f e)
80 long

\/4"- conductive
shortlng bar
(see text)

AB elements 6dla
aluminium rod
Thread OBA{or similar)
mount with 'Nyloc' nuts
or lock washers on both s i des .

(;0!and a'd TVaeMI

11
Mast

SOn to Tx

All dims In mm .

o ut of Thin Air

\J clamps.

Section
A. Half·wave
elements
S. Elements and stub
line spacing,
centre-to-centre
C. Total Slub length
o. Shotting bar stub
section. hom
junction 01 driven
elements

10cm Band
323mm

± 2mm

19mm ± 2mm
390mm ± 2mm
Appro,175m m

(see text)

2m Band
958mm

± 5mm

25mm ± 5mm
1168mm ± 5mm

(WRM\2

Appro,469m m

(see text)

Similarly the voltage on the line from amplifier B will
be:
V = V x
(RSA in parallel with two earpieces)
LB
OB (RSA in parallel with two earpieces) + RSB
Since V OB = V OA by design and RSA = RSB by design
then V LA = V LB and speech of equal volume will be ob·
tained in both earpieces, and two· way speech is possible.
Note that when you speak into your hand set, yo u will hear
yo urself in you r own earpiece. This efTect, known as

sldetone, is deliberate, as it is disconcerting NOT to hear
yo ur self, and in addition it reduces the natura l tendency to
shout in noisy locations.
The actual circuit of o ne handset and amplifier is shown
in Fig. 2. The circuit of the other amplifier and hand set is,
of cou rse, identical. The microphone in a standard PO

handset is a carbon transmitter, and needs a bias current.
This is provided by R 1. I n the absence of any data, the
value of RI was determined empirically. IC I is a conven·
tlonal 741 op. amp. co nnected as an inverting ampl ifier.
The ampl ifier is biased by R2 and R3 to a p'oint mid·way
between the suppl y rail s. The signal from the microphone
is a.c. coupled to the ampl ifier and the gai n of the amplifier
IS fi xed by R4 and R5. This was deliberately made non·
adju~tab l e. to ensure that VOA and YOB are equal. If
movmg,cOl I microphones are used , R4 and R5 ma y need
to be changed, and R I may be omitted. At the a mplifier
output , a signal of approximately I vo lt is prod uced. The
amplifier output is a.c. coupled onto the line via C2.
Resistor R6 is th e so urce resistance RS of the amplifier
The authors spe~d .a large amount of their wo rking year
on Slt~. comml SS 10n1~g complex electrical equipment. Thi s
often Involves checkIng electrical panels several hundred
ya rd s from co ntrol panels and the work is usually hindered
by poor or non-existent communications.
The simple telephone hand set sys tem described here

was developed to provide versatile in stant communications. To meet ou r requ irements. the system must:
1. Be cheap. Des pite million· pound budgets for projects.
firm s us uall y baulk at a £ I 0 order to RS Componen ts.
2. Be battery·operated with a very long life on a PP3 bat·
tery.
3. Comprise. at each end, a telephone handset (or headset
with a boom mic ro ph o ne) and an amplifier. The amplifier
mu st be s mall and li ght enough to be ca rried in a pocket.
4. Un hk ~ the usual "baby alarm " circuit, have two -w ay

speech With no press· to·ta lk buttons.
5. Be ,a t\Vo - ~ irc system, noating to allow use with spare

cores In multl co re ca bles s hared with hi gh· voltage, heavy·
current Signals Without suffenng from interference.
6. H ave a ca ll fac ilit y whi c h will wo rk with the receiving
a mplifier turned ofT.
.
7. H ave a ran ge of.approx imately I km.
These design criteria were met by a simple circuit built
a round standa rd Post Office·style hand sets and the ubi·
quitous 741 amp lifier.

Circuit Description
The basic design is s hown on Fig. 1. W e have two
handsets anJ amplifiers, denoted A and B, co nnected by a
Signal pair. Eac h amp lifier is connected to the signal line
by a se nes reSi sto r RSA and RSB . The two ea rpieces are
connected direct onto the lines.
Suppose amplifier A is tran smitting, and we have a

vol tage V 0 " at the amp li fier output. Since the output of
amp lifier B looks like a low impedance the voltage on the
line wi ll be
'
V LA -- V OA x 7='"(i-R;:
::...::in~p;:.a;:ra:::I:;le;l..:w::i.::th~t\:.:.v:::o..::e:::a::.rp!:'.i',':e=c=es~)~~
. S:::B
(RSB In parallel with two earpieces) + RSA
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mentioned above.
The earpiece is connected to the line via the volume
co ntrol VR 1. Note that this only afTects the received
volume, not the tran smitted volume. In th eory it will afTect
the volume on both ea rpieces as the load on the line is
chan ged, but th is efTect is negligible.
The call fac ilit y is provided by S2. This simpl y applies
pOSItive feedback Via C3. ca usi ng IC I to oscillate. A s a
practical observation it is advisable to remove the handset
from you r ear before pressing the call tone button. If the
circuit i,s,use,d with earph on~s and ,a boom microphone, the
call facil it y IS best omitted m the mterest of preventing in·
duced deafness !
The ON/ OFF s witch is a two·pole switch. One contact
switches the supply, the other cau ses the earpiece to

bypass the vo lum e co ntro l so that the ca ll fac ility can be
used when the receiving a mplifier is turn ed ofT and th e
vo lum e control is turned rig ht down. When in use, battery
consumption is a miserly, 1-2 mA.

Construction and Use
The amplifiers were built on a piece of 0·1 in pitch
Veroboard measuring 42 x 42 mm, with the la yo ut s hown
o n Fig. 3. The circu it board, volum e cont rol, ON/ OFF
SWitch, Ime connector and battery were mounted in to a
standard d iecas t box which is small and light enough to fit
mto a pocket.

The ci"rcuit .i s so simple it should be str aightforward to
fau lt·find on If problems a re encountered. An obvious
area to start is the vo lt ages on pins 2, 3 and 6 ' of IC 1.
These s hould a ll be at half battery volts. To aid fault
findin g and repairs, IC I should be mounted in a dj. 1.
soc ket.
The con nection to the line is made via a jack plug and
socket ,or crocodi le cli ps, as convenient. It is important
that neith er of the signa l lines is connected to the case.
There are two reaso ns fo r this; the first being safety. In im·
promptu use It I S qUite possible that a live wire could be
used in error: with a signal wire connected to the case the
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HandsetS

,---,
Earpiece I

Handset A

IEarPiece

I

I

I
Fig. 1 : Basic principles

Microphone

of two-way operation

RSA

I
L_J

AmpA

-

VLA

"

CA

vLB

I

AmpB

YOB

On
R2
'Sk

R.
'Ok

R4

.~

'Ok

I

Fig. 2 : Circuit diagram

R3
'Sk

BYl

I 9V

..L.

2
ICI

1

C2

74'

+
Mic

~

1-

RS
220k

c.

IMtcrophone

L_:J

Off

5'0

+

I

R5B

-

2 cores

I
I

R6
20

22~

4

cl'

52

'On

-r

Line to other
phone

Off
VR.

/

On

1k

Volume

Call

IWKM.6.1

OV

of one telephone

...-----By.
+Ve

Earpiece

Fig. 3: Veroboard layout
and external connec tions. The only track
cuts required are those
beneath ICl

* components
THIS LI ST COVERS ONE AMPLIFIER
AND HANDSET
Resistors

1

R6

2
2

Rl.4
R2. 3
R5

1

Potentiometers
1 kO

VR 1

Integrated Circuits

741

Capacitors
Disc ceramic
10nF

1

ICl (8-pin d.i.1. version)

C3

Tantalum bead, 16/35V
1 ~F
1
Cl
22~F

tW5%
2200
10kO
15kO
220kO

1'------By.
-Ve

1

C2

Miscellaneous
51 Min. toggle d.p.d.t.
52 Min. push -to-make
Veroboard 0·' in pitch , 42 x 42mm
8-pin d.LI. socket (optional but recommended)
Diecast box 114 x 64 x 30mm. PP3 battery and connector. Post Office-style handset and cable (available
from surplus shops, etc.). Jacj<. plug and socket. or
crocodi le clip s (see text)

results could be fatal. The second reason is that if the

noise and in the presence of electrical interference and

signal wires were crossed, and both cases were on an

have proved very du rable. Apart from the obvious in·
dustrial use they were designed for, they are.also useful for

earthed surface, the signal would be shorted and the
phones wou ld not work.
Several pairs of phones have been constructed, and they
have proved to be a valuable aid to site work. They have
been operated in adverse conditions with high background

Out of Thin Air

applications such as sports meetings, amateur dramatics,

aerial adjustment, house to shed link s etc. The simplicity
and low cost makes them an excellent project for an inexperienced constructor.
•
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J2BCX
'IBELEMENT
2mBEAM
F. C.JUDD G2BCX
High-gain beam aerials of the conventional Yagi type for
2-metre operation are of necessity rather long. the average
being 5 to 6 metres to achieve a gain of more than about
14dBd (dB relative to a dipole). The alternative way of
obtaining high gain would be a pair of beams of smaller
dimensions which, suitably phased. should (in theory)
provide an increase in gain of 3dB over that of one by itself. Unfortunately this rarel y works out in practice, and
the extra gain is usually somewhat less than 3dB.
In fact, the possibility of using a suitably matched and
phased pair of 12-element ZL beams (designed by the
writer and published in PW November 1978) was con·
sidered, since this aerial is physically smaller (3·2m) than a
normal Yagi type having the same gain of 13dB. However,
this would have involved double the amount of material required for a single aerial (and thus twice the cost) and a
spacing between the pair of at least O· 75t.. (almost 2m) in
order to achieve anything approaching the extra 3dB gain.
Such an array would present a rather large total area to
the wind. Neither did the I2·element ZL lend itself to
achieving higher gain by simply adding more directors, at
least not without extensive modification and increasing the
length considerabl y.
A gain of 3dB over the existing gain of an aerial may
not seem worth while, but it does in fact mean twice the
original radiated power. For example. with an aerial such
as the 12-element ZL having a gain of 13dB and radiating
all of, say, 10 watts applied to it. the etTective radiated
power (e.r.p.) would be almost 200 watts. Another 3dB
would mean an e.r.p. of nearly 400 watts!
Taking into account all of the foregoing observations, it
was decided to investigate the possibilities of a beam aerial
that would provide at least 16dBd total gain. be not unduly
long, not tQO expensive to construct. be of reasonably light
weight and not present too much area to the wind.

The '2BCX 16-Element Beam
The basis of this aerial is a double driven element and
plane reOector system, designed to provide the highest
possible initial gain. The driven elements are a pair of
folded dipoles, coupled by a short crossed transmission
line so as to obtain current in one element in phase opposition to that in the other, i.e .. they are driven with 180 0
phase ditTerence. Such a system is commonly called an
end-fire array (Ref. I) which with close spacing between
the·elements (approx. *t..) provides the highest gain possi-
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ble (neariy 4dB) with any driven linear pair (Ref. 2). The
configuration of such an array and its radiation pattern
compared with that from a dipole are shown in Fig. I.
We now have a driven element system with a relatively
broad bandwidth, by virtue of the folded dipoles, and a
large amou nt of radiation in two directions which allows
the use of a reOector as well as a series of directors. The
self impedance of this type of array is. however. only a few
ohms and this becomes even less when parasitic elements
are in close proximity. Hence the use of a half-wave line
section to secure a direct match to 50 ohm coaxial cable.
Details of the whole aerial are given in Fig. 2, which includes all radiator lengths, etc .. but not those of the plane
reOector elements, the phasing line and the matching line
sections. Details for these are included in other diagrams.
The total length of the aerial is 4· 26m and it has a
measured gain of 16dBd. Three prototypes were constructed and tested, and the final version as described here has
been in use for almost a year at a height of about 25 feet
above ground and 70 feet a.s.1. Distances of 100 miles and
over have been worked consistently on 2 metres f.m.
regardless of conditions, and large numbers of continental
stations (in France, Belgium. Holland and Germany) have
been worked direct with average signal reports of well over
89 during only medium "lift" conditions:

/

/

I
I

\
\
\

,

---

Phose differenc, betwpen
current in rad iators 180 0

Fig. 1: Function of the two half-wave driven radiators
with currents 180 degrees out of phase
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Fig. 3 : (a) The half·wave folded dipole. (2 required).
(b) Phasing line and dipole connections-top view .
(c) Side view-box bolted directly to boom .
(d) Suggested method of securing dipoles within box
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Construction
All details for construction as for the prototype shown
in the photo, are included in the var iou s diagrams. It is important to maintain good insulation at the driven element

and phasing line junctions. and along the matching line
and at its feed point, and also to ensu re that water cannot

enter the phasing line and coaxial cable connection boxes.
The main boom is of li n (25·4mm) sq uare-section
aluminium tube and th is is usuall y sold in standard lengths
of 4m. The plane renector is therefore mounted on a short
length of O·75 in (19mm) sq uare section tube that will fit
into the end of the ma in boom as in Figs. 3 and 4.
Construction of the two driven dipoles and assembly
with the pha sing line box is shown in Fig. 3. Thi s box can

be made from plastics electrical trunking. blocked at each
end with Perspex or plywood about IOmm thick. The
mounting blocks for the elements and phasing line may be
Delrin, Tufnol, Perspex or PTFE. Note how the matching
line is connected to the centre of the phasing line. so make
en try holes for this in the lid of the box. The two driven
elements can be

"u"

formed at each end by means of a

round piece of metal or wood clamped in a vice. Heat t he
point where the "U" bend is to be made but bend slowly
and gradually and don 't overheat the aluminium. A trial
Fig. 6 : Photo of phasing line box, matching line and
coaxial connecting box

on a scrap length is recommended. Remember however to .

put the element spacers on before the bends are made and
thread these to the appropriate points before the connecting na ts are hammered out and drill ed.
Construction and assemb ly of the plane renector is
sho wn in Fig. 4. It consists offour elements to form the required plane area and the lengths of these are set to take
vclocity factor into account. Note also the method of
securing the self-tapping sc rews (zinc plated) through the
vert ical boom , which is attached to the horizontal boom

section by the triangular aluminium plate. Length s and
spacings for the 13 d irectors are given in Fig. 2 and these
are mounted on the main boom by supports cut from I in

Fig. 7: Radiation pattern in horizontal mode under
ideal test conditions

(25·4mm) square section tube as in Fig. 4(c).
The final part of construction is the half-wave matching
line and coax ial li ne feed box as in Fig. 5. in which (a)
shows the theoretical arrangement. (b) a view of the line
from above and (c) from the side. The photo. Fig. 6. shows
a close view of th is assembly. Make the ho les for the line
just large enough for the coaxial feed box to move
backward or fo rward to faci litate the selling of the
shorting bar and the points of co nnection for the cable.
When these have been esta bl ished the box can be secu red
to the lines by Ara ldite.

A djustment and performance
Selling the feed point and short ing bar positions are the
only adjustments necess ary. but must be carried out with

the full length of coaxial cable to be used. preferably lowloss cable such as UR67. Set the aer ial up at least 6 feet
above ground and in a clear space. This will most like ly be
in the garden, and if the tran smitter can be taken out near
the aerial it will be much easier to watch the power or
v.s.w.r. meter wh ilst adjustments are being made. Set the

shoning bar and coaxial feed points as shown in Fig. 5(b).
Adjust both one way or the othe r to obtain lowest v.s.w.r.
or max imum power into the aerial at mid-band. i.e. ,

145MH z. It should be possible to get the v.S.w.r. down to ·
1· 1 to 1·2 to I at mid-band. and thi s should rise only
slight ly at each end of the band.
Before the aer ial is finall y ho isted to the mast, make
Fig. 8: Radiation pattern in horizontal mode w it h aerial
in normal environment (see text)

Out of Thin Air

sure that the phasing line and coaxial connection boxes are

continued on page 36
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F. G. RAYER G30GR
This tuner can be used wit h end-fed or balanced
feeder systems, either for reception or transmission.
When used with a receiver, a substantial improve-

ment in signal strength is obtainable. For transmission , it allows the usual pi-tank to be m atched to endfed, Zepp, and other aerials.

Ll is wound with 20 s.w.g. ti nned copper wire, and
L2 is of well-insulated wire, on top of Ll, as in
Fig. 2. The former is 89mm x 44mm and 34 turns
are used in all. Taps are equally spaced at six turns,
two turns, four turns, and five turns from the centre

tap. They are made by passing short lengths of 16
s.w.g. wire into holes in the former, and securely

~

-----

centre-tapped coil and having the capacitors in series
in this way is most appropriate for a high frequency
band.
"E" shows the aerial tapped down, which is useful
with parallel tuning when aerial loading preve nts
proper tuning with ":8".
"BI! t "C lI and "D" are appropriate for high
impedance. "E" suits many intermediate lengths. HF"

Construction

Rli2!.!!-_ _ _ _ _

"D" is a somewhat similar arrangement to .using a

VC I

A.

balQ'lCod

B

f~eders

L2
C

o

Fig. 1 : The circuit diagram of the aerial tuner

is for low impedance (quarter wave) with one
capacitor used for series tuning.

Parallel tuning of balanced feeders is shown in
Fig. 1. This is satisfactory when the feeder t ermination is high impedance. For low impedance feeders,
"G" in Fig. 3 is necessary. The best balanced system
is a tuned doublet. The top is divided into equal
lengths, and the twin feeders are spaced about 102mm·
by spreaders. High impedance feed is expected if onehalf the to p, plus the feeder, equals a half-wave or
multiple of half-waves. Should one-half the top plus
feeder be a quarter wave or odd multiple, lowimpedance coupling "G" is anticipated.

* components
VCl and VC2 350pF Jackson 502 1/2 or simi lar. Ceramic
or paxol in former, 100 x l00mm. Aluminium base
165 x l00 x 9mm, aluminium panel 203 x 152mm , Case
203 x 152 x 152 mm . Tinned cop per an d insulated wire.

soldering t hese to the winding turns as required. Nine
6BA bolts with t ags, mounted on a piece of paxolin
abou t 102mm x 102mm (as in Fig. 2), support the
coil. Below these taps fit three bolts for A, Band C.
A to B is three t urns, and B to C has four turns, so
that three, four, or seven turns may be selected. Two

further bolts are for E, E, Fig. 2.
Provided plenty of taps are available, other coils
may be suitable.

Methods of Coupling
It is possible to find a suitable coupling method by
trial only, especially for reception alone. Fig. 3
will help clarify some of the more usual confi gurations.
UA" is a pi-coupler, and adjustment of the capaci-

tors allows a wide range of impedances to be mat ched,
either to load the transmitter correctly, or to give
best reception.
"B" is a popular method for high impedance
aerials. With a trans mitter, a co-axial lead is generally
used, with outer conductor to the chassis. This, shown
at "B" may be fitted for any cirt;:uit.

"c" employs the link for coupling. For low frequencies, the two capacitors may be put in parallel as
shown, and this is useful if they are not of very large
value.
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Fig. 2: General layout, showing connections to screw
terminals
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A view of th e unit showing L2 (p .v .c . covered wire)
wound over L1

Fig. 5: Coupling circuits F (uPP llr) and G (lower);
details of all coupling circuits are given in the text

Reception
----- ~

Fig . 3 : Coupling circuits A and B

For reception purposes only, it is an easy matter to
try various tappings or circuits, to find which p'e aks
up signals best. This can be don e with t he aid of t he
S-meter, selecting a signal not subjected to fad ing.
"B", "E" and "F" will cove r most conditions likely to
be met with a s ingle wire aerial. The improvement
is greatest when the original match with no tuner was
poor.
Fig. 1 or "G" will be used with tw in tuned feeders
(doublet or Zepp) or Fig. 1 with feeders tapped in
equa ll y from each end of LI.

Transmission

Fi g, 4: Coupling circuits C to E

Frequency
Circuits showing the whol e of Ll in use, above,
are for the BOrn band. For higher fr equencies, fewer
turn s are used. With "A" s hort out unwanted turns.
Ci rcuits such as hB", "e", "E" and "F" are used at
higher fr equencies by movin g the aeria l and capaci tor
conn ections down the co il.
With balanced circuits. Fig. 1, "0" and HG" in Fig.
3, move taps in equ ally from each e nd.
There is sufficient latitude to allow tun in g up for
rece pt ion on 25m, 31 III and other broadcast bands, if
requ ired.

Out of Thin Air

The pOints already mentioned apply, p lus the fact
that for correct ope ration and loading, suitable match·
ing is essential. Mis-matching may in fact cause
damage to the transmitter output stage.
An excellent method of matchin g is to place a
standin g wave indicator in the co-ax ial lead from
tuner to transmitter, and adjust the tuner for minimum SWR , wit h reduced power. An indication of
1 · 5: I or lower is normall y satisfactory. Adjustment
to a very low SWR (virtually I : I ) is generally simplifi ed by placing a variable capacito r in series with the
link or ta p-e.g., between A and the co-axia l inn e r
co nductor in Fig. 1. A 500pF component is suit able for
hJ. bands, and 2 X 500pF for aOm, receiver type
capacitors having adequate s pacing. "A" Fig. 3 does
not require this ite m, and can generall y provide
virtually I : 1 SWR.
Capacitor settings and tappin gs used for each band
s hould be noted so that re-tun ing is possible with a
•
minimum of trou ble.
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The Path of the

I

R.A.HAM
The propagation of radio waves is extremely complicated
and many highly technical books and papers, resulting
from far-reaching and sophisticated research, are
available from public libraries and booksellers. The prime
object of this article is to outline the many aspects of the
subject and to encourage readers to make a more in-depth
study of the paths of radio waves in their particularfieldof
operation, because a better understanding of this can
prove very rewarding when hunting for DX.

The Home Station
Apart from the sheer enjoyment of using the short-wave
bands, the scientific aspect of a DX signal is as exciting to
the enthusiastic tuning his receiver, as it is to the operator
transmitter. Although a great deal is already known about
the strange behaviour of radio signals when parts of the
Earth's atmosphere are disturbed, there is still a lot to learn
and the observations made during each new event and
published in our technical journals, will be of value to the
scientists of the future.
Before equipping the home station, the operator,
whether a licensed amateur, broadcast or short-wave
listener, radio-astonomer, satellite enthusiast orTV DXer,
must decide first where to locate his "shack" and then
where to locate his aerials. Ideally these should be as close
to the equipment as possible to avoid unnecessarily long
and therefore lossy feeders. The choice and size of aerial,
described elsewhere in this publication, depends on the
band being used and the space available(Fig. 1). Following
years of research, it is now well known that radio waves
generated on this planet, and those approaching it from
outside, must travel through the atmosphere and,
depending upon their wavelength, their pa:ths are mainly
influenced by two major regions: the ionosphere and the
troposphere (Fig. 2).

lonosphe're

Fig. 2: Approximate boundaries ·of the various layers of
the Earth's atmosphere
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Fig. 1: On top of the 70ft tower belonging to John lye
G4BVV, Dereham. Norfolk is a 13-element Vagi for
70em. 4ft dishes for 23. 13 and gem. and an 8-element
Vagi for 2m

Signals from Outside
Although the nearest star to Earth, excluding the sun, is
only 4:3 light years away, it is still too farfordetailed study.
Therefore, through consistent observations of the sun, a
mere 93 million miles from Earth, astronomers have learnt
a great deal about general stellar behaviour. Like most
other stars, our sun is a nuclear furnace; it has a core
temperature of 15 million degrees and a diameter of
approximately 864 000 miles.
Periodically, dark patches, called sunspots (see The
Sun's Influence, elsewhere in this publication) appear on
the sun's disc. Some are very small and have a short life
while others are large, often in groups, and may survive for
several rotations of the sun. It has been known for about45
years, that when sunspots are present, solar flares are likely
to occur, ejecting streams of particles into the solar system
and emitting strong bursts of radio noise, (Fig. 3) which
can be heard between about 120and220MHz. Under these
conditions the sun is said to be "active" . Prospective radioastronomers should find about 500kHz within this range
that is clear of terrestrial signals before making radio
observations ofthe sun. Radio waves from the"quiet"sun.
mainly thermal in origin, can be detected between I00 and
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IOOOOMH·z, gaining in strength as the frequency increases.
Microwave enthusiasts sometimes compare the radio
noise from the"q uiet" sun with the cold sky to calibrate and
test the sensitivity of their aerials and receivers.
The ultraviolet radiation from the sun is also very strong
and has considerable influence over the structure of the
ionosphere.

•• • •• • •

The Ionosphere
The existence of the ionosphere was not fully appreciated until the advent and development of radio
communications in this century. Around the tline that
Marconi sent the first wireless signal across the Atlantic
Ocean in December 1901, Oliver Heaviside in England and
Arthur Kennelly in the USA suggested that a natural
reflector of radio signals existed in the upper atmosphere,
but it was Professor (later Sir) Edward Appleton who
showed that an ionised structure existed in four basic
layers and, what's more (DXers take note) he proved that
the amount of ionisation in each layer depends on the time
of day, season of the year and the amount of sunspot
activity.
At one time the lower ionosphere was named , KennellyHeaviside and the upper part, Appleton, to honour these
scientists, but now the ionospheric regions are simply
identified as 0 , E, FI and F2. It is generally accepted that
the ionosphere begins with the 0 layer, some 40 miles
above Earth's surface, and ends with the upper F2 layer
approximately 160 miles higher. The majority of DXers
who operate on bands between 14 and 60MHz are mainly
concerned with the E region, especially during the midsummer months.

Sporadic-E
The ultraviolet radiation from the sun causes the Elayer
of the ionosphere, some 60 miles above the Earth, to form
at sunrise and disperse at sunset, but, for some unknown
reason, during the period of May to August, this layer will,
without warning, suddenly break up into clouds of more
densely ionised gas. Then, for several hours, this
disturbance will play havoc with terrestrial radio signals
between 30 and 80MHz and in extreme cases can spread
to 150MHz. Under these conditions, known as sporadic-E,
radio and television signals, which have a normal range of
about 100 miles, can easily travelfor more than 1000 miles.
After many years of monitoring the television
synchronising pulses on Channel RI , 49.75MHz, during
the sporadic-E season, the author found that, in southern
England and possibly elsewhere in the UK, this is the first
signal to be heard at the beginning of a sporadic-E event
and the last to fade away at the end. These events may occur
two or three times per day or perhaps miss a few days
during the season. On some occasions the disturbance is
limited to between 30 and 50MHz, or to the higher range,
50-80MHz, but whatever happens, it seems that 50MHz is
the most vulnerable. Radio amateurs who use the4m band,
70.025-70.7MHz, frequently hear very strong f.m. signals
from broadcast stations, mainly Polish, when sporadic-E
is present. This is because several eastern· European
countries use the range 65-73MHz for their natIOnal
broadcasting. Although these signals are unlikely to be
heard in the UK under normal conditions, they are

Fig. 3: A typical burstofradionoise recorded by the author
on 14 September 1974. during the extensive solar storm
which lasted from the 6th to the 19th

DXTV
Because the normal range of signals is extended during a
sporadic-E disturbance, televiewers in the UK who still use
Band 1,41-67 MHz,for BBC I, will receive a wide variety of
continental radiotelephone, RTTY and beacon signals on
top of their pictures. While those unfortunate viewers
suffer, the TV DXers among us look at Band I for pictures
from stat ions in Europe, Iceland. the Mediterranean area,

Russia, and parts of South Africa (Fig. 4).
While a severe disturbance is in progress, it is interesting
to watch a variety of televIsIOn pictures trom several

countries, using similar frequencies , fighting for
predominance on the screen as the sporadic-E clouds vary
their reflecting angles. For example, a widespread
disturbance will cause pictures from countries as far apart
as the Federal German Republic and Iceland , and

sometimes also heard during an auroral manifestation or

via meteor trial reflection. During the 1979 season,
sporadic-E disturbances occurred on approximately 48
out of the 95 days between May 19and August 21 and, as in
previous years , most of the disturbances lasted for several
hours.
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Fig. 4: A Russian test card received by the author during
the 1979 sporadic-E season
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Hungary and the USSR, on channels E2, 48.25 MHzand
RI, 49.75 MHz, respectively, to mix together. This is a
good reason why the serious DXer should have a copy of
the World Radio TV Handbook to see the full list of
stations that use the bands, allocated internationally, for
both radio and television. Two books especially useful for
the TX DXer are Long Distance Television (TV-DX)for
the Enthusiast, by Roger Bunney, (Bernard Babani
(Publishing) Ltd.) and Guide 10 Work- Wide Television
Test Cards by Keith Hamer and Gary Smith (HS
Publications, 7 Epping Close, Derby. DE3 4HR).
About three times during the season a big event comes
up, and while this is in progress it is not unusual to hear
dozens of continental radiotelephone signals between 30
and 45 MHz, many DXTV stations between 48 a nd 70
M Hz and around 50 f.m. broadcast signals between 65 and
73 M Hz; in fact at times, the entire range is chaotic.
However, let this chaos be a warning, because the
prevailing sporadic-E may suddenly extend its influence
up to 150 MHz and signals from, amateurs in Hungary,
Italy and Yugoslavia may well be heard and worked from
the UK in the 2m band, Fig. 5.

Project stations are situated in Australia VK2WI,
28'217M Hz (awaiting confirmation), Bahrain A9XC,
28'245MHz, Bermuda VP9BA, 29'235MHz, Canada
VE3TEN, 28'225MHz, Cyprus 5B4CY, 28:220MHz,
England GB3SX, 28'215MHz, Germany DLOIGl,
28:205MHz, Mauritius 3B8MS, 28:210 MHz and New
Zealand ZL2MHF, 28·230MHz.
Obviously, the strength and tone of a beacon signal wi ll
indicate the "quality of the signal-path and the prevailing
ionospheric conditions in that direction. Special log sheets
for monthly reports are available from RSGB, 35 Doughty
Street, London, WC I N 2AE. Another useful aid to DX in
the home station is a world time clock , having a black and
white scale to indicate which part of th e world is indayJight
or darkness. It is not uncommon to hear the BBC World
Service warn their listeners about a prevailing ionospheric
disturbance and , which is most helpful, they usually say
which of their signal paths is being affected.

Aurora Boreal is (Australis': southern
hemisphere)
QSONo, _ __
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Fig. 5: A aSL card from Hungarian amateur station
HG5KOO, heard by the author on 2m during an extensive
sporadic-E on 4 July 1965

The F2 Layer
Basically, radio signals transmitted in the 20, 15 and 10m
bands travel around the world, by skipping between the
densely ionised F2 layer and the Earth's surface and,
because the Earth rotates once in every 23hrs 56m,
approximately half ofthe' planet is in sunl ight for about 12
hours, while the rest is in darkness. This means that only
about half of the ionosphere is directlyunderthesolarrays

Briefly, an aurora is a complex natural phenomenon
caused by particles irom a solar event (Fig. 6) entering the
Earth's atmosphere and temporarily ionising the gases
approximately 100-200 miles above the Earth's polar
regions. An aurora is a beautiful sight, but it ca n only be
seen if it manifests when the skies are clear and during the
hours of darkness. However, an auroracan be identified at
any time because of the strange effect it has upon radio
signals, mainly in the v.h.f. region.
For example, the letter "Q" sent in Morse code would,
under normal conditions, sound like "dah, dah, dil, dah"
but when the signal is reflected from an auroral display, it
sounds raspy, like, "ror, ror, ri, ror". In the firs t instance,
the signal has a clean T9 note and is received directly from
the transmitter over a limited v.h.f. range, but when the
same signal, usually transmitted in the 2m band, bounces
off an aurora, it is reported simply as Tone-A and can
travel for more than 1000 miles. An aurora reflected s.s. b.
signal sounds like a ghostly whisper and very careful tuning
is required to resolve it.
When aurora is present, the v. h.f. operator must direct
his beam aeriallOwards the north , swinging it slightly for
peak signal strength, because wherever the transmitter is

•• • • • ••••••

which determine its structure. Briefly, as the sun rises so the
density of the F2 ionisation increases, reaching a peak
arou nd no on and then decreasing toward sunset. A useful
reference book is Amateur Radio Antennas, Foulsham
Sams. Although, broadly speaking, the "quiet" sun is
responsible for the existence of the ionosphere sudden
events, such as flares, associated with sunspots, can disrupt
it for many hours.
Ever si nce the early I 930s, radio enthusiasts have found
the high hJ. bands so full ofinterest that in recent years, the
Radio Society of Great Britain has organised a world-wide
beacon chain, operating in the 10m band , to assist with the
study of radio wave propagation. Radio beacons are
operatio nal 24 hours per day and transmit a continuous
tone which is periodically interrupted with its call-sign for
identification purposes. The current International Beacon

30

Fig. 6 : An 11 -minute sample of severe radio noise
received by the author during the September 1974 solar
storm. An extensive aurora manifested during the
afternoon and evening of the 15th
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located, its signal will be received via the prevailing aur ora.
S peciallog sheets for these events are available to members
from RSGB Headquarters and reports giving time, callsign of station heard or worked, signal strength a nd yo ur
aerial compass bearings are vital to the work of the
Society's au roral co-ordinator.

Meteor Trail Reflection
Every hour of the day, tiny solid particles from interplanetary space, known as meteors, burn up within the
Earth's atmosphere,leavingbehi nd them decaying trails of
ionised gas from which v.h.f. radio signals are reflected.
Although the duration of a trail depends upon the size of
the particle, the majority seem to last for only a few
seconds.

1 ~.

..... 1

1 1\"1

approximately 15 hours each day, the author used a
purpose-built radio receiver to count the number oftimes
that the signal from , the Polish broadcast station at
Gdansk, 70.3 1MHz, was received in the UK via meteor
trail reflection, Fig. 7. The results were fascinating,
especially during a meteor shower when the daily count
wou ld rise toward the peak and then decline as the Earth
passed through the shower. During the peak of a shower
many broadcast listeners and TV DXers try to identify bits
of signal bouncing off the trails, and radio amateurs, using
the 2m band, repeat the ir own call-signs in high speed c.w.
for several minutes and then listen on the frequency, forthe
same amount of time, hoping to piece together tiny parts of
a reply. Although using meteor scatter for amateur
communications is a chancy business because both ends of
the QSO , often more than 1000 miles apart, may have to
repeat their respective information many times before a
two-d ay contact is confirmed, a fantastic amoun t of OX
has been worked during the past twenty years.

The Troposphere
o
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Fig. 7 : An B-minute section of recording chart used by the
author. showing about25 meteor "spikes", Each spike is
a burst of signal from the broadcast station at Gdansk.
70 .31 MHz. bouncing off a meteor trail

A careful study of the heave ns on a clear dark night will
revea l these particles, colliding wit h the atmos phere, as
streaks of bright light shooting across the sky (often called
shooting stars), and rapidly fading away. Periodically, on
its orbit around the sun, the Earth encounters separate
multitudes of particles, called meteor showers, and named
after the constellation of stars from which direction the
radiants of the meteors ap pear to come. T he British
Astronomical Association's handbook for 1980 lists the
dates for the major showers as: Quadrantids, January 1 to
6, peak 4th; Lyrids, April 19 to 24, peak 21 st; Perseids, July
25 to August 18, peak 12th; Leonids, November 15 to 19,
peak 17th, and Geminids, December 7 to 15, peak 14th.
Many astronomical societies have meteor sections, and
during the life of a shower, groups of members stud y a
given area of the sky, estimate the number of meteors seen,
and describe the duration and colour QJ their trails.
Unfortunately, moonlight and overcast skies are the
natural hazards fo.r the visual astronomer, so this is where
radio, un affected by these co nditions, can be used for
meteor stud y.
For about four years during the early 1970s, for
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The first 5-10 miles above the Earth's surface is knownas .
the Troposphere, and radio a nd television signals above
100MHz are greatly influenced by this regio n of the
atmosphere. Unde r normal conditions, the range of a
signal transmitted between 100 and 300MHz is
approximately 100 miles but this gradually gets less as the
radio frequency rises.
During a tropospheric opening, which usually follows a
spell of good weather and hig h atmosp heric press ure, v.h.f.
and u. h.f. signals often travelfor more than 1000 miles and
cause interference to radio or television receivers, tuned to
their local stations sharing the same frequency. Radio
amateurs often check Band Ill, (l76-2 15M H z) and Bands
IV a nd V (47 1-854MHz) television for similar interference
·if they suspect an opening. If th e interference is present,
they can look for OX on the 2m (l44-146MHz) and 70cm·'
(432-440MHz) bands.
The f.m. broadcast band , 8a-108MHz, is a borderline
case because itcan be affected bya n intensesporadic-Eor a
minor tropospheric disturbance. Most European
countries use this range for their national and local
brpadcasting and , when an opening occurs, it is not
uncqmmon to hear continental signals overpowering the
BIl'C stations. During one big event the author counted 40
"extra" stations in the band, with only a horizontal dipole
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feeding the receive r, No doubt with careful tuning and a big
beam aerial many more would have been located,
The 2m band is full of surprises throughout a
tropospheric opening, using all modes, over a wide area
from Scandinavia to the Mediterranean Sea and all parts
of the UK, The first signs of a n opening can come from any
one qf the chain of2m beaco ns, established by the RSGB,
rangmll from Corn wall G B3CTC, 144'91S M Hz, to Angus
GIl3ANG, 144'97SM Hz a nd Northern Ireland GB3GI,
144'94SM Hz, to Wroiham , KentGB3VHF, 144'92SMH z
(Fig, 8), Having decided, from the number of UK beacons
heard, the exten t of the prevailing lift, it is worth looking
for signals from the continental beacons such as DLOPR,
144'9 10MH z, FX3THF, 144:90SMH z. ON4VHF,
144'930Mflz, Sl<.4MPI,
145'990 MH z, OZ7IGY,
144:960 Mfl z to name a few ,
Another goi'd propaga'uon indicator is the 2m repeater
network which now provides considerable coverage ofthe
UK, Periodically, each repeater identifies itself by
transmitting its offi cia l call-sill n, in c,w. , on its a llotted
output channel, RO to R7, whIch range from 14S'600 to
14S '77S MH z in 2Sk Hz steps, Propagation beacons can
also be heard in the 70cm ba nd from Emley Moor GB3M ,
432'91 M Hz and Sutton Coldfield G B2S UT, 432:89 M Hz.
The 70cm repeater output channels, RBO to RBI4, UK
only, can also be heard in 2SkHz steps, between 433'000
and 433'3S0MHz inclusive, Outside the UK, the repeater
output channels ra nge [r'om 434:600 to 434'9S0MHz,

AtmospheriC Pressure
Another valuable tool in the shack is a barometer, or,
better still, a barograph, which is a superior barometer
with a pen arm mechanically coupled to its bellows, sothat
the changes in at mospheric pressure can be recorded on a
calibrated paper chart. Changes in the prevailing weather
conditions can affect radio signals in the 2m and 70cm
amateur bands and television signals in Bands Ill, IV and
V, Sometimes a n opening will build up over severa l days
but, more often. a spell of bad weather and low pressure
will sud.denly end and a ridge of high pressure will move in
(Fig, 9), The barometer will then rise sharply a nd , once it is
above 30:0in, the v,h, Ls are vulnerable and the time is right
to listen for the propagation beacons, After more than IS
years of observa tion, the author has found that when the
pressure is above 30.0inand then rises further, an extensive
tropospheric opening is likely to occur around the time
when the pressure starts to fall.

Contests
Every 'year, the RSGB, in conjunction with the
Internatio nal Amateur Radi o Union, (IARU Regi on I),
arranges a number of contests in all amateur bands for
licensed amateurs and SWLs. These events are usually full
Con tinued on page 36
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VS\N
pro lems8
Fred JUDO G2BCX
Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (v.s.w.r.) is a subject
frequently discussed by radio amateurs but somehow it
rarely seems to be fully understood. Is a low v.s.w.r. really
important and if so what is the maximum ratio tolerable?
Often that 1: 1 reading, technically a perfect match, may
be quite misleading, for reasons which we will cons ider
later in the text.
Many factors determine the loss of radiated power
between transmitter and aerial, including poor insulation,
non·resonance, aeri~l too close to others or even the
choice of metal from which the aerial is made. Two areas
often overlooked are the feeder cable (where inferior construction will cause problems) and the possibility of a mismatch between transmitter and feeder! feeder and aerial, or
a combination of all these parameters. All rJ. feeders, such
as open lines, exhibit a degree of loss, coaxial cables
usually producing the worst effects. This, together with
varying degrees of v.S.w.r. often gives rise to ambiguity
when determining the effect of the v.S.w.r. itself.

VHF

P,

-4t+n2..m--',.------~ ®
p,

IWAD34S1

Fig. 1: Configuration of commonly used transmission
lines. fA) open wire fO) coaxial. See text for explanation with regard to currents I, 12

Matching
Virtually any cable that carries power from "A" to "B"
could be regarded as a transmission line : a pair of wires
for instance, from a battery to a lamp. Considering this example further, it will be appreciated that as the length of
the "transmission line" increases so does its resistance,

and in consequence the lamp grows progressively dimmer.
A similar principle can be applied to the cable connecting a transmitter to an aerial but in this case the
source of energy would be high frequency, and not d.c.
Therefore the inductive and capacitive properties of the
feeder combine to produce an impedance to the transfer of
power. This is referred to as the characteristic impedance
of the cable, and it remains almost constant, virtually
irrespective of frequency.
Purely resistive losses cannot be completely disregarded
of course but steps can be taken to prevent radiation loss.
If the characteristic impedance of the line equals both the
source and load impedance then two conductors can be
employed, close enough together for their respective
electro-magnetic fields to cancel out.
Transmission lines favoured by amateurs are open line,
which consists of two parallel conductors spaced a small
fraction of a wavelength apart, and coaxial cable, in which
one conductor is effectively shielded by the other whilst
electrically behaving as an open two-wire line. The concept
is shown in Fig. I in which the currents I, and I, are flowing. If the current I, at any point (P ,) along the line has the
same amplitude as current I, at the opposite point (P,) the
fields thus produced will be equal in amplitude but, as they
are moving in different directions, out of phase. This will
not necessarily be 180 0 , so in some instances there may be.
a small amount of radiation, although for practical purposes it can be disregarded. Certain conditions can exist
which will cause an appreciable difference in the phasing
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Fig. 2: (A) line matched to load, R = ZOo (8) line
partially matched, R greater or smaller than ZOo (C) and
(D) Line with short or open-circuit. See text

of the two line currents however, and in such circumstances far more radiation can take place.

Consider Fig. 2(a). Here we have connected one end of
a tran smission line to a generator of equal impedance, the
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other being terminated in the purely resistive load R,
which has the same ohmic value as the line impedance ZOo
Under these conditions any current travelling down the
line will flow into the resistance, which presents itself as an
extension of the line. Since a pure resistance has no inductive or capacitive reactance, the line will be perfectly
matched and none of the power (I'Zo) will be returned to
the generator. An infinitely long transmission line would
exhibit the same characteristics provided its impedance
remained constant, although the power would ultimately
be absorbed in overcoming the resistance of the line itself,
of course.
Now turn to Fig. 2(b). The resistance of load R does not
equal the line impedance in value, and so the power not
dissipated is reflected back. The power absorbed by R
decreases as the difference between Rand Zo increases
and so under these conditions a greater mis-match exists.
To make the position clearer, the term "incident power is
given to the power transferred to R, whilst that which is
returned to the source is referred to as the reflected power.
Therefore we can produce a mathematical ratio of
reflected to incident power which gives an indication of the
degree of mis-match in the circuit.
When R becomes zero, as in Fig. 2(c), all the power will
be reflected. This will also be the case if R is regarded as
an open circuit (Fig. 2(d)). Power will flow in both directions however when a mis-match does occur, and the
reflected portion will be dependent on phase ditTerences
between the incident and reflected voltages and currents.
These interact to produce a standing wave.

Standing Waves
The diagrams of Fig. 3 serve to illustrate how standing
waves are formed when varying degrees of mis-match are
encountered.

In Fig. 3(a) there is an open circuit at the end of the line
which prevents the flow of current. The current waveform
at this point has zero amplitude and in etTect cancels itself,
due to the reversal of polarity. Current travels along the
line, but the voltage is across it of course, and so is not
reversed by this reflection. T he electric fields of the
forward and reflected waves add up to twice the amplitude
and if line losses are ignored the total power can be
thought of as being returned to the generator.
When R is a short circuit, Fig. 3(b) illustrates the
prevailing conditions. The amplitUde of the standing wave
pattern can be seen to be the same as for open circuit conditions, except that it has moved along to meet the zero
voltage state at the end of the line.
In Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) we can see the conditions
produced when R is greater or smaller than Zo by a given
amount, creating a standing wave of lesser amplitude due
to the fact that only part of the forward power is reflected.
Finally, Fig. 3(e) shows the situation where R = ZOo Here
no power is reflected and the line carries a uniform travelling wave.
The ratio of the maximum (V ) to minimum (V . )
voltage of the standing wave is ref~~ red to as the voltage
standing wave ratio (v.s.w.r.) and is calculated from the
expression R:Zo when R is greater than Z~ or Zo:R
when R is the lesser quantity.
The perfect match, rarely achieved in practice, would
have a v.S.w.r. of 1:1. When a mis-match exists, this ratio
becomes much larger until, with an absolute open or short
circuit it becomes infinite. Such a situation should be
avoided, especially in the case of transistorised apparatus,
where high level s of reflected power will almost certainly
result in damage unless some form of protection is
provided.
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Fig. 4: Reflected power plotted against v.s.w.r.
(see text)

The Effects of VSWR
Possibly the loss of power to an aerial due to standing
waves on the transmission line may not be as serious as
many are led to believe. Provided the line is of low-loss
construction the attenuation due to a v.s.w.r. of, say, 2: I
may only be around O· 5dB.
.
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The graph in Fig. 4 shows the percentage of returned
power (lost to the aerial) for varying values of v.S.w.r.
Some slight discrepancy may occur which must be attributed to the natural losses of the transmission line, and
this will affect both forward and reflected power readings.
For example, the dotted line in Fig. 5 shows that for a
measured V.S.W.r. of 2:1 and a line loss of 3dB along the
total length, the true v.s.w.r. is about 5:1 , representing a
considerable additional loss due to reflected power. This
clearly demonstrates the need to use low-loss transmission
line.

One should really aim for a v.S.w.r. of less than 1·5:1,
especially if the total cable loss is likely to be greater than
about 2dB. With around 30m of cable having an attenuation of 2·5dB the additional losses due to a measured
V.S.W.r. of I · 5: I will be less than I·OdB.

When line losses are high, the additional loss caused by
standing waves tends to be constant: the amount of power
reflected from the aerial is reduced in proportion to the
overall attenuation in the feeder. As an example, if the line
loss is 6dB only 25 per cent of the applied power will actually reach the aerial. Should the v.S.w.r. at the aerial be
4:1, due to a mis-match, then 36 per cent of the power applied to it would in fact be reflected. However, we have
already established that only 25 per cent of the original
power has reached the aerial, so the true reflected
power is:

0·25 x 0·36 = 0·09 (9%)
The transmission line characteristics further reduce this by
6dB, so we have
0·09 x 0·25 = 0·02 (2%)
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This represents the actual power arriving back at the
transmitter, and would result in a low V.S.W.f. reading at
the transmitter end of the feeder-in this case, something
like l· 3:!.
.
On the other hand, with a very Iow-loss line, a high
V.S.W.r. may cause a higher power loss, although the total
may be relatively small by comparison with that actually
reaching the aerial. A V.S.W.r. of 10: I (True) on a line having a loss of only O· 3dB would result in an additional loss
of about 2dB.
Low V.S.W.r. readings do not necessarily indicate a
"Go" situation, and should be closely examined if
transmission line losses have not been taken into account.

For example, with a 15m length of UR43 coaxial cable
having a true v.s.w.r. of 2:1 , the reading obtained could be
as low as I · I: I. With old or otherwise inferior coaxial
cable exhibiting high loss, virtually no reading at all could
occur. On the surface of it, this wou ld suggest a v.s.w.r.
of I : I.
A typical v.s.w.r. readout for a well-matched aerial
covering the 145MHz band is given in Fig. 6. With aboveaverage line losses, the response could easily be represented by the dotted curve.
The relationship between transmission line loss and
v.S.w.r. can be demonstrated in an alternative way, based

on a method of assessing losses in coaxial cable by
measuring the v.s .w.r. when the cable is terminated in a

short-circuit. This technique should never be employed
when transistorised rf power amplifiers are used, inciden·tally.
From Example A in Fig. 7 it can be seen that a v.s.w.r.
of 1·5: I would indicate a cable loss of 6-7dB for the total
length. This is because the forward power is attenuated in
the first instance, and consequently there is a reduction in

the quantity of power reflected, which itself is attenuated
and results in a low V.S.W.r. reading.

, , ",,

H
MHz

~

144

;7
1--

V
- -145

Example B on the same drawing shows that the cable
loss is much lower, and the high V.S.W.r. of 4: I indicates
that most of the power travelling along the cable is also
reflected. The attenuation of the cable is only a little over
2dB , so this serves to qualify our preceding conclusions.

/
,~

Ideall y, power and v.S.w.r. measurements should be
~-

"

'®
~

145'5

be at or near a minimum at the transmitter end, then low
146

~

Fig . 6 : Typical V.S.W.r. (A) From 8 well matched line
and aerial. (8) Curve f lattened due to line loss
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made both at the transmitter and at the aerial, otherwise
erroneous readings could be obtained due to other considerations, such as the length of the line in relation to the
frequency being used. If the reflected voltage happens to
v.s.w.r. figures could be obtained. By the same rule, it is often possible to reduce an otherwise high V.S.W.r. by pruning a short length off the transmission line-or, indeed, by
adding to it. This wi ll not effect a cure as such however: it
does not remove a standing wave that results from a mis-

match.
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01 end of Cable

Fig. 7: Attenuation loa8 in dB for 8 given length of
cable by reading V.B.W.r. into short-circuit termination.
See text regarding application of this test

scaled everywhere against the ingress of water, e.g.,
around Ihe entry of the driven elements and matching line,
etc. Suitable sealants are Scotchkote, Araldite or Evostik.
Give the phasing line and its bridge spacers one or two
coats of polyurethane va,nish. This is importa nt for the
prevention of r.f. leakage that could occur with rain or
frost.
.
Finally, the radiation pattern of the aerial which is
shown in Fig. 7 was obtained under ideal conditions and is
the true pattern with a main lobe beam width of 30 0 at
3dB down. The radiation pattern in the vertical mode is
almost identical except that the main lobe is a degree orso
wider at 3dB down. The second pattern, Fig. 8, was taken
from signals arriving from a fairly long distance and with
the aerial operating in a normal environment, i.e., at the
top of its mast at the writer's home QTH. As will be seen,
there is no distortion of the main lobe, and the minimal differences in the small side and rear lobes are due to random
reflection likely to occur in normal conditions. Finally, it
may be worth mentioning that the overall performance of
this aeria l in terms of gain and radiation pattern is virtu ally
identical with that of a well-known commercial 16-element
•
beam with a total length of 6m .
Rererences
I. AflteIlIlQS. Kraus. McGraw· Hill
2. A melllla Arrays with closely spaced elemeflts. Proc. IRE. Feb. 1940

Use of VSWR and Power Meters
Really accurate v.s.w.r. and power meters suitable for
v.h.f. app lications tend to be on the expensive side,
although the model marketed by Telecommunications
Associates may be considered reasonable. The type of
power meter fitted to amateur transmitters and
transceivers can rarely be relied on for accuracy. In fact,
occasionall y some instruments can actually introduce a
problem due to poor matching with the feed cable. So also
can external r.f. power amplifiers, which incidentally
should never be in circuit when first testing an aerial for a
match.
Obvious ly low grade meters should be checked against
a known standard and with a dummy load known to
provide an accurate match with the transmitter output.
In this way a v.s.w.r. approaching I : I should be obtained
a nd full output power indicated if the meter is provided
with this faci li ty.

Testing a New Aerial
Initially a new aerial should be tested with only a short
feeder, to establish that a good v.s.w.r. is possible. A ·
preliminary check with a receiver is also worthwhile, if
only to ensure that the aerial is giving some sort of results
before applying r.f. power.
Start the tests with fairly low power levels, if possible.
This wi ll prevent damage to the transmitter p.a. stage if a
seriou s problem should arise.
When the aerial is proved, the full length of feeder
should be fitted and maximum power applied.
One of the most simple and effective methods of checking for the presence of r.f. alongside an aerial is a small
fluorescent tube, of the type often used in caravans. These
are usually rated at about 6 watts, and when touched
against a voltage point on an aerial to which a 10 watt
transmitter is attached, should light almost to full
brilliance.
•
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PATH OF THE WAVES
Continued from page 32
of interest because they are well supported by both
individual and group entries and, should a contest coincide
with an atmospheric disturbance, then there is plenty of
super OX about and the scores mount up.

Conclusion
One of the most comprehensive and well-illustrated works
on this subject, and a must for the scientifically minded
reader's book-shelf, is the chapter on propagatIOn in the
5th edition of the RSGB's Radio Communication Handbook, Vo!. 2. There, the authors rightly say: "The field of
radio propagation is one in which radio amateurs can still
usefully contribute something to complement the work of
th e professionals".
As there are no simple answers or hard and fast rules
about the propagation of radio waves, or the behaviour of
the sun or the Earth's atmosphere, we can only try to
unravel the mysteries by consis tent observations; we
make a contri bution to science by reporting our findings to
the RSG B or the appropriate section of a technical
journaL
•
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F. C. JUDO FISTC, MIOA, Assoc.IPRE, A. Inst. E (G2BCX)
This is a vertically polarised omnidirectional free
space aerial for two metres but which will operate
in the same way for higher or lower frequency bands
by scaling the dimensions accordingly. It has a radiation efficiency 50% better than a conventional ground
plane due to its low angle radiation, is unobtrusive,
has no gro und plane radials, and therefore has low
wind resistance. The name "Slim Jim" stems from
its slender construction (it is only 60 inches long for
2 metre operation) and the use of a J type Integrated
Matching stub (JIM) that faci litates feeding the aerial
at the base, thus overcoming any problem of interaction between feeder and aerial. The feed impedance
is 50 ohms.
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of current
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flow and phase

Basically it is an end-fed, vertically operated, folded
dipole (Fig. 1). As with all folded dipoles, the currents
in each leg are in phase whereas in the matching
section they are in phase opposition, so little or no
radiation occurs from the matching stubs. Correctly
matched the VSWR will be less than 1 · 5 to 1 and
will remain so across the band. It can be constructed
for use as a fixed home station "omni" or for
portable operation, and the aerial has been used for
mobile operation mounted on a short stub mast
attached to a rear bumper; at sea a special version
is use.d, completely enclosed in a plastic tube for
protection against salt water.

Construction
The "Slim Jim" may be constructed from 14 or 3 a
inch diameter aluminium tube, stiff coathanger (galvanised iron) wire or 300 ohm ribbon feed. The
spacing between the parallel elements is not critical
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For extra strength a bridge 0 1 plastic ,
thlckperspex,or tulnol etc . may be fixed
half way between Insu lator & top.

990

Fig. 2 : Main constructional details.

Round or square plast ic Junction
box or simila r with lid.

Insulator
(see text)

1511
To set

495

Standard TV aerial clamp.

\

j

\

I

k--.::~\\

102

Mast

25·4 (1In.) dia wood dowel
(broom handle) as long as
required to secure to mast.

LJ
445

Ends of uprights & cro ss strop
flattened before securing with
4BA screws (top & bottom same).

All dims In mm .
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and neither is the overall length, providing this is

potteorn, radiation
jlma ! vt'rticat Qngl~ 0 0

within ± 14 inch.

Details for a strongly made version for fixed station
use outdoors are given in Fig. 2, in which the
diagrams are self-explanatory and dimensions are
included. The only comment called for is on the
insulation between the return half of the folded
radiator and the top of one side of the matching stub.
This may be a piece of thick perspex, tufnol or p.t .f.e.
drilled to take the rods (they must not touch) , which
can be set in with Araldite.

Nol(' :QOverllcal angle
=plane parQUel 10

mou.;;;-'-----L--"'-

Setting Up
Note-:D"=plane parallel
10 ground

Fig. 3, above, where the 5/8 wavelen gth ground plane radiation angle is

30°

or more (dotted line), and the Slim Jim's" at virtually 0", Fig. 4,
a 518 9r,P. at 0" vertical
11

top right, providing omnidirectional patterns of

angle. Both patterns 'rom models at 650MHz.

Response
The polar diagrams shown in Figs. 3 and 4 explain
the "Slim Jim's" improved efficiency over the 5/8
wavelength gro und plan e, in spit e of its claimed 3dB
gain over a dipole or similar ground plane. Fig. 3
shows that the " Slim Jim" vertical angle of radiation
is almost parallel to ground, so maxi,mum r,adiation
is therefore straight out (and all round) which is
what we want. With all ground plane aerials, including those with radials of more than ' 2 inch length,
radiation is tilted to an average angle of 30° or more.
The dotted line in Fig. 3 is that from a 5/8 wave·
length Gr.P aerial with 6 quarter-wave radials.
Now examine Fig. 4. The outer line is the (omnidirectional) radiation from the "Slim Jim" at a
vertical angle of 0° e.g., on a plane parallel to ground.
The inner line shows the loss of radiation, by corn·
parison, from a 5/ 8 wavelength ground plane at the
same angle and that loss can be aPOund 6dB! This
has been verified with full size 2 metre aerials as
well as with UHF scale models on the writer's aerial
test range. Many 2 metre operators already using
the "Slim Jim" in place of a ground plane will
confirm its efficiency.

Out of Thin Air

The feed point may be protected from rain as
shown in Fig. 2, by a circular plastic junction box,
with a screw·on lid, but the correct feed point must
be found first. The best way of doing this is to complete the construction of the aeri al and stand it
upright in the room near the transmitter but clear of
other con ductors. Use the fuB length of f eeder
required to r each the aerial when finaBy in situ.
Clip on at about 4 inches up from the bottom as in
Fig. 2. Adjust slightly up or do wn for minimum S.W.R.
and maximum power into the aerial. Note points of
contact and then fit solder tags as shown ready for
the feeder soldered connections. The plastic box may
now be fitted and the completed aerial and feed protector box can be given a coat or two of polyurethane
varnish before final instaBation. Fig. 2 shows methods
of mounting on a mast with a TV aerial claw clamp
such as t hose ma de by Antiference.

Positioning of the "Slim Jim"
[deaBy the aerial should be as high as possible and
clear of other aerials or conductors. It will, however,
operate quite well indoors in the loft, or even in a
I·iving POom, but obviously wit h a lower range.
lf the "Slim Jim" is constructed from coathanger
wire, galvanised iron wire or 300 ohm ribbon feeder,
while other considerations remain the same, the space
between the elements may be reduced to about 1 inch.
The whole of the aerial, made like this, could be
housed in plastic water pipe. Being compact, the "Slim
Jim" can be carried around quite easily for portable
operation on holidays, etc. Please note the name
"2BCX Slim Jim" is copyright and the design is
•
exclusively that of the writer.
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2 metre',
VSWR
Bridge

M. H. Tooley BA G8CKT & D. Whitfield BA G8FTB

Introduction
Matching the aerial to the transmitter, in order to
obtain maximum radi ated' power, is a n important
consideration for any r.adio amateur hopin g to obtain
the best results from his equipment: this can be
achieved by usin g some form of standin g wave meter
in the tuning-up procedure. The standin g wave ratio
(S.W.f.) is a measure of t he efficiency of an aerial
system: the closer th e S.W.f. is to unity, the greater
the proportion of transmitter power actually radiated.
Although the S.w.r. only app ro aches unity under ideal
conditions, in practical situations its meas urement
will provide a very useful eva luation of the system 's
performance.
The instrument described is an S. W.f. bridge which
w ill provide a constant, on-the-air reading w hilst
allowing meanin gful meas urements to be made on
the relative merits of different aerials and aerial
sit es. It is suitable for use in the feeders of v.hJ.
transmitters having outputs of between IW an d I OOW.

Detecto r

Aerial

IAD078 1

Fig. 1: Theoretical diagram of the Maxwell Bridge
transmission line coupler

Circuit Description
An S.w.r. bridge works by sampling the amount of
power Rowing in each direction along the aerial
feeder. This is achieved by t he use of a Maxwell
bridge transmission line cou pler, as shown in Fig. l.
The r eactiv e arms of the bridge ·are for med by the
distributed capacitance and mutual inductance of the
coupled lines. The two sampling lines LI and L2,
s hown in the circuit diagram of Fig. 2, are coupled
to t he main ae r ial feeder a nd respectively terminated
at opposite ends by RI and R2, thus providing two
outputs w hich are proportion al to the forward and
reflected signals present. Diodes DJ, D2 and capacitors Cl , C2 convert the sampled s ignals to d.c. for
measurement on a conventio nal meter Ml. Potentiometer VRI adj usts th e sensitivity of the ci rcuit
and ferrite beads prevent stray r.f. pick-up in the
wiring.
In practice, the bridge can be used either w.ay
round du e to the sy mmetry of the circuit, but for
convenience, SK I is assigned to the transmitter and
SK2 to the load; this allows SI to be designated "forward )) and "reflected."
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Fig. 2: Complete circuit diagram of the 2m VSWR
bridge

Out of Thin Air

Lid

Fig . 3: Wiring layout inside the diecast box

Construction
The instrument is built into a small diecast box,
which also acts as a screen. In obtaining .a. suitable
box it is important to ensure t hat the dept h is sufficient to provide adequate clearance for the meter
movement.
The component layout is shown in Fig. 3. A tag
strip is mounted so that the end connections are
earthed via fix ing screws, whilst t he remaining ones
are is{)lated: this is best done by using additio nal
8BA nuts to space the tag strip from the case.
It is important that the physical placement of t he
diodes, resistors and pickup lines is symmetrical :
the .better t he symmetry, the better will be t he electrical -balance of the bridge. If matched resistors,
diodes 'and capacitors are used, electrical bal·ance
will b e even -better than is possible with rando mselected components. Since the bridge is essentially
relative· reading, this condition, while highly desirable, is not vital for satisfactory results.
The germanium detector diodes should be matched
for similar chapacteristics using the circuit of Fig. 4.
A pair . of diodes should be chosen such that on test
there is no appreciable meter deflection as the applied
voltage is varied from 0 to 9V. The meter used for
evaluati ng the diodes should be as sensitive as possible, e.g. ·an Avo Model 8 on its 50l'A range.

Out of Thin Air
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Fig . 4 : Circuit used for comparing diod e characteristic s

The coaxial line is made from ·a 140mm length
of low-loss coaxial cable (see component list ). Its
Quter p.v.c. sheath should first be carefully re moved
and the oopper braid "bunched" to allow the two
sampling lines to be introduced under it. The lines
should be of equal -length and should be run inside
the braid, with care 'being taken to keep them close
together with no kin king. They should come out about
20mm from each e nd of the cable.
The ·accuracy of the instrument is dependent on
t he matching of t he terminating resistors to the
impedance of the sampling lines, thus the constructional denails for the coaxial line should be closely
followed .
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Both shown actual size
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Cali bration

Using the S.W.R. Bridge

Using the recommended meter movement the
instrument may be calibrated simply by copying the
scale shown full size in Fig. 5. For alternative
types of movement a table of calibration points is
given. The new meter scale is best marked with the
scale plate detached from the movement, using a
fine pen and drawing ink, pencil or dry tr·ansfers.

Attach the output of the v.hJ. transmitter to SKI
and the aerial system or some other form of load to
SK2, using matched feeder. Set SI to read for ward
power and turn VRl fully anticlockwise for minimum
meter sensitivity. Apply rJ. power from the transmitter and adjust VRl for a full-scale meter r eading.
Leaving the setting of VRl unchanged, set SI to read
reverse power: the meter will now indicate s.w.r.
directly.
It should be noted that continuous high-power
operation of the s.w.r. bridge without a load may
cause the 100 ohm resistors and the diodes to be
destroyed. The bridge may be left permanently in line
with th e feeder between transmitter and aerial, as it
introduces no significant signal degradation in either
direction . Constructors should be wary of placing too
much importance on absolute S.W.r. readings; the
rea l value of the bridge lies in its ability to indicate
relative forward and reverse power levels. It will be
found invaluable as a gene ral aid in the adjustment
of transmitters and aerials.
•

S.W.R.

Reverse
Reading (/ A)

S.W.R.

Reverse
Reading (~ A)

1 :1
1 · 1 :1
1· 2:1
1 ,3 :1
1 '4:1
1 ' 5:1
1 ' 6 :1
1 . 7 :1
1 '8:1
1 . 9 :1
2 :1

0
5
9
13
17
20
23
26
29
31
33

2 ,5:1
3:1
3 ,5:1
4 :1
4'5 :1
5:1
6:1
7:1
8:1
9 :1
10 :1
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50
56
60
64
67
71
75
78
80
82

* components
Capacitors
Cl 1nF disc ceramic
C2 1nF disc ceramic
C3 1n F disc ceramic
Resistors
Rl 100 ohms tW 2%
R2 100 ohms -kW 2%
VRl 47kn linear carbon

Diodes
Dl OA90
D2 OA90 (See text)

Sockets
SKI 50ll BNC
SK2 50n BN C

Lines
L1 250mm 26 s.w.g. enamelled copper wire.
L2 250mm 26 s.w.g. enamelled copper wire.
140mm low~loss 50n coaxial cable of ca pacitance
56pF/m (UR203).
Miscellaneous
Diecast box approximately 120mm ,.... 60mm Y 44mm.
lOO.aA 2in panel meter.
Miniature sing le pol e clo toggle switch. Control
knob with position indicator. Miniature 8-way horizontal
tag stri p. Eart h tags, S' required. Ferrite beads, 6 required (from TMP Electro nic Supplies, Britannia Stores,
Leeswood, Mold, Clwydd CH7 450 N. Wa les).
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G2DYM
ANTI-TVI
AERIALS
New 1980 Models: Shortwave
listener Indoor models £14.50 &
£27.50. Outdoor models £30.00 &
£36.00.
Tx-Ing models £42.50, £52.50 &
£59.75. Lists 10x8in 14p SAE.
Aerial Guide 50p.
New Publication "Indoor and
Invisible Aerials for S. W.L.s"£3.50.

G2DYM, UPLOWMAN,
TIVERTON, DEVON.

Out of Thin Air
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ERIC DOWDESWELL G4AR
The short-wave listener wit h his first communications
receiver cannot be expected to get the best from it
until a fair amount of time has been spent listening
and getting the feel ·o f the set, and of s.w. propagation
conditions. There will be a tendency to cast an eye on
the ads in various radio magazines for add-on accessories which claim to give improved reception.
Whether they will or not much depends upon the
receiver. If it is from the highest price bracket it is
very unlikely that much can be done externally to improve it. Indeed, any additions would be an insult to
the designer! If, however, the set is really basic, without an r.f. stage and only simple ceramic filters in
the i.f. stage! s and a conventional audio output stage,
then it is going to need all the help it can get.
This article sums up the pros and cons of add-on
units because they make excellent DIY projects and
most can be bought in kit form or ready-built. But,
remember, all of them, except a passive audio filter,
will add some noise to the normal noise of the set.
What we want is less noise and more signal and the
simplest way of achieving that is probably cheapest. A
better aerial system! Add-on units fit the bill because
they restrict the bandwidth being amplified, at the
r.f. input, at the Lf. stage or in the audio circuits.

Preselectors
A common tendency, where a listener considers that
signals ought to be stronger, is to add a preselector
(sometimes referred to as a pre-amplifier, wrongly in
my opinion, as this term is usually reserved for audio
work). If the receiver already has one or more r.f.
stages then the preselector may prove to be worse
than useless, causing increased cross-modu lation ,
especially where strong signals are concerned. If the
set has no r.f. stage at all then a preselector will be
very worthwhile.
When obtaining a preselector make sure that it is
a tuneable one and not aperiodic (wideband) and that
it covers the s.W. bands on the receiver with whic h it
is to be used. It must be connected to the receiver
with proper coaxial cable, such as that used on TV
installations, using proper coaxial fittings as it is
essential that the signals reach the receiver via the
preselector and not through any unscreened wire connected to the aerial terminal of the set.
The band switch should include a position where
the aerial is switched directly to the receiver, eliminat·
ing th e preselector and, ge nerall y, turning off the
power supply to the preselector. Not an essential
feature but hi ghly desirable. An d. gain control is
esse ntial but if one is not fitted it is an easy matter
to modify the preselector.
When using the preselector , first switch it to the
stra ight-through position and tune the set to a steady
but not too strong sif,nal in, say, the 19m band, with
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the set's d. gain about half way. Switch in the preselector on the appropriate range and tune it for an
increase in signal strength, which should be very
marked. Note if there are any spurious signals that
were not on the original signal. If there are this is a
sign of internally generated cross-modulation and the
d. gain on the preselector should be reduced until
the spurious signals disappear.
Always ensure that the preseiector is tuned "on the

nose" to any signal being received and never detune
it to act as a volume control. If a calibrated dial is
fitted check that the frequency at which it peaks
corresponds, more or less, to the signal frequency. At
the higher frequencies it is very easy to tune the preselector to the second channel frequency which produces a marked increase in noise but no increase in
wanted signal strength.
If, for exam ple, the wanted signal is on lSOSOkHz
then the second channel frequency is lSOSOkHz plus
twice the set's i.f., usually around 470kHz, making
lS990kHz which is not so far removed, as far as the
tuned drcuit is concerned, from lS050kHz. Many a
preselector has been condemned because it has been
tuned wrongly.
A preselector is sometimes chosen because it is
thought that it will improve the "selectivity" of a
receiver. This refers to the problem of adjacent
channel selectivity where the preselector cannot help
to any marked degree, but it does greatly reduce the
second channel interference, previously referred to,
by introducing more tuned circuits at the signal
frequency.
Preselectors tend to be of more use at the higher
frequencies especially if the main receiver is an older
one lacking in sensitivity at the h.f. end. Do not be
afraid to switch the preselector in and out of circuit
to see if it is really effective. Sometimes it will be
found to be an improvement and sometimes not, much
depending upon the frequency involved.

Q-Multipliers
Adjacent channel selectivity is the main failing of
most communication receivers, especially the cheaper
variety, and, come to think of it, the not-sa-cheap ones
now available. Selectivity is governed entirely by the
quality of the i.f. filters, generally the one immediately
following the mixer stage. Ceramic filters are
frequently extolled today as being the 'b est, but only
because they are cheaper for the set manufacturer
and eliminate expensive alignment time. The three
usual modes of reception in which we are interested,
a.m., a.m.(s.s.b.) and c.w. all require different i.f.
bandwidths for optimum reception and a single bandwidth iJ. filter can only be a compromise. Unforfunately, separate filters can make a receiver rather
expensive.
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The only external aid to improved i.f. selectivity is
some form of HQ-mult iplier" which ca n be wired into

the set with a couple of screened leads and virtually
no modification to the set itself. In effect it extracts
some of the i.f. signal and passes it through the
external i.f. stage and back into the set. The external
stage, or Q-multiplier, has a feedback control which
a llows t he bandwidt h to be sharpened up thus improving the selectivity, often to the point where the
multiplier goes into oscillation. It only peaks signals
over a comparatively narrow band of frequencies,

rather than producing the ideal square-topped bandwidth characteristic, but it can be very effective for
c.w. reception.
When buying or making a Q-multiplier ensure that
its operating frequency is the same as that of the set
to which it is going to be fitted. There is usually some
form of adjustment to peak it to the i.f. after installation. Like the preselector there should be an " off"
position that effectively by-passes the Q-multiplier.

Calibrators
No receiver should be used without some means
of checking its calibration instantly. The better sets
will have an internal crystal oscillator operating on

100kHz producing markers at that interval throu ghout the s.w. bands. Sets intended for the US market
may have this broken down to 25kHz for checking
the limits of the mandatory sub-bands in that country.
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DFM from Roquain e El ect ronics op erates up to 40MHz .
It can be coupled to th e receiver to prov ide direct read out
of frequency. Unu sually, wave length can also b e displ ayed

It is desirable for the receiver to have some means

of either moving the dial cursor line or t he frequency
of the local oscillator in order to bring the set's calibration into line on any range. A small value tuning
capacitor is often used in parallel with the oscillator
section of the ganged tuning capacitor or an additional potentiomete r if the oscillator is varicap tuned.
Then the nearest cali bration point on the dial can be
made to agree with a marker signal from the calibrator, around the frequency of the station being
checked.
My own method of measuring a station's frequency

is to first note the approximate frequency and then
check th e 100kHz points on the set's dial against t he
calibrator, either side of the station, adjusting the
vernier control if necessary to make the dial and
calibrator agree. Then the 10kHz markers are
switched on and counted down or up from one of

lMHI
Ott

th e 100kHz markers. The station finishes up between
two 10kHz pOints after which the freq uency can be
estimated to about a kilohertz. Sounds longwinded

100KHz
10KHz

ou t Pu t ( ~

but, in fact , can be done in seconds, with some
practice.

Note that all the usual causes of frequency drift
in a set such as mains variations, temperature

changes, vibration, etc., are eliminated by checking

Rocquaine

Crys t ,JI
Call tJ r,1I01

against a crystal standard over a very short period
of some seconds only. Some experts recommend the
preparation of calibration charts for every range of

a receiver, checking every 100kHz point against the
standard and noting the difference. This is an
extremely tedious and entirely unnecessa ry procedure

R ocqu a in e El ectronics produce thi s cryst al ca librator, an
importan t acc ess ory fo r a commun icat ion s rece ive r

and certainly unreliable. A heavy knock or an enforced repair to the set and all the work done in
preparing the graphs has gone down the drain , apart
from the uncertainty of all the other factors
previously noted.

My own preference is for an external 1MHz crystal
oscillator divided down to provide outputs at 100kHz
and 10kHz, in addition to the fundamental 1MHz.
After that it is not difficult to interpolate down to
1kHz especially if there is a decent bandspread dial
on the receiver, which is quite suffici ent to pinpoint
an amateur or broadcast station for reference
purposes.

The output of the calibrator is inserted into the
set at the aerial terminal , again usi ng coax ial cable.

If possible fit a three-way wafe r switch to provide
"aerial only", "aerial plus ca Hbrator ll and "calibrator

only". If th e aerial is permanentl y connected then
marker signals can often be lost or· diffi cult to locate
among other signals.
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One more point to watch. Ensure that the signal
is tuned in for maximum strength, preferably using

the S-meter if one is fitted, rather than relying upon
the ear. The beat frequency oscillator should be used
when making these frequency measurements ' and

must be correctl y adjusted and checked again from
tim e to time.

To set the b.f.o., turn it off, tune in a reasonably
strong signal, on the m.w. band if possible, where
it is more likely to be steady in strength, again using
the S-meter, then switch on the b.f.o. and adjust the
beat frequency to zero. This point should coincide
with the datum point on the b.f.o. knob or dial. Now,.
if it doesn't , either mark the zero-beat point on the
panel or set t he knob to t he datum point and adjust
the frequ ency of the b.f.o. internally until the zero-
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beat agrees with the datum. Either way, it is essential
to know when the b.f.o. is zero·beat and it must be
set at that point whenever a frequency measurement

necting them to th e receiver's low impedance output

with a transistor type step-up aud io transformer. An
old valve-type output transformer is ideal.

is to be made. A marker from the crystal calibrator
can be used, in lieu of a station , in making this adjustment.

Aerial Tuners

Audio Filters

The best receiver going will do even better if it is
allowed to, by providing it with a good aerial system
suitable for the frequency band in use, as distinct
from an odd length of wire. Any aerial can be likened
to a tuned circuit where t he voltage developed across

Audio filters are a common way of in creasin g th e

adjacent selectivity of a receiver but the importance
of obtaining adequate selectivity as early as possible
in th e receiver cannot be overemphas ised, thus giving

subsequent filt ers a better chance of doin g their job
and avoiding the overloading of stages by strong
signals.
The average audio stage is pretty ftat in response
compared to what is really required, especially on
the amate ur bands. The vast majority of a mate urs use

the circuit is at a maximum wh en it has the same

resonant frequ ency as the incoming signal. An odd
length of wire will be resonant at some frequency or
other but an aerial tun ing unit (a.t.u.) will ensure
t hat it is resonant at the desired frequency at all
times.

s.s.b. wi th commercial equipment where th e audio

. bandwidth is deliberately restricted to about 300 to
3000Hz, considered the minimum necessary for
adeq uate intelligibility on speech. So it is pointless
for the audio stages to be any better than this, unless
the SWL is particularly interested in t he broadcast
bands where better quality audio ma y be desirable.
On c.w. the bandwidth should be very sharp indeed
and bandwidths down to a few tens of hertz are
common although a couple of less selective positions
are advisable . A simple way to restrict audio band·
width is to fit an external filter between the set and
the headphones. Commercial filters available may
offer switchable bandwidths of, say, 80, 110 and 180Hz
whic h are a joy to use on c.w. However, given the
choice, such a filter should be fitt ed immediately after
the detector stage and before the first audio stage,
where signal levels are low , if it is to give of its best.
Some audio filters are passive, that is they do not
contain any amplifying device 1 but consist of inductors and ca paci tors to resonate at, say, 750Hz or so.

These will not provide such narrow bandwidths as
previously quoted without " ringing", an effect that
causes notes from c.w. signals to be sustained so that
at high speeds the dots and dashes merge making the
signal unreadable.
Although I have mentioned headphon es before in
other articles I am not going to miss the opportunity
to do so again! They are an extremely important part
of the receiving set·up. Not a luxury, but an absolute
necessity for the serious DXer, to be preferred to a
speaker at all times, unless listening to Capital Radio
while doing some other work in the shack !
To go back a bit in time, the old magnetic diaphragm type of headset ha d a high resistance of 2
to 4kn, was extremely sensitive and freq uently
formed the anode load of the detector or first audio
stage. No furth er amplification was necessary. hence

A ferrite-cored transformer ls used in this wideband aerial
matching unit by G2DYM Aerials and Pro;ects

An a.t. u. can be bought or it makes an ideal home
project, because a simple a.t.u. need only consist of
a tapped coil and a tuning capacitor initially. A more
comprehens ive one would have another ca paCitor and

calibrated knobs plus a wafer switch to select the
appropriate tap on the coil. An a.t.u. is simply an d.
transformer changing the impedance at the end of
t he aerial wire to that of the input impedance of
the receiver.

When using an a.t. u. the aerial is connected to the
input terminal or socket and the output goes, via a
short length of coaxial cable, to the aerial and 'earth
terminals of the receiver. Most receivers today have
a low impedance input, 50 to 7511, so the a.t.u. will

take care of the mismatch between aerial a nd set.

\ \.
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the popularity and great sensitivity of the old t.d.
receivers. Th ese headsets had a very peaky response,

fr equ ently wit h a peak aro und 1000Hz, th us forming
an excellent mechanical filter in themselves. When
the C.w. beat note was adjusted to the sa me frequency
the result was Qui te startling!

These old headphones had little response at low
frequenci es so any hum on the power supply was
completely attenuated. In a ll , every desi rable feature
for the DXer. But along came hi-fi and stereo and low
impedance headsets with every undesirable characteristic as far as DXing is concerned! If you can

find a pai r of hi gh impedance headphones try con-
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This a.t.u . from .Stephen.James allows any length of aerial
to be resonated on the h.f. amateur bands. It also covers
the m.w. broadcast band
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In use, the object is to find the right amount of
inductance, by changing the tapping pOint on the coil,
and the correct amount of capacitance, the point of
resonance being indicated by a sharp increase in
signal strength. There will be many points at which
the signal will peak but there will be a particular ratio
of inductance and capacitance giving the maximum
signal. Make a note of the tapping point on the coil
and the tuning capacitorls settings fo r fu t ure
reference. Do this at the centre of each band of
interest. It is worth whi le taking a little time to find
the correct settings, so do not settle for the first peak
found.

Cambridge Kits , 45( P) Old School Lane, Milton,
Cambridge CB4 4 BS.
LF Converter , 100 1600kHz converted to 80m band.
Tunable Audio Notch Filter , between speaker and
receiver, 3S0 to 6000Hz. Cr ysta l Calibrator IMHz,
100kHz, 25kHz. All are kits.

Stephen·James Ltd, 47 Warring ton Road, Leigh,
Lancs .
Multi Tu ners, Mkl I· 8 to 30MHz, five aerial con· ·
figurations. Mk2, similar plus m.W. band. Crystal Cali·
brator, I MHz, SOOkHz, 100kHz, SOkHz, 10kHz, SkHz
and 1kHz. Audio Bandpass Filter , eight switched band·
widths 80Hz to 2 ' SkHz. Peak and Notch Filter,
between receiver and speaker( phones. Preselectors.

Lowe Electronics Ltd, 119 Cavendish Road, Matlock,
Derbyshire.
ATV, Daiwa CL212 I · 8 to 30MHz for SWL. Converters
by Microwave Modules, various for 4m, 2m, 70cm
and 23cm to h.f. receiver.
Rocquaine Electronics, Aldebaran, Le Coudre , St.

Amtest, 55 Vauxhall Street, Rainbow Hill,
Worcester WR3 8PA.
Aerial Tuner AT2, I· S to 30MHz for end·fed aerials:
RF Preselector PRSI, same range, up to 30dB gain.
PRM for m.w. coverage to I· 6MHz. PRM Adaptor
Unit, for coupling external aer ials to internal ferrite
rod aerial of receiver.
Partridge Electronics Ltd, Broads~airs, Kent.
ATV's IllB and LO·ZSOO for use with Joystick aerial.
Joymatch Triple purpose ATV, s.w. and m.w. cover·
age, in kit form.

G2DYM Aerials and Projects , Whiteball , Wellington,
Somerset.
Aerial Matching Vnit, designed to combat TV time·
base QRM, untuned, wideband for son to balanced
feeder from multi· or single·band dipole. Switch for
Marconi T operation on 160m and broadcast band.

Pierre.du·Bois, Guernsey, Channel Isles.

Crystal Calibrat or RQI, IMHz, 100kHz and 10kHz,
c.w. or modulated out put, k it form. Frequency
Counter RQ3, up to 40MHz, 4-digit I.e.d. display of
frequency or period or wavelength, kit form.
Datong Electronics Ltd, Spence Mill s, Mill Lane,
Bramley, Leeds LS13 3HE.
Active Antenna AD170, indoor aerial system 60kHz
to 70MHz, 3m lon g dipole plus amplifie r, output son.
Vp·Conver ter VC / I , synthesised receiving adapter
plus 2m converter for receivers tun ing 28·29MHz or
144-145MHz, range 90kHz to 30MHz. Audio Filter FLl,
automatic suppress ion of heterodynes in range 2803000Hz, variable width notch 2S·1000Hz.
•

How- to get the best results

(rOIn your new antenna

rt F~'Oft!!.i"P~".'~"d"~'dC.:I
. E~~~:nw~i~~ol1~~bership Services (OTA), RSGB, 35 Doughty Street,

I Ie ____________ I
I
I
Address

-----or just send us a lettert •

L
-

The Radio Society of Great Britain (RSGB) is the
national Society which looks after the interests of
radio amateurs throughout the country, and has a
vital international role .
The RSGB operates a wide range of services
for its members. It publishes a large number of
books, logbooks and maps catering for both
listeners and fully licensed amateurs. As with our
books, our monthly magazine Radio Communication
is circulated to over 150 countries. In order to
maintain and extend facilities for the amateur, the
RSGB maintains a continuous liaison with the
licensing authority, the Home Office.
Our weekly news broadcast can be heard
on the SOm, 40m, and .2m bands each Sunday
morning. Another feature of the transmissions is a
local news service which gives details of amateur
radio events and clubs in your area.

1/tjC(>V'fl'l: thfl w(>'l:Id (>~ ...........- - - - - - -

•

AMATEUR RADIO

•

Radio Society of Great Britain, 35 'Doughty Street, London WCIN 2AE.
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Out of Th in Air

Rill

us ina scale models
Fred JUDO G2BCX

Much of the ini tial develop ment work on the " Slim Ji m"
and Z L series of 2 metre aerials recently described in PW
(May 1977, A pril 1978, November 1978) was ca rried out
wit h the aid of a u.h .f. scale-model aerial performa nce
testing system. Th is was dea lt wit h in PW in J an uary
1978, but has since been muc h modi fied with the add ition
of a visual pola r pattern display derived from a surplus
l Oin radar PP I unit as shown in Fig. I. Because the above
issue of PW is now out of prin t ] will aga in, but briefly.
deal with the met hod of em'ployi ng ult ra high frequency
scale models as a n aid to the design of aeria ls as well as
performance measu rement.
Similar aerials behave in exactly the same way, i.c. , they
wil l have the same gain and radi ation pattern etc. whether
operating at h.f. or u.h.f., so it is possible, for example, to
scale down a typical beam aerial intended for operation at,
say 28M Hz to a small but easily handled model operated
at arou nd 500 to 700M Hz. At frequencies muc h higher
than t his, match ing the aeria l to a feed cable and t he
trans mi tte r becomes d ifficu lt.
Accurate matching is very im port ant if gain is to be
measu red but is of litt le consequence if on ly radiation patterns are to be demonstrated. A mismatch between feed
cable and ae rial will not norma ll y affect the radiation pattern, al t hough wrong phasing between coupled radiating
elements, such as in coli near arrays, will cause severe pattern distortion.

Transmitter
The first requirement is a "transmitter" which may in
fac t be a sim ple self-excited oscillator capable of de livering
a few watts of power. Frequency stability is not greatly impo rt ant as th e mode l aerial to be tested is operated in
" receive" mode, and the receiver itself need only be a
tuned circu it with a diode rect ifier, so as to obtain a rectified (d .c.) signal from the aeria l. T he distance between the
transm itt ing aerial and t he aerial being tested should not
be less th an abou t 10 wave lengt hs at the freque ncy used,
e.g. at 600 MH z th is wou ld be abo ut 5 met res (50cm per
wave lengt h).
A circuit of a typical quarter-wavelength line oscill ator
suitab le for a transm itte r is shown in Fig. 2. Thc valve (V) ·
ma y be any u.h.f. triode wi th appropriate power rat ing (on
ave rage the r. f. power output will be about 30 to 40 per
cent of the d.c. power input). Tone modu lat ion ca n be obtained by feed ing an au di o signal of a few volts to the grid
via th e 100 kO resistor as shown, alt houg h this is only
necessary if the model aeria l system is to be used for
demonstration so tha t signal variation can be made audible. The tra nsmitting aeria l may be a dipole but it is better
wi th a plane reflector as shown in Fig. 3, wh ic h will increase the rad iated power and confine it to one direction.

Out of Th in Air

Fig. 1 : The author'S aerial test console, showing : (A)
The PPI (polar pattern indicator) display (B) The linear
reading decibel meter (Cl Magnetic tape recorder. See
text

Polar Pattern Indicator
It so happens that "PP]" sta nds equally fo r polar pattern indicator or for its original designation in radar,
name ly, plan positio n indicato r. The di splay show n at (A)
in the photograp h Fig. 1 is in fact a co nverted marine
radar unit. Rebu ilt mig ht be a better word, as all the
origi nal electronics was stri pped out a nd replaced by solidstate circ uitry to provide the special facilities required, as
ill ustrated in the block diag ram F ig. 4. The display c.r.t. is
10 inches in diameter and the tube is a long-persistence
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Fig. 2 : Suggested ci rcu it fo r a simple v .h.f. oscillator
for use as a transmitter. See text
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Fig. 5 : Circuit for converting varying d.c. (rectified r.f .)
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type, The timebase deflector coils are motor-driven at one
rotation per 3 seconds and the timebase repetition rate is
360H z, so that in one complete rotation the timebase
makes 1080 sweeps,
The signal from the aerial is d,c, (rectified d.) and th is
varies according to the radiation pattern. However, this
d.c. signal is converted by the circuit shown in Fig .. 5 to a
variable-widt h square pulse which is used to brighten the
trace, The amp litude of signal from the ae ri al is therefore
disp layed as a bri ght line every third of a degree. Since the
mudel antenna rotating system is synchronised to the PPI
disp lay, the radiation pattern is eqntinuously displayed as
a stationary picture. Aerial signal amplitude is also
measured by a direct-reading decibel meter (B), seen
beneath the display, and th is unit also inco rporates special
circuitry fo r converting the varying d,c. aerial signal to a
correspondingly varying amp litude sinewave at 2000Hz
that can be recorded on magnetic tape (C). These signals
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are demodulated for display on the PPI at another time. In ,
other wo rds, all patterns displayed on the PPI can be tape
recorded for reference and displayed again whenever
req uired.
The PPI disp lay has a number of other facilities , such
as the "electronic refe rence dipole" whic h produces a per-

fect cosine pattern to any desired amplitude, and there is
provision for an electronically produced omn i-directional
pattern, wh ich can also be set to any amplitude. Other
facilities are : fixed calibration markers for linear voltage or

linear dB readout and variable marker fo r establishing amplitude reference or 3dB points on the displayed radiation
patterns. T he display is equi pped with colour filters for
photography and also map. screens so that patterns can be
viewed more realisticall y with regard to coverage over a '
given area, T he system readout accuracy is to within ± I

degree o n ang les associated with displayed patterns and to
. within ± 0·5dB on amplitude.

Out of Thin Air

Fig. 7: Polar pattern of a two-element ZL beam in
horizontal mode with , map overlay. Display centre is
based on the writer's QTH in Norfolk

Fig. 9 : Pattern from an experimental high-gain beam
aerial, which shows that side lobes are too large and
therefore the design is not acceptable

Fig. 10: The PP. display can be used for v.h.f. direction
finding in conjunction with a continuously rotating
aerial. See text regarding bearing markers

Out of Thin Air
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The photographs Figs. q- 10 were taken with a Polaroid
350 camera, using a lens aperture of about f/ 16 and exposure time equivalent to one rotation of the timebase, i.e.
about 3 seconds. The facilities of the display are illustrated
as well as actual patterns from model aerials and the captions provide a short explanation of each photo. The pattern of the 2-element ZL Special in vertical ·mode (Fig. 8)
may be of particular interest to users of this aerial, as it
has a virtually perfect cardioid shape which makes it very
suitable for v. hJ. direction finding because of the very
well-defined null to the rear. In fact it is used by a certain
authority for this purpose.
The pattern in Fig. 9 is from an experimental high-gain
beam aerial using a square-loop radiator, a square-loop
parasitic reflector and a series of parasitic directors. The

' The UNIQUEALUMAST
LIGHTWEIGHT ALUMINIUM MAST

square-loop reflector proved to be inefficient, however, as
is the case with Quad aerials, owing to the large lobes to
the rear. This was replaced by a larger plane reflector
which almost completely eliminated the spurious lobes and
provided a greater forward gain.
Experimental work of this nature can be carried out
ve ry rapidly with scale models, in conjunction with the
PPI display described in the foregoing paragraphs. This
set-up has been put to good use in the design and development of numerous v.hJ. aerials, some of which PW
readers are already familiar with, the latest being a
colinear version of the "Slim Jim" which it is hoped to
publish shortly.

Direction Finding
The PPI display can also be used in conjunction with
full-size 2 metre aerials, not only for performance
measurement etc., but for direction finding as well. It can
be coupled to an aerial that rotates continuously in synchronism with the rotation of the timebase. The signals
from the aerial are taken to a sensing circuit that provides
a short duration squarewave when the signal from a particular direction is at maximum amplitude. The bright arc
.produced on the display by this squarewave is about 5
degrees wide and its centre denotes the actual bearing. A
similar bright arc is produced for a " north" or 0/ 360
degree reference. The photo in Fig. 10 shows an actual
readout from a station bearing 290 degrees with respect to
north or 0/ 360 degrees. Directions of stations obtained
with this system are to within better than 2 degrees and a
bearing can be registered even if a signal is present for only
5 or 6 seconds. Continuous rotation of the aerial is obtained by an inductive loop coupling method devised by
the author, and which with continued development, may
prove to be the means of achieving a low-cost beam aerial
rotation system.
•

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

LIGHTWEIGHT
EASILY ASSEMBLED BY ONE PERSON
NO SPECIAL TOOLS NEEDED
SELF-SUPPORTING TO 9m (30ft)
GUYED MODELS TO 75m (250ft)
BUILT-IN CLIMBING RUNGS
CORROSION RESISTANT, HIGHSTRENGTH ALLOY
SELF-LOCKING NUTS FOR SECURITY

WCZ/lCZlft ANTENNAS
A FULL RANGE OF BRITISH MADE
ANTENNAS forthe AMATEUR HF BANDS

* DX-SV - S band Vertical
* DX-31 -10-IS-20m Rotary Dipole
* DX-32/33/ 34 -1 0-IS-20m Beams (2, 3, 4 element)
* DX-l 03/ 1OS -10m Monobander Beams
* Insulators * Dipoles * Accessories
FULL DETAILS & PRICES ON REQUEST

WcItc.,. ElGdlOftlu (UN) lid
Heed Office (All Mell/Enqulrlel)

FAIRFIELD ESTATE
LOUTH, LINCS, LN11 OJH
Tel: Louth (0507) 604955/6/7
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RIMENI
Some original circuit ideas provided by our readers. These designs have
not been proved by us, and we cannot therefore guarantee the;reffectiveness.
They should at least provide a basis for experimentation .
Why not send us your idea? If it is published, you will receive payment
according to its merits. Articles submitted should follow the usual style of
PW in circuit diagrams and the use of abbreviations. Diagrams should be

clearly drawn on separate sheets, not included in the text.
Each idea should be accompanied by a declaration that it is thp original
work of the person submitting it, and that it has not been accepted for
publication elsewhere.

REMOTE AERIAL PRE-AMP SUPPLY
There have been several published designs for remote
(mast·head) ae ri al pre·amplifIers, but these have generall y
been battery powered, or fed via a separate supply cable.
It is very convenient. and not difficult, to supply power via
the signal coaxial cable, using the circuitry shown here to
draw power rrom the associated tuner.
In Fig. I, C I isolates the d.c. supply from the pre· amp
output, and L I pre vents the rJ. output from being shunted
awa y via the pre-amp power supply circuit s. Resistor Rx is
R,

+
5KI

Aerlo t

Co;.__-"In~

Cl

In

~o",u"-t-+_-I1-_0---,<»5K 2

Output

C2

In

Fig. 1

Tuner

C4

In

'_._.-

Fig.2

Out of Thin Air

chosen to reduce th e supply vo ltage to the required va lue
at the rated curre nt consumption of the pre·amplifIer. and
also provides supply decoupling in conjuncti on with C2.
To prevent damage to the tuner's power supply, in the
event of a short-circuit on the aerial down lead, some sort
of overload protection is necessary. The ci rcu it of Fig. 2
is fed from Ihe power supply reservoir 'capacitor, which
will often have around + 15/ 25V on it. The series pass
transistor Tr I acts as the control element of the overload
protection circuit, and also provides electronic smoothing
by the action of RI , C3, R2. When an excessive current is
drawn , the vo ltage drop across R4 will ri se above about
0·6V , turning on Tr2 , whose collector current triggers
CSR l. When CSR I conducts, it removes the base drive
from Tr I and so shuts off the d.e. supply to the tuner
aerial socket via D I and L2. The supply is restored by
pressing SI, the "Reset" button. Diode D I protects Tr I
from high reverse emitter-base volt ages which can occur at
switch-off if there is a large-value capacitor in the aerial
pre·a mplifIer, Decoupling is provided by L2 and C4.
Capacito r C y must be added to the tuner input circuit if the
latter is not a d.c. open circuit.
The output voltage of the protection circuit wi ll be
about 1·5V less than the tuner supply voltage, due to the
voltage dropped across Tr I, R4 and D l. With the value
shown for R4, shutdown will occur at a load current of
about 200mA. If some other value is required (dictated by
the maximum safe additional current wh ich can be drawn
from the tuner power supply), the va lue of R4 can be
calculated from the formula:
R4 = 0·6/ 1,
where R4 is in ohms and le is in amps.
The inductors Ll and L2 should be mounted as close as
possible to the coaxial sockets, and may be made by
winding about five turn s of enamelled copper wire onto a
fe rri te bead. Other than this, the circuit layout is in no way
critical.

P. J. H, Fox
Oxford
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PlERIALS
Charles MOLLOY

It has been said that more broadc asting takes place o n the
medium waves than on all of the short wave bands put
toge th er. Th ere are literally th ousands o f stati ons through-

o ut the wo rld operatin g o n frequencies between 535k Hz
and 1605 kH z. The latest co unts reveal over 4000 in the
United St ates alo ne! Inevitably this means frequency

_ 1·02m -

G8BUS

_ - - -1

~ --

sharing. with many simultaneous broadca sts on a single

cha nnel. and the problem confro ntin g th e m. w. DXcr is:
how do I deal with co-c hannel interferen ce?

The recei ve r can not do it. Select ivit y is th e ability to
select stat ions that arc on different frequenc ies. so the
problem doe s see m insolu ble. Often it is. If. howeve r. two
stati ons on the same frequ ency lie in difTerent direc ti ons

from the DXer's QT H. it ought to be possible to se parate
them with a directional ae ri al. The internal ferrite rod
ae ri al used in portable rece ive rs is directional. Tune rou nd
the medium waves aner dark until yo u come across two
statio ns jumbled up toget her. Rot ate th e receive r about its
ve rti cal axis and YOll ma y lind that yo u ca n listen to one
stat ion o n its ow n with th e receiver in o ne position and
to th e o th~ r statio n alo ne. with th e receive r in another
positio n. It is quite a rascinat ing exe rcise : a nyo ne interested
in "local radio" DX ing sho ul d try it.
A fe rrite rod aerial does not pick up eno ugh sig nal 10
sati sfy 'the m.w. DXer. so the m.w. loop has been developed
(Fig. I). It has a pick -up somewhere between that of a
long wire and a rerrite rod ae ri al.

Coupling turn
r9CQ1VQr

To rQc9iver

How does it Work?
Im agine a single-turn loop placed vertically so that its
plane is broadside-o n to an in comi ng signal. The wavefront
will slrike both vertical wires si mult aneo usly. and equal.
in -phase voltages will be induced in them . i.e. when the
top of one vertical wi re is positi ve then the top of the other
will also be posit ive (Fig. 2). These two vo lt ages are in
o pposition! Trace th e path rOllnd th e loop and yo u will
find - + + - . so th e net vo ltage applied to a receiver
wo uld be ze ro. Thi s is the position or mi nimum pick-up.
the null.
Now turn the loop thro ugh 90 degrees. so that the two
ve rti cal wires are in -line with the transmitter. The wavefron t
will strike the nearer o r th e two ve rti cals before it reac hes
the second. There will be a phase difference: unequal
vol t ages (at an y instant) will appea r across th e two
ve rti cal s and the differen ce between them is signal available to be applied to the receiver. This is the position of
maximum pick-Up.
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Bot

Wood base

db

Fig. 1: Constructional details of the standard "4
inch " box loop for medium wave use, wit
corresponding theoretical circuit

A loop follows a cosine law. V = V cos 8 where
= the ang le betwee n the direction of maxim um pick -I
and the d irect ion th e loo p is ac tuall y pointing. V eqm
the signal pick -Up from that direction. It is easy to pi
a curve called a fi gure-of-eig ht (Fig. 3) usin g this formul
The loop is at th e ce ntre of th e figure-of-eight and tl
distance rrom it ~o the cur ve is proportional to the sign
pick -up in that directi on.

Out of Thin AI
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direction e.g. from the south during the summcr. Rotate
the loop unti l th e static is reduced or it di sappears.
Similarly with sideband splatt er. Peak the loop onto th e
desired station and rotate the loop until the spl atter is
reduc ed. Overl oading in the earl y stages of a receiver is
oft en prevented when a loop is used. givi ng rise to th e
unlikel y bu t accu rate claim th at a loop will sometimes
im prove aud io quality.

Problems with Loops
v

v

Fig . 2: Voltages induced in a single- turn loop,
broadside-on to ,the transmitter, cancel to produce a
null output

A number of PW readers have highl ighted problem s
encoun tered while build ing or using a loop. The mos t
usual is th at the loop will not tun e ac ross the enti re band.
Fo r example. it may onl y cover 540k Hz to 1450k Hz. If
so. th en you will ha ve to reduce the number of turn s. so
remove one complete turn. I f you remove only part of a
turn you will affect the null. Th e loop. which now has six
turn s. ma y cover 600k Hz to 1650 kH z. Yo u need mo re
capacitance. T ry a 220pF fix ed capacitor in parallel with
the tunin g capacitor. but you will ha ve to fit a swi tch and
cover the band in two steps Fig. 4. Th e number of turn s
affects th e h.f. end o f th e range. If th e loop tu nes too hi gh
th en more turn s are needed. If it does not tun c high
enough in frequency then fewer turn s are needed. Th e
capacitance affects th e l.f. end. Too Iowa frequen cy . too
much capa citance. NO I low enough. lOO litll c. Adju st th e
h.f. cnd nrst a nd th en th e I.f. end.
It is no t always possible to o btain a 500pF var iable
capacitor so use th e nearest value you can ge t hold of. A
twi n-gang 330pF (per section) with the two section s in
parallel i.e. bot h set s of mo ving va nes joined togeth er and
also the two se ts of fi xed joined to each other. gives a
total of 660pF which should cover the band easil y.
Simila rl y. a 330pF va ri able with a 220pF n'xed in parallel
via a swi tch. will cover th e band in two steps.

From thi s fi gure-of-eight polar diagram. two important
features of a loop eme rge :
a) Th e null is sharp while the maximum is broad. A
loop is used to null -o ut QRM. It is th e null that matt ers.
not the maximum.
b) There a rc two null s spaced 180 deg rees apart. The
loop wi ll not null -out QRM co min g from th e op posite
directio n to th e DX. It will null -o ut both of them
together, which is not very helpful.

Nu ll

--..Ma)(

Max~

The Standard "40 inch" Loop
DXers in the UK have. after a lo t o f experimen ting.
produced the "40 inch" box loo p show n in Fig. I. It is
a compromise between conven ience and electrical performance. Th ere are two windings. The main wind ing consists
of seven turns. the two end s going to the tuning capacitor

to form a tun ed circuit. The second wind ing. which is a
sin gle turn, is wo und next lO the cen tre turn of the main

Fig. 3: The " figure-of-eight " polar response pattern of
a loop aerial

winding and it picks up signal fro m the main winding by
induction. Thi s signal is thclll ed oITto the recei ver.
The wire used for both windings is 22 s.w.g. si ngleconductor. plastic -covered copper wire kn own as hook-up
or connec ting wire and approxi mately 34m of it is required.
It is de sirable to use bala nced feed er to connec t th e
coupli ng wind ing to the recei ve r. My prefe rence is fo r 300
o hm na t twin feeder. but plastic -covered li ghting ne x wi ll
do in ste ad. The feeder is co nn ec ted to the dipole (A. A I)
termin als at the receiver. or to th e Aeri al and Earth
soc ket s if there is no dipole input. The feede r goes direct
to the recei ver and NOT via an aerial tuning unit (a.Lu.).
A loop is easy to use. Tun e the receiver to the wanted
station . Peak it up with th e loop tun in g control. Rotate
the loo p until yo u get the best res ult s. A loop ca n be used
to red uce static (atmosph erics) if it is coming from a single

Out of Thin Air

Switch
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Tuning

capacitor

Main
winding

F; xod
capacitor

Fig. 4: Adding a switchable fixed capacitor allows a
wider band to be covered in two ranges
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What Type of Wire?

Long Wave Loop

The type of wire for the windings is determined mainly
by its mechanical properties. If the wire is too thin then
it wi ll break easil y. If it is st randed then it may not be
rigid enough. Too th ick and a lot of force is needed to
tension it. If it is made of steel it will be too spring y (I
have tri ed it with plastic-covered garden wire). Use the
wire specified if you can get it. If not. use what is available.

~ou c~n get a ~.w . .Ioop to work on the long waves
by inserting a loading Hlductor in series with the main
wind ing. I use a Repanco High Q Choke type CH I which
has an mductance o f 2 · 5mH but any va lue between
2·5m H and 5m H will do. Unso lder one of th e loop wires
from the tuning capacitor and join it to one side of the
inductor. Join the other side of the inductor to the vaca ted
tag on the tuning capacito r.
Alternatively. yo u can extend the range of a loop by
addmg parallel fixed capacitance across the tuning capacitor. but the values required a re so large (2200pF to reach
300k Hz and 7000pF for 150k Hz) that the tuning capacitor
no longer function s. This will not matter. though. if you
only want to listen to a single station. and this method is
employed by Arthur Tate in the Shetland s. who e ndea vou rs
to ge t bette r recept ion on 200k Hz this way .
If you want to wind a special long wa ve loop then
app rox. 3+ times the number of turn s (25- 28 for a "40
inch") are-needed. but this loop will pick up 3+ times the
sig nal of a m.w. loop with loading coil. which may justify
the errort in building it.

Feeder
Some OXers use coaxial cable to join the loop to the
receiver. which is a pity . You do not want the feeder to
act as an aerial and pick up the station that is being nulled
out by the loop. With balanced feeder the signal picked
lip by each of the two wires will be equal in value and will
pass through the receiver in opposite directions (from A
to A I and from A I to A). Since they are equal they will
cancel out and the nett pick -up will be zero. When using

coaxial cable. which is unbalanced. the sc reen wi ll pick up
more than th e inner wire because the latter is screened.
This may not matter too much if the receiver does not
have a balanced input. but where dipole terminals are
avai lable. use balanced feeder.

Size
One of the most frequent question s is: "Can I use a

different size loop?"
Yes you can. The pick -up of a loop depends on two
factors: the number of turns and the area enclosed by
th em. As the turn s arc in series. the voltage d~ve l oped
across each wi ll add up. so clearl y the more turns the
greater the pick up. You can compare two loops by using
the formula At (A times t). The "40 in c h" loop with 7
turn s gives A = 1·04m' and t = 7 so At = 7·28. A "20
inch" loop with 13 turns gives A = 0·26m' and t = 13
so in thi s case At = 3·38. Th e ~~ 40 inch" has more than
double the pick -up of th e "20 inch": 7·28 -;- 3·38 = 2· 15
limes. to be exact.
You will find that large loops pick up more but are
clumsy 10 use. Small loops are more convenient but they
deliver a lot less. The " 40 inch" is a good compromise.
but if it is too large then try a "20 inc h". Reader Bob Bell
has . de ve loped a "20 inch" box loop wilh 13 turns for the
main winding and a si ngle turn for the coupler. It is tuned
in two ranges with a total capacitance of750pF:

Tilting
Thi s is not a medieval pa st-time! It is a method of
increasing the depth of the null when the wavefront is
twi sted or rotated. It is popular with OXers in the United
States. who ha ve a lot of locally-produced QRM to deal
wuh. vyhen a station is being nulled out. the loop will be
broaclslde-(:H1 .to the incoming signal. If you pick lip the
loop and tlit It toward s. or away from the station. at the
sa me time holding the null position. you may get a deeper

Shape
An y shape that is sy mmetrical wil l do-round. rectan gular. diamond or even triangular. A triangle with a short
base a nd a high apex is used by some OXers in the United
States. where it is known as the Wed ge or Oelta loop. The
diamond is used by a few enthusiasts and where the main
winding has all the turns in th e same plane it is known as
the Spiral Loop. whi ch is the type I use (Fig. 5). Each
turn is of a different size of course. In theory you wi ll get
a better null if th.e turns arc all in the sa me plane. compared
with the box winding used in th e standard loop. In fact.
the errect is very small with the standard loop. but it can
be significant with loops that have a large number' of turn s.
It is ve ry easy to knock up a spiral loop. Two pieces
of wood. some tack s to hold the windings in place. 3 1m
of wire. a tun in g capaci tor and there you are. It is a lot
more difficult to make a good job of a spiral loop and I
wou ld hesitate before making another one.
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~pjZ====COUPling

wiMingt1turnl

I't--------Main winding

-....,+- -- ___ (4 turns)

.Fig. 5: Arrangement of a spiral loop
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Varicap Loop Tuning
"Have you tried varicap loop tuning?" asks P. W.
Simmonds (Isle of Wight), who goes on to describe a
tuning device he constructed using a MY AM 115 va ri cap
(available from Ambit International), two 10nF capacitors,
one 100kO resistor and a 100kO potentiometer wh ich, he
claims, cost less than a variable capacitor. The diagram
(Fig. 7) shows the set-up. The negative side of the power
suppfy used was earthed, but this i.-riot essential.
It never occurred to me to try varicap tuning, as a
stabilised power supply is required. However, Mr Sim·
monds says that he was able to mount the 100kO pot.
which is the tuning control. close to the receiver, which
also supplied the 12 volts. This arrangement was a lot

more convenient to use than operating a tuning capacitor
fixed to the loop.

-+12V
Stob.

To loop

.A

main winding

'OOk
: MvAM

: 'On

Sliding

fit

• "5

~

Fig.

7: A medlum-wa.e loop tuning Circuit ullng 8

.artcap diode

I

Fig. 6: Detallo of a simple wooden mounting which
allow. a loop to be tilted from the vertical

null. You can modify a normal loop so that there is no
need to lift it off the noor. One method of doing this is
shown in Fig. 6.

Coupling Winding
The single turn on the standard "40 inch" loop is called
the co upling winding and its existence has puzzled qu ite
a few readers. This winding is not joined in any way to
the main winding. It is quite separate since the transfer of
signal from the main winding is by induction. Why use
a coupling winding? If yo u joined the main winding direct
to the receiver then t)le loop would be damped and detuned
by it. The two are in effect a 7 : I step down transformer
which provides a better match.

Out of Thin Air

Portable Receivers
Man y DXers try to use a loop with a portable. forgetting
tha t th e receiver alread y has an aerial of its own. No null.
is the result. If th e loop nulls out a station then that station
is still picked up by the Internal aeria l. You could of course
rotate the portable as well as the loop and null o ut the
QRM with both aerials. but in practice this would be very
difficult to do. The solution of course. is to mount the
receiver on a shelf near the centre of the loop so that the
two null s co-incide and loop and receiver can be rotated
together. This arrangement really does work.
There is no need to connect the loop to the receiver.
as inducti ve coupling will tak e place between loop and
internal ferrite rod aerial. In fact if you build a loop solely
for use with a portable you need not bother with a co upling
winding at all. It is easy to check if the receiver has an
internal aerial. If it can pick up stations on the medium
waves without an external aerial, then obviously there
must be an internal one.
The better type of portable receiver performs really well
on the , hort waves but the pick up via the internal aerial is
not great enough for serious DXmg on the medium waves.
This method of using a loop with a portable is really the
only way that such a receiver will "deliver the goods" on
the medium waves. DXers seriously interested in the
medium waves should turn away from portables, even
those with the title "communications" and look for a
receiver such as the DX160, SRX-30, FRG-7, Trio 9R59~
D / E, eR 100 or AR88 which really are communications
receivers. Be careful with the DX160. Some versions have
a ferrite rod aerial attached externally to the rear which
must be disconnected before a m. w. loop can be used.-
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In

my

article

"Aerial

Performan ce

Test

Set",

( Pract ical Wirel ess, Ja nuary 1978) rea ders may have

noti ced th e photograph of a 12-element beam aerial.
This is one of the "ZL-' se ri es, deve loped from th e
ZL Special, de tails of which were publis hed in
Practica l Wireless, May 1977_ At the time, the
principle of employin g two drive n eleme nts to produce 'end-fire' arrays was exa min ed. Th e ZL Special
two-e le ment system is in fact an e nd-fire a rray but
with a difference. The element lengths arc cut to
produce a r efl ector/ director action which gives increased for wa rd gain over that normally obtained
with t wo half-wavE' e le me nt s spaced

18 ,\

and driv e n

135 0 out of phase.
The ZL Special. apart from being a s mall bea m
aerial in its own right, is also a very use ful primary
drivin g system for relatively compact multi-ele me nt
beams of hi g her gain. In this res pect, the reade r
may find th e article "Three and Five-Element Compact Bea m Aerials tor 2 Metres" ( Prac tical Wir eless,
May 1977) of inte rest. The same arrangement ca n
be used for ZL bea ms of up to five directors-i.e., six
or seven e le me nts tota l.
Beyond this howeve r. if the gain is to be in creased
by additional directo rs an d the size contained, th e
construction of th e ZL Special as described in th e
a bove article must be modified.
The 12-e le me nt ZL bea m to be described was developed nea rl y three yea rs ago and up to the prese nt
time has been in use in two quite differe nt locations.
On e of th ese was my former address in London a nd
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lhe other my present home in the love ly countrys ide
of Norfolk. It has bee n the means of establishing ove r
600 direct contacts with more than 10 count r ies outside th e UK on 2 met res Lm . Ope ratioll into a
number of continental repeaters, as well as distant
UK repeaters, has been achieved with only sli ght
tropos phe ri c lift .
The basic Z1. Specia l has a forward ga in of ab out
6dB over a dipole, which is mu ch hi gher than ca n be
obtained with a s ing le drive n ele me nt a nd re Hector,
the basis of th e well-kno wn Yagi. A ZL beam with
directors does not req uire a re fl ector, as there is
nothing from th e rea r to refl ect. With the modified
primary driving array and 10 directo rs as shown in
Fig. 2 a forw a rd measured gain of 13·5dB ca n be
obtained with a beamwidth at th e 3dB down po ints of
appro xima t ely 36 ° . The' th c orl-'ticCJ1 ga in was 14dB
but ca lculated pa ra mete rs are rarel y. if ever. rea lised.
For th e sa ke of co mparison with the dipol e and
other ZL bea ms how eve r . t he radiation pattern
of 12-element version is shown in Fig. I; the fi eld
intensities a re re lati ve.
At this point it should be realised that if a highga in bea m is used th e increase in effective radiated
power (e. r.p.) over a s imple dipol e is considera ble.
For example if 10 wa tts of actual radiated power is
applied to a beam aerial havin g a gai n of 13dB , it
will produce an e. r.p. of close to 200 watts (assuming
no losses), 13dB bein g a po wer r atio of approxi mate ly
20: 1.

Be fore the con stru ctor begin s to build this aerial

Out of Thin Air

Construction
From Fig_ 2 it can be seen that th e overall length
js some 3·2 metres but if th e e le me nts are made as
described from 6 · 3mm diameter aluminium rod or
tube, a boom of 20mm square aluminium is adequate
for th e purpose. Th e prototype built exactly as described in this article has withstood gale force winds
a nd gusts approaching 90m.p _h. , suffe rin g nothing
more than one broken dire ctor.
The di agrams should be fa irly self-expla natory. The
la yout of th e two drive n elements, th e 300n ribbon
phas ing line, th e rear tunin g stub and th e s mall
coaxial capacitor across th e feed pOint are shown
in Fig_ 3_
Note that th e ribbon feeder form ing the phasing
line is somewhat lon ger than the actual spacing between elements and this will lie slack within th e
prote ction box _ The box may be of pvc or buil t from
hardwood. In th e latter case it is advisable to fit
sleeves of a good insul ating material over th e
e leme nts and the rear stub where th ey e nter th e box .
The small r ear stub is made from 6 -3mm di a me te r
aluminium rod or tube. The lower parts of the
elements run underne ath the boom . They must not
come into contact with it but extra support could be
given with small spacers of Pers pex or pvc located
be twee n th e centres of th e ele me nts and the boom_
The s mall capacitor is formed from a s hort piece
of s on coax ial ca ble , trimmed at one end by about
20mm for connection to th e feed poin t and w ith about
12mm of screenin g bra id r emoved at the fa r end to
preve nt short-circuit or rJ. ft ashover.
The boom is 3 -234m long an d 20mm squ a re_ All
th e di recto rs are secured to the boom at the ir exact
centre points. For this purpose small clips could be
used or holes drilled throu gh th e boom to take th e
6· 3mm diamete r rods, which can ultim ately be
secured by bolts or self tappin g screws. Whichever
method is finall y decide d upon it will be necessary
to establish t hat the e lectri cal conta cl is good.
Whe n the ae rial is finall y tested, the slots whe re
the eleme nts e nter th e protection box ca n be fill ed
with Plastic Paddin g or similar to prevent th e ingress of wa ter. Afte r th e lid has been fitt ed th e box
should be painted or varnished.

Fig. 1: Field intensity patterns of the 12-element
ZL Beam and other Zl Series for comparison.
Intensity levels are all relative to each other and a

dipole
it should be stressed that only th e ma te ri als s pecified
must be used. As with most projects of this nature if
th e text is not followed closely, it is unre asonable to
expect th e results to function properl y. The dimensions are fairly critical, and a tol erance of about one
pe r cent should be aimed for in th e lo nger le ng ths_
In othe r words, about 2 -Smm in 2S4mm_ For shorter
dime ns ions, Imm is adequate.

seem$ a gremlin was at work. when copy was Writien
for iQe announceme(1 t about this articfe, on page 43 of

,.\ It

our October isshe.. We apologise for the wrong informa
lion given" Ihere . ~;-
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Phasing line (300n
r ibbon fee der 26710n9)

o

C,

50n coaxi al cable

90·125 Iong{see lext)

Plastics case

Note:- front and rear el ements
must clear, or be Insulat ed
from boom.

Front element

All di ms. in mm .

Check ing and Operation
This aerial will on ly operate with son coaxial
cable which should be of good quality. Type UR67 is
recommended for long runs but UR43 may be used
for lengths of up to 10 to 12 metres without too
much loss. It is adv isable not to use old cable (eg
cable which has been in use outside ) as losses develop, usuall y due to moisture absorption and this
will degrade the performance of the aerial.
Before fixing the lid to the protection box make sure
all connections are secure. Large soldering tags, say
2BA, clamped under the element ends, are best for
good soldered contact of the main coaxial cable, the
phasing line and the coaxial capacitor. For testing,
the full length of 50n cable should be connected. Set
the aerial up ill the garden, balanced on a pair of
steps so that it is about I to I',m above ground. If
a V.S .W.f. meter (or power meter ) is available and / or
fitted to the transmitter , check at mid band (145MHz),
that the v.S.w.r. does not exceed 1,5:1. If it is higher
then a problem, perhaps wit h co nnections, is indicated.
If the v.S.w.r. is below 1 ,5:1 then leave well alone!
Ho wever, adj ustment can be made to the coaxial
ca pacitur length for minimum V.S.W.f. It may mean
trying two or t hree pieces of say 90mm, 100mm and
125mm but t he trouble will be worthwhile. If you
have availabl e a 6 watt fluorescent tube it should light
brightly when touching the ends of the driven elements and most of the directors when 10 wa tts or
more of r.f. is present.
If the v.s.w.r. is plotted across the band the curve
should approximate that shown as ( b ) in Fig. 4 provided the feeder cable is not too long. For runs of
20m or more the curve will tend to flatten out as (c).
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Fig. 3: Details of the driven element assembly

For comparison, an average v.S.w. r. curve for a long
Vagi is shown in (a) and the in creased rise at each
end is due to the fact that such aerials are sharply
resonant. The ZL series are broad-band hence the
flatter V.S.w.r. curve. The beam width at 3dB is about
36 ', as in the polar patterns of Fig. 5 which were
taken from the prototype. The solid line is for horizontal polarization and the broken line for vertical ,
but note that the spurious lobes in t he vertical
pattern , du e to reflection from nearby conductors,
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Fig. 4: VSWR plots, ZL Beam by comparison with
long Vagi
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ere on Earth do you get good aerials?

From Panorama of course!

Fig. 5: Measured vertical and horizontal radiation
patterns of the 12-element ZL Beam, taken at 145MHz

are fairly typical when a high gain aerial of this
nature is used in a built-up area.
The polar pattern from a 650MHz model of the
aerial compared almost exactly with the 2 metre
version and this is shown in the photo taken from
a polar scan display unit which I have recently
built to operate in conjunction with a model antenna
performance measuring system.

You can take our word for itor ask our customers.
They include Police, Fire and
Ambulance Services;
Government Departments;
Gas, Water, Telephone,.
Electricity and Transport
Authorities; the Armed
Services; and almost every
other user of mobile or
portable radio
communication equipment.

Panorama Antennas Ltd .
73 wadham Road
London SW15 2LS

Installation
A beam aerial of this nature obviously needs a
360 0 rotator but being quite light in weight does not
need a high powered device. In the photograph of
the aerial, can be seen a small oblong box (at the
centre) and this is a vertical to hori zontal rotator
which allows the aerial to be operated vertically or
horizontally, or at any intermediate angle. Such a
rotator is not difficult to make and really all that is
required is a reversible d.e. motor, some Meccano or
simila. gear wheels and a little ingenuity to arrange
an auto-stop (micro-switches) and a reversing and
stop control box.
•

Out of Thin Air

Quality set top aerials
for UHF TV and FM
radio.
Also with easy to fit
mounting for caravan
use. them at most
See
branches of
Woolworths or ask
your local dealer.

I PANORAMA
;
L_l:"=======~J
Panorama Radio Co. Ltd .
73 Wadham Road
London SW15 2LS
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AClIVI
ANT
MODIlADll0
For those enthusiasts who enjoy the Lt. and h.f. bands an
efficient antenna is a fund amental necessity and whilst
many may dream about three-element beams on 120ft.
towers, few will be fortunate enough to be able to obtain
one. Some. such as those living in flats, may well be denied
any outside wires at all and this group in parti cu lar should
reap the greatest benefit from an active antenna.
The Oatong AD 170 Active Antenna is a matched set of
modules which, when asse,m bled, exhibits some of the
cha ract eristics of a fu ll size half-wave dipole. The kit consists
of a short wire dipole, each leg being connected to a highimpedance differential input amplifier whose output is
arranged to match a low impedance feeder which carries the
signals to the receiver. Some signal amplification is also
achie ved within this modu le.
A second "in terface" unit mixes d.c. power with the r.f.
output signal, which is fed via coax ial ca ble to the antenna
module. Its power input is filtered to avoid interference pickup and is also protected against a polarity reversal.
The Oatong units are designed for indoor use and may be
installed almost anywhere, an ideal position being the loft or
similar high siting. Try to avoid places likely to be influenced
by electrical noises, such as may be expe ri enced f rom
fluorescent lights. Remember also that water tanks, overflow pipes and so on will also ariect the performance of
any antenna.
The two wires from the head amplifier are stretched out
and the ends attached to convenie nt fixing points (rafters,
etc.) by non -conductive material-strin g, for example. For
this purpose, two loops are provided. Optimum orientation
of the dipole will depend on many factors, such as distance
from the transmitter, mode of propagation, transmitter
polarisation, time of day and operation frequency, so some
experimentation is necessary. Vertical or near-vertical
mounting is recommended fo r frequencies above 10MHz.
This wil l give omnidirectional reception of ground waves
(e.g. from Lt. stations) and of low-angle sky waves from OX
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* specification
Frequency range: 60kHz-70MHz
. Output impedance : 50n
Differential voltage gain of amplifier: Unity
Recommended dipole length: 3m overall
Third order intermodulation products : typically
- 90dS rela t ive to two output signals of 1OOmV e.m.f.
(Equivalent to 1OOmV p.d. at the differential inputs)
Second order inter modulation products: typically
- SOdS relative to two output signa ls of 50mV e.m.f.
(Equivalent to 50mV p.d. at the differential inputs)
Current consumption: SOmA
Supply voltage: 12V d.c. nominal
The Oatong AD 17 0 is suppl ied as a packRge co ntain -·
ing the active aerial. the interface unit, 2 xl· 5m
antenna wires, 1 x 4m jumper cable and a 3·5mm
jack plug. The mains power unit shown in the
photograph is an optional extra.

Price: Antenna £37.95 inc!. VAT
Power Supply £6 .90 inc!. VAT
Both units (inc lu sive price) £42 .55 inc!. VAT
Datong Electronics Ltd, Spence Mills, Mill Lane,
Bramley, Leeds LS13 3HE Tel: 0532-552461

stations. Reception of high-angle sky waves from medium
distance sta tions will be relatively poor, however.
Horizon tal mounting gives almost omni-directional
recepti on of high-angle sky waves and directional reception
of low- angle sky waves. In the latter case, maximum
response will be obtained when the line of the dipole wires is

Out of Thin Air

pe rpendicular to the line between antenna and transmitter.
Null responses occur in directions along the line of t he wi res
and ca n be used to reduce local interference.
The A0 17 0 has a frequency range of 60kHz to 70MHz.
On "meaium" and " long" waves there are many strong
stations w hich call for a very good intermodulation
performance from a unit such as this. At - BOdS on seco ndorder products and - 90dS on third-order products the
Oatong antenna fulfils this requirement admirably.
Th e interface unit previously referred to contai ns a
switch able amp li fier .of 12dS gain which will help
compensate for the poorer h.t. performance of some older
receivers, but is not essential if the unit is to be used with
more modern equipm ent. It is, however, very convenient to
have a couple of S-points extra gain available when required
to winkle out that elusive OX station.
On test, t he AD 170 gave very impre ssive resu lts. It shou ld
be fully-understood, however, that the level of signal at the
receiver wil l only compare w ith that from a full-size dipole at
frequencies of about 16M Hz, appearing to be about one Spoint better at 30M Hz.
Below 16M Hz the "gain" relative to a fu ll-size resonant
half-wave dipole fa lls at app roximately 6d8 per octave and
at 2M Hz w ill be three S-points down on a 75 metre passive
dipole. However, th is may not be as dramatic as may first
appear, because at 2MHz the level of signal rece ived on a
full-sized dipole is considerable , as is the noise level. The
active ante n na worked quite satisfactorily at these
frequencies and its all-important signal - to-noise ratio was at
wo rst equa l to and in many cases better than the fu ll -s ize
dipole aga inst whic h comparisons were made.

T.M.P.
ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES
FOR
YAESU-MUSEN
COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

STEPHEN &
JAMES
47 WARRINGTON ROAD
LEIGH
LANCS. WN7 3EA
Telephone 0942 676790
Full range of communications receivers from
most of. the worlds leading manufacturers.
Short Wave receivers, digital readout receivers .
hand held receivers, scanning receivers. We
can supply recei vers covering mostfrequencies
between 10 KHz and 500 MHZ.
We have fifteen years experience in
communications and are the North 's leading
stockist. We have a good selection of secondliand equipment which changes daily and a
S.A.E. will bring you an up to date list. Part
exchanges are welcome and we have full credit
facilities for HP, Access or Barclaycard.

iCiCiCiCiCiC
Communications Receiver
Aids
We manufacture ourselves a
accessories for the SWL listener.

range

of

MK2 Multituner
An antenna matching unit to match practically
any antenna to any receiver. This unit has 50
switchable, tunable positions to give the best
possible results from your antenna .
Everything in stock for the amateur and SWL.
Jaybeam, Hy-Gain and ASP Aerials, Copper
Aerial Wire, Aerial Tuning Units, Rotators,
Rigging Equipment, Baluns, Cubical Quad Hardware, Portable Masts, Earth Rods, Aerial
Insulators, Aluminium Masts, Coax Cable
ALSO
Amidon Toroidal Cores and RSGB Publications

Britannia Stores, Leeswood, Nr, Mold, Clwyd CH7 4SD
Tel: Pontybodkin 846 (STD 035 287)

Out of Thin Air

MK2 Multifilter
A unit that comprises a Band Pass Filter, and
a Peak and Notch Filter to help with ORM etc. a
must for the serious DXer.

An SAE will bring you all the information .
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The loo p aer ial desc ribed in thi s article is for use when
signals are from a vertically polarised source. It consists
of a split loop, one half· wavelength in circumference, tuned
and balanced to ope rate with 50 ohm coaxial cable as
shown in Fig. I (a). The current and voltage distribution ,
together with the direction of the current in each half·loop
(arrows) are show n in Fig. I (b). Since the currents in each
half are in phase opposition, the polar pattern is a figure·
of·eig ht, like that of a horizontal dipole, with two maxima
and two minima as in Fig. I(c).
This loop wi ll also operate ve ry efficiently as a tran s·
mitting .aerial with a v.S.w.r. close to I : I when properly
tuned. This means that stations, mobile or hand held,
tak ing part in the DF hunt can communicate 'with each
other to pass bearings and map readings, etc., without
having to change aerials. It is appreciated that thi s loop
system does not provide a means of sensing, i.e. of
determining which minimum is giving true direction, but
this is not greatly important when two or more stations
at rea sonable distances apart are wo rki ng as a team.
Inform ation on direction finding is given later.

Making the loop Aerial

F. C.JUDD G2BCX

General constructi on details for the loop are given in
Fig. 2. The loop itself is made from 4· 7mm (fi in) diameter
alumi nium rod although 6·3mm (tin) ma y be used.
Bending the rod to form the two half·circles is not difficu lt
if done gradually and with a id of gentle heating from a
small blow· lamp. The bottom ends are flattened by
hammering on a hard su rface, after which they can be
filed smooth and drilled 4BA clearance as shown.
The lower mounting bloc.k, and the top block that
support s the upper end s and keeps them sepa rated, mu st
be made from Pers pex or similar good·qua lity insulatin g
material. The upper end s are at high r.f. potential. The
box for mounting the loop on and hou si ng the two 30pF
trimmers may be a plastics elec tri cal junction box, or
si milar, with removable lid and of dimensions approximatel y as shown. The handle can be a short length of
25mm dowel or broomstick , secured to the underside of
the box with a wooden collar, by gluing and screwing.
The diagram Fig. 3 shows how provision is made for
a compass platfo rm and a sighting bar. Note also the hole
each side of the box allowing access to the 30pF trimmers
after the aerial is assembled and read y for tun in g.
Connection to the loop from a length of 50 oh m coaxial
cable is made via the S0239 socket at the base of the box.

An interesting exercise, not only in radio direction finding
but in map reading as well, is provided by v.hJ. DF hunts,
frequently run by radio c lubs. When a horizontally
polarised aerial is used by the hidden' tran smitter, then a
small beam aerial or dipole could be used to obtain
direction, although with a beam onc has to estimate the
maximum received signal, which is not defined enough for
obtaining accurate bearings. Providing it is properly
balanced. a dipole is better. as the nulls in the polar pattern
(min imum signa ls) arc much more defio ed. If the hidden
tran smitter is , usjng ' a vertically polarised aerial, then a
dipole is of no ~se. as it becomes omnidirectional when
used vert icall y. A sinall conventi onal beam aerial presents

the same problem, in that the maximum signal indication
is not defined well enough to obtain accurate bearings,
The 2·element ZL Special (PW, May '77) is an exceptio n

however, and is very useful for DF work as it has one
fairly sharp null. Its polar pattern is cardioid when th e
aerial is operated vertically, but more of this later.
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Fig. 1(a): Configuration of the

Fig. 1 (b) : Current and voltage

Fig. 1 (c): Polar pattern of the
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a receiver only is to be used, then adjust the trimmers
until a received signal is at maximum. Remember the loop

5
I I
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I I
I I

r ------ --~

i---co~;o~;--i
I

I

I

Platform 80

Sight ing bar

(AluminIum)
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80

25
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20

20

has two nulls and two maxima, so for a transmitting test
with another station the loop must be end-on to that
station for maximum signal. Checks for th e two nulls
(minimum signal) sho uld be made out of doors and well
clear of other 2m aerials, and indeed any other conducting
elements likely to cause renection and give rise to false
nulls. Each null should be sharp and redu ce a received
signal down to noise level or even completely out. Check
also that the nulls are 180 0 apart.
A small hand type compass can now be fitted to the
compass platform. It need not be permanently fi xed, but
instead secured with strong elastic bands and aligned so
that 0/ 360 0 points to one side of the loop, i.e. in the
direction of the null in line with the sighting bar.

Direction Finding
The polar pattern shown in Fig. 4,

ta~ en

with the

writer's Polar Pattern Indicator aerial performance display,

Fig. 3: Arrangement for a compass platform

Tuning and Checking'the Loop
The length of the external coaxial cable wi ll depend on
how the loop will be used. For example, when connected
to a mobile rig, one will need to use the loop a metre or
more from the car to avoid renection from the car body,
so that about 3 metres of cable should be used. Handheld
transceiver operators will need only abou t I metre. The
length is otherwise not critical and may be chosen entirely
to suit convenience.

is from the prototype loop. It clearly shows a virtually
perfect figure-of-eight shape with two well-defined nulls at
305 0 and 125 0 respectively and therefore 180 0 apart. The
other pattern (Fig. 5) is an almost perfect cardioid from
a two-element ZL Special. In team operation in a OF

hunt this can be used for "sense" of direction. Once this
has been obtained, the remainder of the team can be
notified that the hidden transmitter is to the North or the
East (or whatever) general direction from them.
For those new to radio direction findin g the fo llowing
notes ma y be found useful. Ordnance Survey maps
I : 50000 seri es wit h I kilometre squ ares are ideal for OF
work. Indeed, they are essential if accurate resu lts are to
be obtained, especially when the start of operations may
be several miles from the transmitter to be located. A
team of three is ideal if location is to be found quick ly,
although two operators could work together fairly efficiently. A lone operator would need to move about a lot

With the loop aerial connected to the transmitter/
receiver and with the length of coaxial cable decided upon,
all that is necessary is to adjust the two trimmers for
maximum power (on transmit) into the aerial, or better
still, minimum v.s.w.r. 00 this at mid band (l45MHz) and
tuning will hold good to the outer limits of the band. If

The illustration (Fig. 6) is based on the I km squares
of a I : 50 000 Ordnance Survey map, and here the hidden
transmitter is on a reference of approx 67 Easting and 92
Northing (note that on a full -scale map, the Eastings and
Northings are each given in three figures, making six

Fig. 4: Actual polar pattern of prototype loop aerial

Fig. 5: Cardioid pattern of the 2-element ZL Special
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more in order to get the necessary cross bearings.
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Fig. 6: Example of obtaining a fix on a hidden transm itter from three posit ions. Errors shown are about
average in practice, but do produce the "cocked hat"
area enclosing the true position

figures for the full grid reference). The bearings taken by
OF stations A, Band C are shown by the solid lines and

are about average as f~r as error is concerned. They form
a triangle of "cocked hat", around the true position of the
tran smitter. Remember that we have started from several

miles away, but at this stage have located the transmitter
to within about a square kilometre. The next step is for

each member of the team to move in closer, in this case
A goes to point 96, B to 86 and C to 88. Even with
similar errors in bearing, e.g. , between 2 and 4 degrees,
the now much shorter range should establish a location
of the transmitter to within an area of about O· I km or a
little over 100 yards square. The procedure can be repeated
and again , with average errors, location to within 0·0 I km
or about 10 yards square should be possible.
Remember, that an Ordnance Survey map grid North
is slightl y different from true North, and magnetic (compass) North is different from true. The total amount to be
added to a magnetic bearing for the grid map is about
10 ° . If, for example, your magnetic bearing is 024 ° then
using the vertical grid lines of the map as 0/ 360 0 (North)
the bearing to be plotted on the map will be 034 0 .
Ascertaining the null is usually best done by listening,
preferably on headphones, and accuracy in obtaining the
minimum stems largely from practice in aurally estimating
this, although a signal level meter is helpful of course.
Remember that nulls can sometimes be confused by the
arrival of signals from other than the direct path, due to
reflection, so if a null appears to be confused or not well
•
defined, try moving to another position.

Out of Thin Air
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AERIAL
PERFORMANCE
TEST
SET
F.JUDD Assoc.IPRE A.lnst.E. G2BCX
Transmittmg and recelvmg aerial performance is
difficult to measure with any degree of accuracy par·
ticularly when the operating frequency is low and
the aerial is, of necessity, very large. At frequencies
as high as 28MHz ( lOm band) one would find it
physically impossible to plot the vertical angle radia·
tion pattern, or indeed the plane polar pattern, with
the aerial operating in either vertical or horizontal
polarisation mode. At 145MHz (2m band) the
problem is eased somewhat since the aerials are
physically small but even then they need to be
mounted very high in order to obtain true 14free
space" radiation patterns. Further, the transmitted,
signal source must be a large number of wave·
lengths away and/ or the receiving point must be at
a sintilar distance if the aerial being tested is radiat·
ing.
It is usual to test an aerial under receiving condi·
tions; the final result is the s»me. The writer has in
use a 60ft high mast that can be lowered to half way
so that 2m aerials for testing can be mounted on a
special rotator system that will turn the aerial
through 360 0 as well as from horizontal to vertical
mode. The system is remote controlled from the
measuring instrument position and the distant trans·
mitters normally used are GB3VHF for horizontally
polarised signals and GB3PI, or local amateur stations
for vertically polarised signals. Even so, the process
of carrying out polar pattern and gain measurements
is laborious to say the least, and indeed somewhat
hazardous, especially when large beams (a recent
one was a 12·element ZL Special) have to be hoisted
to a small platform about 30ft above ground before
being raised to full height for tests. On new designs
there is the added problem of making modifications,
so an aerial may have to be hauled up and down
several times before the design can be approved.

The Theory of Similar Structures
It is well known that aerials scaled down in fre·
quency behave in exactly the same way as they would
at the original frequency. At one time the writer
used a frequency of 10000MHz to operate a model
aerial system capable of obtaining quite accurate
polar patterns of both plane and vertical· radiation
fields . At such a high frequency however, impedance
matching, with any degree of accuracy, becomes very
difficult indeed.
The Utheory of similar structures" is applied in
many spheres of engineering. For example, for prov·
ing ship's hulls by using scaled· down models in wave
tanks, models of aircraft in wind tunnels and models
of bridge structures etc. It is readily adaptable to
transmitting aerials and if we take a dipole for
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example, its familiar fi·gure·of·eight radiation pattern
is exactly the same whether the aerial is cut to
operate on 2MHz or 200MHz, or any other frequency.
This applies, of course, to aerials of all other con·
figurations and to directivity, gain and polarisation
as well.

The author's aerial measurement set-up, with aerial under test mounted
on a turntable, plus a pen chart recorder,

Scaling down makes the aerials much smaller,
easier to construct and handle, reduces the distance
between the source of transmission and the aerial
being tested, and brings the "free space" position
much nearer the real earth. If the effect of earth is
required as part of the measurement then a metal
ground plane of several square wavelengths extent
is no great problem. As mentioned however, if the
scale fr equency is too high matching the aerial to its
feed point becomes a problem and to overcome this
f.r equencies of between 600 and 1000MHz are corn·
monly used.
Some years ago the writer used 800MHz for the
original design of the "ZL Special" end·fire beam for
operation on 14 and 28MHz and which was described
in PW recently for 2m operation. At frequencies
around those mentioned quite accurate matching is
possible materials for constructing the aerials can be
scaled down, as can transmission lines, matching
stubs and .baluns etc. Even "miniature" co-axial cable,
with little loss up to around 1000MHz, is readily
available.

Out of Thin Air

A Model Aerial System
A system recently ,b uilt by the writer and described
here operates at a frequency of 650MHz and, as with
virtually all systems of this nature, aerials being
tested are operated in receiving mode. The transmitter is normally placed at a distance of 10 wavelengths, in this case 4· 6m, and it is equipped with a
three-element (flat plane reflector) beam aerial to
concentrate the radiation forward, to provide a
sufficiently large illumination area and to reduce reflected signals to a minimum.
The "receiver" consists basically of a simple diode
u. tector to provide a DC voltage from the RF signal
piCh, d up by the aerial being tested and which is
used ~ a) to operate a pen chart recorder to obtain
either polar co-ordinate or Cartesian co-ordinate plots
of radiation patterns or (b) a continuous direct display of a radiation pattern in polar or Cartesian coordinates on an oscilloscope screen.

GT114
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Fig. 1 ,' Circuit diagram of the author's 650MHz transmitter.

The Transmitter
The transmitter is a simple self-excited oscillator
usin g a Mullard TDI-IOOA valve to provide an RF
output at 650MHz of about 2W. Any similar UHF
valve would do and frequency stability is not critical
provided drift is not more than a few MHz. Audio
tone modulation can be applied for quick checks and
for demonstration , in which case the model is made
to radiate and the space around explored with a
single dipole and diode receiver the signal from this
being fed to an audio amplifier and speaker. The
transmitter must, of course, be completely screened
and its output (loop coupled ) matched as closely as
possible to the transmitting aerial. The circuit used is
shown in Fig. 1 and may serve as a guide to anyone
interested in embarking on a similar project

The Measuring System

for making initial adjustments, or to the oscilloscope
DC "Y" amplifier for direct display of Cartesian plots
(see various photos ). The aerial and polar plotting
table are turned by either of two synchronous motors
with suitable pulley and/ or gear reduction to obtain
(a) a slow rotation at about 1 revolution per 30
seconds for pen chart plots or a fast rotation for
oscilloscope displays at between 5 and 8 revolutions
per second. Directly coupled to the aerial turning
shaft are (a) a system for obtaining a sync pulse for
each 360 ° of rotation and pulses for each 10° of
rotation which are used for Z modulation (scope
"bright up") pulses and (b) the components for
generating the electronic dipole sIgnal. The sync and
10° marker pulses are obtained by a light shining
through smal! holes in a perspex disc (painted black)

This system is rath er complex in view of the facilities it provides but could be simplified by using a
meter to obtain readings for plotting patterns and
checking gain, in which case the receiver need consist only of a diode deteotor, the DC output from this
being fed to a micro-ammeter via a simple attenuator.
One of the most important factors in aerial performance measurement is the "reference" to be used
and this is normally a dipole. For example, in gain
measurement the dipole is first set up and the signal
level from this noted. It is tnen substituted for the
aerial to be tested and the level from this ascertained.
If the readings are in terms of ·v oltage then the usual
formula 20 Log" V2 is used to obtain the gain in dB.
VI
In the system described here a rather more sophisticated reference system is employed, particularly in
connection with continuous oscilloscope displays and
this uses an lIelectronic dipole" to be described later.
The block diagram Fig. 2 gives some idea of the
complexity of the syst em, which begins at the aerial
being tested, pi cking up the signal from the transmitter. This is coupled by a rotating loop to the
detector and the received signal is rectified, the output being switched to obtain positive or negative
(wit h respect to earth) DC which is fed to a calibrated
attenuator. From here the signa] goes to a penrecorder for Cartesian or polar plotting, to a meter

Out of Thin Air

The 650MH1 test transmitter with its 3-element aerial mounted above it.
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on to photo transistors, the outputs from which are
amplified and s haped into short duration pulses. The
disc contains 36 holes for the 10 0 markers and one
for the 360 ° sync pulse.
The electronic dipole signal is obtained by sh ining
light through a rotating disc of Polaroid material and
a fixed piece of Polaroid simultaneously on to a
photo transistor. As the light flu ctuates sinusoidally
the transistor generates two "sinusoidal" DC voltages
per revolution, the equivalent of the radiation pattern
from a dipole in Cartesian cO'ordinates, see Fig. 3.
The signal is coupled to the Y2 DC amplifier on the
oscilloscope via an attenuator so that the level can
be set against that from a real "reference" dipole
and, of course, retained and displayed simultaneously
whilst an aerial is being tested.

.s=:

---------

Cartesian plol
recorder
Analogue readout

An additional feature in progress of being de·
veloped is to provide the oscilloscope (a n Advance
model 08250 ) with a controllable circular time base;
controlled , that is, from the aerial signal to provide
continuous display of pa-tterns in polar form as de·
picted in the block diagram.

Examples of Pattern Plotting
First some examples of plots from the oscilloscope
in Cartesian co-ordinate and, apart from the dipole,
I have taken one or two of the aerials described in
my articles in the PW July 1976 and May 1977. The
pattern from a real dipole is shown in Fig. 4 and, as
can be seen, compares very favourably with the
"electronic dipole" readout in Fig. 3. Each bright spot
represents 10° of rotation, through 360°. Now
examine the scope readout, Fig. 5, from the "ZL
Special" end·fire beam described in PW May 1977,
operating in horizontal mode. The two minor rear
lobes are displa yed to the right and left respectively.
Compare this with the polar co·ordinate ,p lot in
Fig. 6 taken from ~he same aerial and with the sa me
equipment.
.
The 'BA ground plane is a very popular aenal but
it is not as efficient as one would suppose due to its
high-angle radiation. It is omni-directional and,
ideally, maximum radiation should be parallel to the
ground. As the vertical angle pattern Fig. 7 shows,
maximum radiation is at an angle of about 30 ° and
although some gain is obtained from this aerial over
a conventional 14 A ground plane it is wasted in an
upward direction. In fact the "gain " on a line parallel
to the ground is negative with respect to a vertical
dipole. The osoilloscope readout Fig. 8 shows the
same pattern in Cartesian co-ordinate.

Performance Defects
A t2-element "ZL SpeCial" mounted on the rotator system atop the
author's 60ft mast.
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With this system of testing all kinds of defects in
performance can be seen readil y. Taking again the
5 aA ground plane, its normal omni-direction pattern

Out of Thin Air

Fig, 3,' Oscilloscope Cartesian plot of the "electronic dipole". (See text)

Fig, 5: Cartesian plot of the response pattern ofa "Z L Special ll array,
operating in the horizontal mode,

Fig, 7,' Vertica l radiation pattern of a i -wave ground plane aerial,

Out of Thin Air

Fig , 4 ,' A Cartesian plot of the response pattern of a real dipole,

Fig, 6: A polar co-ordinate plot of the aerial of Fig. 5, plotted using the
pen chart recorder,

Fig. 8: Oscilloscope Cartesian plot of the response of the aerial of
Fig. 7.
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Fig . 9; Trace A shows the distortion of the radIation pattern of an
omni-directional aerial due to a nearby resonant conductor. Trace 8
is a reference dipole.

Fig. 10 (right) : The polar co-ordina te plot ofthe set-up of Fig. 9.

Fig. 11: Horizontal radiation patterns of two 12-element " ZL Special"
aerials.

should be a circle if the aerial were behaving;
perfectly. If a mismatch exists, or the aerial is off
resonance, the pattern can become distorted Le., not
a perfect circle. The presence of other resonant con·
ductors will also produce this effect. The oscillo~
gram Fig. 9 shows this quite clearly. The lower trace
(B) is a reference dipole pattern. The upper trace
should be a straight line, therefore there is a loss of
radiated power in some directions. The result is
perhaps more clearly illustrated by the polar co·
ordinate plot in Fig. 10 of the same aerial with the
dipole pattern again for reference.
A 12 element <lZL Special" m ~ntion ed earlier, has
been developed for operation on 2m and is now
operational at G2BCX, the home station. This aerial
started out as a 650MHz model and after adjustment
a nd a few mod·ifications to director spacing and
length, yielded a gain .(over a dipole) of 14dB. The
2m version is physically much smaller than a Yagi
array having the same gain . Its radiation pattern,
actually plotted operating on 2m is shown in Fig. 11
by comparison with the pattern obtained from the
650MHz model, which is shown dotted. '

Slim Jim

Fig. 12 : Comparison of the vertical radiation patterns of a i -wave
ground plane aerial and the i -wave " Slim-Jim".
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Another ·a erial designed and develo ped with the
a id of the model system is an omni·directional "free
space" aerial for 2m known at the moment as the
"Slim Jim". It has no ground plane radials and is
vastly superior to a 5.,\ ground plane, due to the
radiation being almost parallel to the ground. The
vertical angle radiation from the full scale 2m version
is shown in Fig. 12. Compare this with vertical angle
radiation from a 5.,\ ground plane shown dotted in
the illustration . Details of both these 2m aerials will
be published in the not too distant future.
To anyone contemplating setting up a test system
of this natu re I must emphasise that the task is not
an easy one, but the results, if they are reasonably
accurate, are highly rewardin g.
•

Out of Thin Air

comPACT2m
BEAm
HE p revious art icle "Vertical Aerials for
144MHz" (Practical Wireless July 1976) dealt
with omnidirectional types s uch as the grou nd
plan e and vertical co lin ear which are co nveni ent for
transmitting or receiving in any direction but h ave
relatively littl e gain over a dipole. For example, a
4-element co lin ear has but 4 ' 3dB gain and is a
s izea bl e aerial, some 14ft or so long. Beams are the
only way of obtaining re lative ly hi gh directivity and
ga in aud th ere are many to cho ose from with the
Yagi or parasiti c array bei ng the most popular.
H owever, f airly sma ll but efficient bea m aeria ls for
144M Hz are not difficult to m ake and gain as hi gh as
lOdB over a dipole is possible without resorting to
large numbers of elements as are necessary for
Vagi or co lin ear arrays. The co rner reflector aeria l,
wh ich employs only one driven element, may be an
exce pti on and although a high gain, arou nd 12dB or
more , is possible, the reflector itself is of som ewhat
u nwi eldly dimensions.

T

TWO DRIVEN ELEMENTS
Small beams with a useful degree of directivi ty
and ga in may be derived fr om "end-fir e" or " broadside" arrays consist ing of two driven radi ators spa ce d
a specific dist ance apart with the curren t in each
phased according to the directivity req uired. In the
case of the "end·fire " array the pattern h as zero
radiation broadside (at right angles) to the plane of
th e ar r ay and maxim um end -fir e radiatio n when the
sp aci n g between the elements is a h alf-wavelength
or less and the curr ents in th e elemen ts are equ al in
amplitude but in opposite phase i.e. 180 0 phase
difference.
The configuration of thi s array is shown in Fig. 1
in which the spacing "d" may be from 18A to 5 8A to
obtain the requisite horizontal pl ane end-fire radiation pattern when the array is vertica l as in Fig. 2(a)
and loo kin g down on the ends of the elements.
R adiatio n in the vert ica l plane i.e., with reference
to an angle to the ground, will be as shown in
F i g. 2(b) .

To obtain "broadside" radiation , at ri ght angles
to the array , the spacing between th e e lem ents is
usua ll y a half-wav elength and the elements fed in
phase. Th e available directivity / ga in is greatest
when the eleme nts are spaced 12 A or 58 ,\ but not
closer. The end-fire array is of greater interest
since consid erable gain ca n be obtained with closer
sp aci n g between the elements thu s allowing fo r a
m ore compact ae ri al plus uni-d irectional or bidirectio nal radiati on pattern as required. S uch an
aerial may be operated horizo ntally (for horizontal
p olarization) or vertica lly (fo r vertical polari zation).
Grea test bi-directi ona l gai n is obtained when two
driven half-wave elements are spaced 0 ·125,\ apart

Out ·of Thin Air

F.JUDD

G2BCX

and fed out of phase as in Fig. 3. Th e gain is about
4dB with refere nce to a h alf-wave dipole. However ,
for 144MHz operation the hi gh feed point impedance
prese nts a probl em as it is not . suitable for direct
conn ection to commonly u.sed son co-ax ial cable
alth oug h this ca n be overcome by th e use of a m atching stub.
Since bea m aerials h ave to be ro tated for maximum radi ation in a de£ired direction there is little
point in usin g a bi-directional array. Better to use a
uni-d irectiona l system and obtain a little more gain.
Th is ca n be achieved wit h a two-element close
spaced array in which one element is fed 135 0 out
of phase with r espect to the oth er . The radi ation
pattern then becomes a card ioid as shown in Fig. 4
and re mains virtually the same wh ether th e aerial is
used vertically or horizonta lly.
An aerial based on this arrangement, to provide
even more gai n, was designed by the writer some
26 years ago and is known as the "ZL Special"
although it was originally intend ed for HF bands
operation. It employs two driven elem ents fed 135 0
anti-phase but th e element len gths are such that one
operates as a driven element/director whilst the
other behaves as a driv en element / reflector. The
ra di ation pattern is cardioid as in Fig. 4 and the
gain a little over 6dB with referen ce to a half-wav e
dipo le.
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Fig. 2 : Radiation patterns and gain of an end-fire array compared
wllh a dipole.
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Fig. 1: Configuration of an end-fire aerial array.

"ZL SPECIAL" FOR 2M
This beam is identi cal to the or iginal model except
that an alternative feed method to suit son co-axial
ca ble was necessary and the ele ment lengths are
appropriate for 2m band operation. It is easy to
constru ct and the elements and phasi ng lin e may be
mad e from copper wire, copper tube or even 300n
ribbon feeder. Quite a large number of this 2m
version have been constru cted and tested and being
a very co mpa ct aeria l it has proved idea l for l.lSe
in doors since it is not generally affected by the
proxi mity of walls and even co nductive str uctures,
providin g th ese are not too close.
This beam has a broadband character istic and
proper ly co nstr ucted and adjusted should ex hibit
around a 1: 1 SWR over the whole 2m band. Constructional details are shown in Fig. 5 and providing the phasing lin e length and the eleme nt spacing
and lengths are ad he red to , the materi als for these
may be as mentioned above. If 300n ribbon feeder is
used th e distance between conductors will of course
be that of the feeder itself.
Th e small air-spaced 20pF var iable ca pacitor is
necessary to achieve a correct match to son co-ax
cable and is adjusted for minimum SWR at 145 MHz.
Not more than about 10pF of this capacitance should
be necessa ry to achieve this. Do not use mica or
ceramic type trimmer capacitors. It is important to
curve th e feed line away and down as shown in the
inset in Fig. 5 when the aeria l is operated vertically
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Fig . 3: One method of feeding an end-fire array (see text)_
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'-Fig. 6 : Construction of a three element ZL Special beam.

Fig. 5 : Details (or the construction of a ZL Special aerial for 2 metres.

and the matchin g ca pacitor should be adjusted only
when the feede r has been secured. The short stu b
m ast used to support the aerial must be of insulating
materia l, wood or plasti c tube and extended to a few
in ches be low th e bottom end s of the elements when
it may be coupled to a meta l mast. The gain remains the sa me when the aerial is used horizontally
but the card ioid pattern becomes a little n arrower
to the sides. Note th e unb alance-to-balanced co-axial
connection using a 14 '\ sleeve which is bonded to the
ma in co-ax ial brai d only where shown , at point X in
Fig. 5. The end near the feed point is not connected
to anything. For use ou td oors t he feed connections
and tunin g capaci tor must of co urse be protected
from weather as mu st t he elements and for this a
sma ll plastic electrical junction box could be used.
The eleme nts and supporting frame (this must be
wood or plasti c tube) can be given two or three coats
of polyureth ane varnish.
This aer ial is used by the writer on a cabin
cr ui ser (G2 BCX / MM) at a h eigh t of only 9 feet
abClve the water and so far 10 European co untries
as well as many UK DX stations h ave been worked.
Th e photo shows th e aerial enclosed enti rely in
plastic "plumbing" tube fo r com plete protection
from weather and sa lt water. Th e aerial is also ideal
for portable work as it will fit comfortably in the
boot of a car.
Si nce th e basic ZL is a dr iven array and the r adiati on pattern uni-directional it h as been found poss ible to add parasitic director elements to obtain
an increase in forward ga in. One director mou nted
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FIg . 9 : Delalls ofthe feed system for the end·flre beam shown In Fig, 8,

0 , 12,\ in front of the main driven element (B in
Fig. 5), increases the forward gain by slightly over
2dB thu s providing a total gain of 8dB which is q'uite
considerable for a beam measuring only about
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50cm (20in.) fro m fro nt to rear. The addition of three
directors, still making the beam only about 1 ·2m
(40i n.) hi gh, yields a forward gain of a little over
10dB whi ch is comparable with that of an 8·element
Yagi hav in g a physical len gth of about 2·8m
(llOin.), or twice the length.
The construction of a ZL with directors is much
the sam e as f or the basic aerial shown in Fig. S
except that the eleme nt support is extended for
mountin g the directors. This must be insulating
material, such as wood or plastic tube, and one
suggested method of construction, particularly
suitable for outdoor use, is given in Fig. 6. The main
support which consists of the boom and stub mast
is made of plastic pipe. The stub mast is fitted into
the boom either by cutting a hole in the boom and
gluing the mast in with Ara ldite, or by using a
pipe "T" piece to make the join. The copper tube
elements are fitted tightly into holes through the
boom section and secured by screws through the side
of the pipe. The phasing line which may be two
copper wires (12 to 16 SWG) are inside the tub e as
is t he small capacitor. To ensure that the phasing
lines do not touch, they may be insulated with
sIeevi ng.
This 3·element ZL Special has been tested over
a long period and operated both vertically and
horizo nt ally with considerable Continental DX
worked. The h alf-power beam width (3dB) is about
90° and radiation directly from the rear is about
25dB down alth ough the overall radiatio n pattern is
still cardioid but narrower than that from the 2·
element ZL Special.
The addition of two more directors, making a
tota l of three, and the aerial therefore a S·element
version, will provide a gai n of about 10dB. The aerial
is still not very large and may of course be operated
vertically or horizontally, Construction is th e same
as for the 3·element version except for the three
extra directors cut to length and spaced as show n
in Fig, 7. Note that t he amount of capacitance requir ed across the son feed to effect a good match
may be much less or even nil ,with the dire ctors in
use.

VERTICAL END-FIRE ARRAY
This is re latively easy to co nstruct and will provide about 4dB gain over a dipole and is bi·directional. It needs only to be turned through 90 ° to
achieve all round coverage and being compact could
prove useful to flat dwellers una ble to put up an
aeria l outside. It co nsists of two half-wave radiators
fed 180 0 anti·ph ase to produce the radi ation pattern
as in Fig. 2a, It ma y be assembled on a wooden
frame and the elements and stubs can be made from
copper wire as shown in Fig. 8. It could also be set
up to rota te on a floor stand, as the extension of
the dia gram illustrates, makin g it suitable for indoor
use. Details of the matchin g stub and feed are
shown with more detail in Fig. 9. Adju stment for
minimum SWR is car ri ed out by sliding the shorting
bar along the stu b in conj uncti on with movi ng the
t apping point of the son co·ax feeder, The approx i·
mate positions for these are given in Fig. 9 and
very lit tle further adjustment should be needed to
obtain an SWR approaching 1:1 over the whole 2m
band. Used in the writer's workshop at about lOft.
above the ground, this aerial could receive a substantial signal from the GB3PI repeater nearly 40
miles away.
Dt!I
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BREDHURST
electronics
HIGH STREET HAND CROSS W. SUSSEX
. Telephone: 0444 400786
Visit our premises at Handcross to
see the latest in Amateur radio
equipment. We stock a full range
from space age technology
transceivers and receivers
to accessories like
Headphones, dummy
loads, insulators,
plug;:; etc.
We're ideally
situated in SE
England in a pretty
Sussex village within easy
reach of London, Kent,
Hampshire, Berkshire and Surrey.
It's a pleasant drive to Handcross
with none of the hustle and bustle
of the city.
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We have also organised a fast
efficient MAIL ORDER service.
The system is simple, just write
to us enclosing a cheque, stating
clearly the items required , or
telephone us to discuss your
requirements, give us your
credit card number and
normally the goods will
leave that same day.
For a price list of our stocks
LlAHU see the latest PRACTICAL
IRELESS but if you have a
specific enquiry, why notphoneus
.
to see if we can help on
0444400786
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The original "Slim Jim" omni-directional vertical aerial
for 2 metres, designed by the writer, is fully described
elsewhere in this publication. It has proved to be one of the
Iliost popular single-element aerials for 2m operation
because of its low-angle radiation, high efficiency and
unobtrusive appearance, etc. It is now being used
throughout the UK and in many othercountrues including
Holland , Belgium, Norway, Iceland, New Zealand,
Australia and the USA. The newer and even less obtrusive
version described here also incorporates a small capacity
plate, to allow the aerial to be tuned to exact resonance at
the centre of the band . The performance parameters are
otherwise the same as the original.
The various diagrams give all the details required forthe
construction and also the materials used. The aerial itself
can be made from a single length of aluminium rod 5mm or
'/ l6in diameter, which will bend quite easily at top and
bottom to the required radius. To obtain a smooth bend
first clamp into a vice a short length of metal or wood of a
diameter a little less than that required for the bend . This
functions as a "former". Heat the element at the point of the
bend and then slowly bend the rod around the "former".
Make the bend gradually and re-heat the element as
necessary to keep it pliable. Don't overdo the heat. Practice
on a scrap length of rod first. It will be necessary to thread
the various spacers onto the long section of the element
before bending the ends.
The diagrams in Fig. 1 show: (a) the general
configuration of the aerial and its voltage and current
distribution. Details for the insulator between one side of
the top of the quarter-wave stub section and the driver
element proper, carrying the capacity plate, are shown in
(bJ. The lower section of the aerIal, i.e. the stub section, is
enclosed as shown in a length of plastics water pipe and
supported inside with circular spacers which should be
bonded to the element with Loctite or Araldite before the
pipe is fitted. ' The plastics tube has a length of dowel
inserted at the lower end to provide a solid section for
mounting the aerial on a mast. This can be extended if
required , for example, for car bumper mounting which will
allow the aerial to be used for mobile..operation.
The remainder oftheconstructional details, e.g. element
spacers, capacity plate and upper section etc. are given in
Fig. I(c), (d) and (e). 'rhe ends of the element that fit into
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the insulator should be bonded in with Loctite or Araldite.
The 50 ohm coaxial feed cable is taken into the tapping
point on the stub section via a hole in the plastics tube just
above the dowel insert. Connection to the elements is best
made by small Orass or copper clips as shown in Fig. 2(a)to
facilitate adjustment for the correct feed point.

Adjustment and Final Assembly
Adjustment forthe correct feed point and to thecapacity
plate must be made before the plastics tube is fitted .
Connect up the /ulllength 0/ coaxial cable to be used and
stand the aerial in a position clear of other conductors. This
can be indoors in the centre ofa room with the aerial about
I m clear of the ground. Set the capacity plate in line with
the insulator and find a feed point which gives the lowest
possible v.s.w.r. (or maximum power to the aerial). If the
v.s. w.r. doesn't come down to less than, say, 1·.5 to 1, turn
the capacity plate to about 45° and resetthe tapping pomt.
It is possible that little or no capacity at all may be
necessary, i.e. the plate may be right round at 90° to the
insulator. However, with adjustment of this plate and the
position of the feed point, the v.s. w.r. should come right
down to near I to I, say 1'2 to I or less, depending on the
quality of the feed cable, which should be UR67 or
equivalent if a long run has to be used, i.e. longer than
about tOm. Otherwise UR43 will be satisfactory.
Fit the plastics tube section wIth the cable through as in
Fig. I (e) and make a fmal check on v.s.w.r. Bond the top
circular spacer level with the top of the plastics tube with
Loctite or Araldite. Also seal the entry points of the
elements through the top so that water cannot enter.
Araldite will be suitable for this. Different ways of
mounting the aerIal on a mast are shown in Fig. 2 (b), (c)
and (d). The plastics tube and indeed the whole aerial can
then be given a couple of coats 01 grey or white pamt.
A final suggestion. [flhe top section of the aerial from a
short distance above the insulator is made detachable but
joinable, by means of metal sleeves with set-screws for
example, it can be dismantled into two parts of convenient
length for carrying about for portable use.
•
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Fig . 1 : (al General configuration showing voltage and
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Aerialite
Aerials
Ltd.,
Whitegate,
Broadway,
Chadderton, Old ham, Lancs. OL9 9QG. Tel: (061) 652
1111 .
A very wide ra nge of do mestic aeria ls fo r all radio a nd TV
bands is manufactured including complete aerial kits;a full
range of clamps. bracket s and more general hardware.
Other product s are masth ead amp lifiers, fi lt ers, etc.

Bredhurst Electronics, Mid S ussex House, High S treet,
Handcross, E. Sussex RH 17 6BW. Tel: Handcross (0444)
400786.
Supp liers of var ious ma kes of h.f. and v. h.f. ae rials, both
mobile and fixed, beam types a nd ve rtica ls, masts. rigging,
ca bles. connectors; a complete ra nge of aerial
meas urement equipme nt and in-line watt meters, also
transmitt ing a nd rece ivi ng onl y aeria l t uning un its.

Amateur Radio Exchange, 2 Northfield Road, Ealin g,
Londo n, WI3 9SY. Tel: 01-579 531 1.
A very large range of aerials can be sup plied fora ll amateur
band s from 160 metres to u.h.f. Types include simple
indoor receiving ae ri als to large outdoo r multibeam
arrays. A ninge of ca bles and hardware is ava ila ble, and
also a very wide ra nge of mobi le antennas fo r h.f., v.h.f.,
and u.h.f.

Cambridge Kits, 45 Old School Lane, Milton, Cambridge
CB4 4BS . Tel: Cambridge (0223) 860150.
Products from t his company include an Anten na Noise
Bridge for checking resonance and radiatio n resistance of
aeria ls, a n in-line crystal ca librato r and two v. l. f.
co nve rters.

A mcomm Servic es, 194A No rtholt Road, South Harrow,
Middx. Tel: 01-864 1166.
Main agen ts for Yaesu, Swan, Dentron, J ay beam, Bantex
and man y othe r com munications products, the company
a lso manufactu re the "Antech" range. A same-day
telephone and mail order se rvice is p rovided.

AntiCerence Ltd., Bicester Road, Aylesbury, Bucks. HPI9
3BJ . Tel : Aylesbury 82511.
Anot her manufacture r who ma kesa ve ryexhaust ive ra nge
of aerials for domestic use for all TV bands and f.m. radio
including necessary hardwa re and cables. In ad diti on ,
selec ted it ems from the "Ex pert" ra nge are avai lab le fort he
DX enthusiast who requ ires aer ials for CC lR channe ls.

Bantex Ltd. , Abbey Road, Park Roya l, London NW IO
7SJ. Tel: 01-965 0941.
This company manufactures a wide range of aerials
including h .f., v. h.f. and u.h.f. mobile and fixed statio n
t ypes complete wi th cables, co nnectors, mounting
brackets a nd genera l hardware. A lso included in the range
are marine an tenna e.

Datong Electronics Ltd., Spence Mills, M ills Lane,
Bramley , Leeds LSI3 3HE. Tel: 0532-55246 1.
Manufactu red products include specia list co nver ters a nd
an 'Active Antenna Sys te m' for s.w.1. use. Syste ms
generally cove r the h.f. and v. h.f. spectrum s.

Electronic Mail Order Ltd ., 62 Bridge Street,
Ramsbottom, Bury, Lancs. BLO 9AG. Tel: Ramsbottom
(070-682) 3036.
A ra nge of aerial ampl ifiers are manufactured , one of
which tunes ove r the 2 metre a nd ai rcraft band s. Ot hers a re
for domest ic v. h.f. and u.h.f. radi o a nd te levision.

G2DYM Ae ri als and Products, R. Benham- Hohrlan;
"Cobhamden Castle", Uplowman, Nr. Tiverton , Devon.
Manufacturers and suppliers of ant i-inte rfere nce and a ntiTV l ae rials, custom buil t s.w. aeria ls and aerial matching
un its . Th is company pro vides a complete co nsu lta ncy
se rvice on a ll matters regarding aer ials a nd their
.
installation.

Ja ybea m Ltd., Sandfield Close, Moulton Park Industrial
Estate, Northampton NN3 IQQ. Tel: (0604)46611.
A vast range of domestic aeria ls of all types can be supp lied
to cover all TV and f.m. band s including th e famou s
"M ultibeam" and " Pa ra beam" t ypes. A complete range of
hardware, cables and con nec tors can be supplied as we ll as
aeria l amp lifiers, power units and rotators.
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Lowe Electronics Ltd., Bentley Bridge, Chesterfield Hoad,
Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 5LE. Tel: Matlock (0629)
2817/ 2430.
Suppliers of a complete range of hJ. , v.hJ. and u.hJ.
aerials of all types and makes, and a range of aerial
characteristic measurement equipment including s.w.r.
and noise bridges.

Telecommunications Accessories Ltd., Thame Industrial
Estate, Bandet Way, Thame, Oxon. OX93SS. Tel:Thame
3621 /2/3 .
The "Cushcraft" range of antennas is featured by this
company, which includes types for h.f. , v.hJ. and u.h.f. A
feature of this range are the colinears for v.h.f. and u.h .f.
and the multi-band vertica ls for hJ. use.

Mosley Electronics Ltd., 196 Norwich Road, New
Costessey, Norwich NR5 OEX.
A wide ra nge which includes aerials for most purposes
from ID to 160 metres. Both vertical and horizontal types
are available with a range of traps, baluns, masts, rotators
and usual fixing hardware.

TMP Electronic Supplies, Britannia Stores, Leeswood,
Mold, Clwyd, North Wales CH7 4SD. Tel: Pontybodkin
(035-287) 846.
Suppliers of Jaybeam and ASP fixed and mobile aer ials
and Yaesu equipment which includes power an d V.S .W. r.
meters. Also available are Amidon toroidal cores, aerial
wire and rigging equipment , rotators, cable, books and
maps .

Panorama Antennas Ltd., 73 Wadham Road, London
SWI5 2LS . Tel: 01-874 5300/ 01-870 5192.
Mobile and portable h.f., v.hJ. and u.h.f. aerials complete
with all types of connectors, mounting brackets and
general hardware.

Partridge Electronics Ltd., 5 Partridge House, Prospect
Road, Broadstairs CTlO ILD. Tel: Thanet (0843) 62535 .
Manufacturers and suppliers of the famous VFA
"Joystick" antenna system complete with a.1. u.,cables and
connectors, as well as a co mplete range of hardwa re,
accessories, cables and aeria l systems for all m. w. and s. w.
broadcast bands.

Waters and Stanton Electronics, Warren House, 18/ 20,
Main Road , Hockley, Essex. Tel: Hockley (03704)
6835/4965.
Suppliers of complete h.f. and v.hJ. aerial systems,
rota tors, masts, rigging gear an d aerial characteristic
measurement equipment.
Western Electronics Ltd., Fairfield Estate, Louth , Lincs.
LNll OJH. Tel:.Louth (0507) 604955.
This company supplies acomple te range of"Emoto" aerial
rotators and position indicators; a range of h.f. beam
antennas and a good range of towers and mas ts. Uther
products include aerial changeover switches, baluns,
traps, dipole centr es and a complete 4-band trap dipole.

Randam Electronics, 4 Severn Road, Chiltern, Didcot,
Oxon OXII OPW. Tel: Abingdon (0235) 83328/ 24844.
Complete range of TONN A v.h.f. and u.hJ. aerials, fixed,
portable and mobile. Andrew coaxial cables. AI.! types of
connectors and a range of aerial erection hardware
including brackets, guy wi res, clamps, bolts , etc.

South Midlands Communications Ltd., S. M. House,
Osborne Road , Totton, Southampton, Hants. S04 4DN.
Tel: Totton (0703) 867333.
Suppliers of a complete range of h.t". and v.h.!'. aerials,
cables. connectors, rotators, masts and towers, riggings
and fittings. Also included in their range are d. power
meters, dumm y loads, coaxial rela ys and switches and

antenna tuning units.

South West Aerial Systems, 10 Old Boundary Road,
Shaftesbury, Dorset. Tel: (0747) 4370.
Suppliers of a complete range of domestic aerial systems
for Bands I to V complete with aerial amplifiers, mas ts,
cables and general hardware. A ve rtical whip for m. w. and
s.w. use is also available, along with an advisory service on
all problems associated with domestic aerials.

Stephen-James Ltd., 47 Warrington Road, Leigh WN7
3EA. Tel: (0942) 676790.
Stock a good range by most leading manufacturers of
aerials, preselectors, filters. changeover switches,
aluminium masts, clamps, rotators and general hardware.
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Bantex make a e range of
munication
Antennas: MarineMFandVHF. HFMobileand
Fixed Station and VHF/ UHF Mobileand Fixed
Station .
BANTEX LIMITED
Abbey Road, Park Royal, London NW10
8952369
Tel: 01-965 0941
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unique oppor:tunl:tY
to bUY.tlie ultimate
In

aerials
Chimney Mounting Kit

~jIO:;"'~l"--------.
----
PG SERVICES LTD. 44 Sherbourne Road.

Even the very best receivers can 't achieve optimum results without the
correct aerial , which is why this offer is of such importance to real radio
enthusiasts. Manufactured by internationally far:nous Aerialite Aerials. both
these kits represent tremendous value-for-money over
recommended retail prices.
The Mastatic (AM) Sys tem . This IS ', whip-type, three section
vertical rod aerial is designed to operate on Long, Medium and
Short wave frequencies and is particularly effective in difficult
reception areas. The System comprises 3 sections, an 1a' aerial . 2 " U" bolts
and rubber brushes and a wall or chimney lashing kit plus the famous
"Anti-static " transformer system complete with 60' 01 twin feeder.
screened down lead.

Our Price £50.00 including VAT and carriage.
SI.ereo Aeria l Kit. This 3 element stereo aerial has a range of some thirty
mIles from the transmItter, (depending on site location and local conditions).
Its g~ direc!ivity and gain characteristics make it a very popular aerial.
The kIt comprises: 3 element array, loft arm . 20m low-loss coaxial cable and
plug, plus saddle back staples and fitting instructions.
All this for only £17.50 including VAT and carriage.
Please allow up to 28 days for delivery from the date of order.

PG Services Limited
To P G SERVICES LTD . 44 Sherbourne Road. CHEADLE HEATH,
Stockport, CHESHIRE .

CHEADLE HEATH . Stockport. CHESHIRE.

Please supply the following - tick appropriate box(es).

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

The Mastatic (AM) System

D

Chimney Mounting Kit

Wall Mounting Kit

D

Stereo Aerial Kit

D
D

NAME :
ADDRESS :

I enclose cheque/postal order to the value of £ - - -Cheques to be made payable to: PG SERVICES LTD
I understand that my money will be refunded in full if I am not completely
satisfied and return the goods within 7 days of receipt.
CW28049
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YAESU , DENTRON , FDK ,
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Whatever your wireless needs
Amateurs and Commercial users Worldwide
call on

Branches and Agents throughout the U.K.
S.M.C. (Jack Tw9t!dyJ LTO

NORTHERN (Leeds) BRANCH

S.M.C. (Jack Tweedy) LTO

Roger Saines, G3YBO
79 Chatsworth Road,
Chesterfield, Derbyshire

Colin Thomas G3PSM

Jack Tweedy. G3ZY

251 Otley Road,
leeds 16, Yorkshire.

150 Hornecastle Road,
Woodhall Spa. Lincolnshire

Chesterfield (0246) 34982

Leeds (0532) 782326

Woodhall Spa (0526) 52793

,£~*~; SOUTH MIDLANDS COMMUNICATIONS LTD.
~--- $. M. HOUSE, OSBORNE ROAD, TOTTON, SOUTHAMPTON, S04 4DN, ENGLAND
Tel: [+44J Totton ([OJ 7031867333, Telex.: 477351 SMCOMM G, Tel egram: "Aerial" Southampton.

